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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Sen·ing Kentuckians Since 1906
Of1icc of Academic AiTairs and Research
Associate Vice President
University Programs

TO:

2 Keen Johnson
521 Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, Kentucky 404 75-3163
(859) 622-2076 Fax (859) 622-6518

Members of the Council on Academic Affairs

/7 ,V1f
1
(_j(a-MJ (__/ J,-.7""~
FROM:
Aaron Thompson
Associate Vice President
DATE:

February 12, 2007

RE:

Meeting-Council on Academic Affairs

The Council on Academic Affairs will meet on February 15, at I :30 PM in the Student Services
Building room 549. The agenda and attachments are available through the Council on Academic
Affairs Web site at: http://www.academicaffairs.eku.edu/committee/ academic council/. Ifyou
cannot attend the meeting, please contact Rhonda Goode either by phone at x22076 or e-mail
rhonda.goode@eku.edu.

AGENDA
1.

Council on Academic Affairs Minutes

January 18, 2007

OFFICE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION & OUTREACH
Policy Revision

(no paperwork submitted)

Effective: Summer 2007
Credit for Non-Credit
Coursework Withdrawn

OFFICE OF ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
Policy Revision

Summer Course Load
Effective: Summer 2007
(Full-Time Consideration)

Policy Revision

Late Add Policy

Withdrawn

Effective: Summer 2007

Eastern Kentucky University is an Equal Opportunity/Affinnative Action Employer and Educational Institution

OFFICE OF ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT- continued
Policy Revision

Exception to University Policy
Form

Effective: Spring 2007

Withdrawn

OFFICE OF GRADUATE EDUCATION & RESEARCH
Policy Revision
Policy Revision
Policy Revision

Time Limit for Master's Degree
Programs
Academic Bankruptcy of
Graduate Work
Suspension of Graduate
Candidacy

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007

OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS
Item o.fDiscussion

Applied Learning/Cooperative Education Courses

Item o.f Discussion

On-Line Courses

Department of African/African-American Studies
New Course
AFA 349
New Course
AFA 349 A..:N

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fal12007

New Course
New Course
New Course

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007

AFA304
AFA305
AFA386

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Department of Anthropology, Sociology & Social Work
Dropped Course
SOC 305
Dropped Course
SOC 310
Dropped Course
SOC 330
Dropped Course
SOC 347

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

Course Revision

ANT 200

Effective: Fall2007

Course Revision
Course Revision

soc 461
soc 480

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007

Program Revision

Sociology (B.A.)

Effective: Fall 2007

Department of English & Theatre
New Course
ENG 303

Fall2007
Spring2007
Spring 2007
Spring 2007

Effective: Summer 2007

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES - continued

DeQmiment of Histm:y
Dropped Course

HIS 408

Effective: Fall2007

Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision

HIS 303
HIS 385
HIS 386
HIS 403
HIS 420
HIS 450

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

New Course
New Course
New Course

HIS 304
HIS 308
HIS 309

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall 2007
Effective: Fal12007

Program Revision
Program Revision

History/Teaching (B.A.)
History (B.A.)

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007

Denartment of Music
Program Revision
Program Revision

Music (B.M.)
Music (Minor)

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fa112007

Fal12007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fa112007

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY

Denartment of Accounting, Finance, & Information Systems
Course Revision
ACC425
Course Revision
ACC441

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007

Program Revision
Program Revision

Accounting (B.B.A.)
Accounting (Certificate)

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fa112007

Denartment ofTechnology
New Course
New Course

GCM349
GCM349A-N

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007

Program Revision
Program Revision

Effective: Fall2007
Graphics Communication
Management (B.S.)
Construction Management (B.S.) Effective: Fal12007

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Department of Curriculum & Instruction
New Course
EMS 800
New Course
EMS 870

Effective: Fall 2007
Effective: Fall 2007

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION- continued

Department of Curriculum & Instruction - continued
NeHJ Course
EMS 871
New Course
EMS 889
New Program

Effective: Fall 2007
Effective: Fall 2007

Literacy Consultant Endorsement Effective: Fall2007

Department of Educational Leadership
New Course
EDL 800
New Course
EDL 810
New Course
EDL 811
Ne1v Course
EDL 812 (changed to EDL 899)
Ne111 Course
EDL 820
New Course
EDL 821
New Course
EDL 822
New Course
EDL 823

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

Fa112007
Fal12007
Fa112007
Fall2007
Fa112007
Fal12007
Fall2007
Fall2007

New Course
New Course
New Course
New Course
New Course

EDL 900
EDL 910
EDL 912 (changed to EDL 999)
EDL 930
EDL 931

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

Fal12007
Fall2007
Fal12007
Fall2007
Fall 2007

New Program

Educational Leadership &
Policy Studies (Ed.D)

Effective: Fal12007

Program Revision

Specialist in Education (Ed.S.)

Effective: Fall 2007
Effective: Fall 2007

Department Name Change
Program Revision

Educational Leadership

Department of Special Education
Restructuring of Department

Effective: Fall 2007

Effective: Fall 2007

Department ofTeacher Admission & Certification
Program Revision
GPA Requirement for Teacher
Admission

Effective: Fall 2007

Policy Revision

Effective: Fall 2007

Dual Credit Policy

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

Department of Family & Consumer Sciences
Program Revision
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Effective: Fall 2007
Education (B.S.)

& LPS 839 A-F

COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
MINUTES
January 18, 2007

Members Present:

Allen Ault, Vema Freer, E.J. Keeley, Gary Kuhnhenn, Kim
Naugle, Heidi Ten·y, Liz Throop, Janna Vice, Deborah
Whitehouse, Aaron Thompson, Vice-Chair

Members Absent:

Scott Amundsen, Byron Bond, Steve Bym*, David Eakin*, Sandra
Moore, Rodney Piercey*, Gerald Pogatshnik, Becky Whitehurst
*indicates prior notification

Non-Members Present:

Mike Ballard, Karen Baxley, Julie Brewer, Sue Cain, Tina Davis,
Becky Gaffney, Becky Hacker, Gladys Johnson, Jennifer Miller,
Bill Phillips, Raglena Salmans, Melanie Shaffer, Benton Shirey,
Judy Short, Tom Watkins, Johanna Willham

To view amendments go to http://www.academicaffairs.eku.edu/committee/academic=council/
APPROVED
Council on Academic Affairs Minutes- Noverr~ber 16, 2006

OFFICE OF ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT

APPROVED
Policy Revision

Credit-By-Examination

APPROVED AS AMENDED
Catalog Text Revision
Class Attendance

Effective: Spring 2007

Effective: 2007-08 Catalog

OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Department of African/African-American Studies
WITHDRAWN
New Course
AFA349
New Course
AFA349A-N
Office of Cooperative Education
WITHDRAWN
Course Revision
All co-op and applied learning
Courses

Effective: Summer 2007
Effective: Summer 2007

Effective: Summer 2007

COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS Minutes from January 18, 2007
Submitted by Rhonda Goode, Office of University Programs, AVP for Academic Affairs

OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS -continued

Depatiment ofWomen's Studies
APPROVED
Course Revision
WMS495

Effective: Spring 2007

APPROVED AS AMENDED
Policy Revision
President's Award

Effective: Summer 2007

APPROVED AS AMENDED
Policy Revision
General Education Course Syllabi Effective: Fall 2007
Item o_f'Discussion

HPR 180/PHE 180 - HEA 285/HEA 281

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY

Department of Accounting, Finance, & Infonnation Systems
APPROVED
Course Revision
CIS 215
Course Revision
CIS 230
Course Revision
CIS 340
Course Revision
CIS 349
Course Revision
CIS 375
Course Revision
CIS 380
Course Revision
CIS 435
Course Revision
CIS 436
Course Revision
CIS 476
Course Revision
CIS 480

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

APPROVED
Program Revision

Effective: Summer 2007

Program Revision

Computer Information Systems
(B.B.A.)
Computer Information Systems
(Minor)

Summer2007
Summer 2007
Summer2007
Summer 2007
Summer 2007
Summer 2007
Summer 2007
Summer2007
Summer2007
Summer 2007

Effective: Summer 2007

Depmiment of Agriculture
APPROVED
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision

OHO 261
OH0262
OH0263

Effective: Fall 2007
Effective: Fall 2007
Effective: Fall2007

APPROVED
Program Revision
Program Revision

Horticulture Area Major (B.S.)
Technical Agriculture (A.A.S.)

Effective: Fall 2007
Effective: Fall2007

COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS Minutes from January 18,2007
Submitted by Rhonda Goode, Office of University Programs, AVP for Academic Affairs

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY- continued

DeQartment of Management Marketing, & Administrative Communication
APPROVED
Course Dropped
Effective: Summer2007
MGT 201 A-F
APPROVED
New Course
Nel'v Course
Nev.; Course
New Course
New Course
New Course
New Course

MGT201
MGT202
MGT203
MGT204
MGT205
MGT206
MGT207

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

Effective: Spring 2007

Program Revision
Program Revision
Program Revision

Corporate Communication and
Technology (B.B.A.)
General Business (B.B.A.) ·
Management (B.B.A.)
Marketing (B.B.A.)

DeQartment ofTechnology
APPROVED
New Course

AVN220

Effective: Fall 2007

APPROVED
Program Revision

Fal12007
Fal12007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fal12007

Effective: Spring 2007
Effective: Spring 2007
Effective: Spring 2007

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

DeQartment of Associate Degree Nursing
APPROVED
Course Revision
NUR 112
Course Revision
NUR 116
Course Revision
NUR 124
Course Revision
NUR 126
Course Revision
NUR232
Course Revision
NUR234
Course Revision
NUR242
Course Revision
NUR255

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

Summer 2007
Summer2007
Summer 2007
Summer 2007
Summer2007
Summer2007
Summer2007
Summer2007

Editorial Change- Curriculum Form- Informational Item Only
Program Revision
Nursing (A.S.N.)
Effective: Summer 2007

COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS Minutes from January 18, 2007
Submitted by Rhonda Goode, Office of University Programs, AVP for Academic Affairs

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES - continued

DeQartment of Baccalaureate & Graduate Nursing
APPROVED
New Course
NSC 331
New Course
NSC 340
New Course
NSC440
New Course
NSC 442
New Course
NSC 445

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

APPROVED
Course Revision
Course Revision

NSC 381
NSC 385

Effective: Summer 2007
Effective: Summer2007

APPROVED
Program Revision

Nursing (R.N.- B.S.N.)

Effective: Summer 2007

APPROVED
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision

NSC 834
NSC 836
NSC 840
NSC 842
NSC 844
NSC 850

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

Summer2007
Summer2007
Summer2007
Summer 2007
Summer 2007

Summer2007
Summer2007
Summer2007
Summer2007
Summer 2007
Summer2007

DeQartment of Exercise & SQort Science
APPROVED
New Course
ATR221

Effective: Summer 2007

APPROVED
Course Revision

ATR322

Effective: Summer 2007

APPROVED
Program Revision

Athletic Training (B.S.)

Effective: Summer 2007

DeQartment of Family & Consumer Sciences
APPROVED
Program Revision
General Dietetics (B.S.)

Effective: Summer 2007

WITHDRAWN
Program Revision

Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Effective: Fall 2007
Education (B.S.)

COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS Minutes from January 18,2007
Submitted by Rhonda Goode, Office of University Programs, AVP for Academic Affairs

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES- continued

Department of Health Promotion & Administration
APPROVED
New Course
HSA 302

Effective: Fall 2007

APPROVED AS AMENDED
Course Revision
HSA 203
HSA306
Course Revision
Course Revision
HSA 370
Course Revision
HSA372
Course Revision
HSA375
Course Revision
HSA401
Course Revision
HSA405
Course Revision
HSA 406
Course Revision
HSA407
Course Revision
HSA409

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fal12007
Fa112007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007

APPROVED
Course Dropped
Course Dropped
Course Dropped
Course Dropped
Course Dropped

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

Fa112007
Fall 2007
Fa112007
Fall2007
Fall2007

Health Services Administration
Effective:
(B.S.)
Health Care Administration
Effective:
(Minor)
Health Information Management Effective:
(Minor)
Health Information Management Effective:
(Post-Baccalaureate Certificate)

Fall 2007

APPROVED
Program Revision
Program Suspended
Program Suspended
Program Suspended

APPROVED
Course Revision

HSA 305
HSA308
HSA 314
HSA316
HSA410

Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007

HEA315

Effective: Fall 2007

Department of Occupational Therapy
APPROVED
New Course
OTS 479

Effective: Fall 2007

APPROVED
Course Dropped
Course Dropped

Effective: Fall 2007
Effective: Fall 2007

OTS 435
OTS 498

COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS Minutes from January 18, 2007
Submitted by Rhonda Goode, Office of University Programs, AVP for Academic Affairs

COLLEGE OF JUSTICE & SAFETY

DeQartment of Correctional & Juvenile Justice Studies
APPROVED
Course Revision
COR 100

Effective: Fall 2007

DeQartment of Criminal Justice & Police Studies
APPROVED
Course Revision
CRJ 301
Course Revision
CRJ305
Course Revision
CRJ 312
Course Revision
CRJ 313
Course Revision
CRJ 315
Course Revision
CRJ 325
Course Revision
CRJ 331
Course Revision
CRJ345
Course Revision
CRJ 350
Course Revision
CRJ 355
Course Revision
CRJ388
Course Revision
CRJ 400
Course Revision
CRJ 401
Course Revision
CRJ 403
Course Revision
CRJ 406
Course Revision
CRJ 410
Course Revision
CRJ 415
Course Revision
CRJ 423
Course Revision
CRJ 424
Course Revision
CRJ 460

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

Fa112007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fal12007
Fal12007
Fal12007
Fall2007
Fa112007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fal12007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fal12007

APPROVED
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision
Course Revision

Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:
Effective:

Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall 2007
Fal12007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fal12007
Fall2007
Fal12007
Fall2007
Fall2007
Fal12007
Fall2007
Fall2007

PLS 315
PLS 316
PLS 320
PLS 326
PLS 330
PLS 349
PLS 349 A-N
PLS 375
PLS 380
PLS 385
PLS 390
PLS 403
PLS 410
PLS 416
PLS 424

COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS Minutes from January 18, 2007
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COLLEGE OF JUSTICE & SAFETY- continued

DeQartment of Criminal Justice & Police Studies - continued
APPROVED
Course Revision
PLS 426
Course Revision
PLS 460
Course Revision
PLS 408

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007

APPROVED
New1 Course
New Course
Nevv Course

PLS 331
PLS 388
PLS 400

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fal12007

APPROVED
Program Revision
Program Revision
Program Revision

Police Studies (A.A.)
Police Studies (B.S.)
Criminal Justice (B.S.)

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007

DeQartment of Loss Prevention & Safety
APPROVED
Department Name Change

Effective: Summer 2007

COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS Minutes from January 18,2007
Submitted by Rhonda Goode, Office of University Programs, A VP for Academic Affairs

CAA: 02-15-07
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Serving Kentuckians Since 1.906
Office of Academic Affairs and Research
Assistant Vice President
Enrollment Management

SSB CPO 63
52! Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3163
(859) 622-3047 Fax (859) 622-1479

TO:

Council on Academic Affairs

FROM:

Edward J, Keeley, Ph.D.
Interim Assistant Vice President
Enrollment Management

DATE:

February 2, 2007

RE:

Summer Enrollment Levels

1 wish to put forward the attached proposed guidelines for the Council on Academic Affairs'
consideration.

These guidelines are already used by the Office of Student Financial Assistance, and the Office of the
Registrar proposed to use these as well for enrol1ment verification status in order to promote consistency.
Thank you for your consideration.

Attachments

~ tu~
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SUMMER 2007 ENROLLMENT LEVELS
10-WEEK TERM
Below are enrollment levels set for the Summer 2007 term by EKU Office
of Financial Assistance, as per federal regulations, and using a 30 credit
hour academic year. These levels will be used to determine financial aid
awards to summer school students.
In the interest of consistency among student service offices, and thereby
preventing confusion within the EKU student and academic
community, the Office of the Registrar proposes to also use these
guidelines for determining enrollment verification status.

(Note: U.D. Dept. of Education dictates that credit hours are rounded Y.Q.)

Credit Hours Rounded

UNDERGRADUATE
Full time*
Three quarter
Half time

30 cr.hr. X 10 weeks I 32 wks = 9.3
0.75 X 9.3 cr. hr. = 6.975
0.5 X 9.3 = 4.65

10 cr. hr.

10 weeks X 9 hours I 16 = 5.6
10 weeks X 6.75 hours I 16 = 4.2
10 weeks X 4.5 hours I 16 = 2.8

6 cr. hr.
5 cr. hr.
3 cr. hr.

7 cr. hr.
5 cr. hr.

GRADUATE
Full time
Three quarter
Half time

*Formula used in calculation:

Number of
credit hours
inthe
academic
year.

X

Weeks of
instructional time
in .full summer
term.
Weeks of
instructional time
in academic year.

Office of the Registrar Ol/26107

Withdrawn

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Seruing Kentuckians Si,nce 1906
Office of Academic Affairs and Research
Assistant Vice President
Enrollment Management

SSB CPO 63
521 Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3163
(859) 622-3047 Fax (859) 622-1479

TO:

Council on Academic Affairs

FROM:

Edward J. Keeley, Ph.D.
Interim Assistant Vice President
Enrollment Management

DATE:

January 16, 2007

RE:

Proposed Change to Policy Regarding Late Enrollment

I wish to put forward the attached proposal for Council on Academic Affairs consideration.
This proposed change to the policy is intended to create a more fair and reasonable environment for all
students regarding late registration, and ultimately to enhance student success and good educational
practice.
Thank you for your consideration.

Attachments
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Serving Kentuckians Since 1906

TO:

THE COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

VIA:

E.l KEELEY, INTERIM AS SITANT VICE PRESIDENT FOR ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT &
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS & RESEARCH

FROM:

HEIDI TERRY, UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR & M.TINA DAVIS, ASSOCIATE REGISTRAR

SUBJECT:

PROPOSED NEW LATE ENROLLMENT POLICY, REQUESTED: EFFECTIVE SUMMER 2007

DATE:

01/11107

J!·

RATIONALE
The current practice for late enrollment into a course, ("Late Add"), originated as a way to accommodate
exceptional situations where a student had been prevented from registering during the normal time for such
activities. With the change from arena style (stand-in-a-long-line) class registration, with its registration
checks and balances, to 24/7 online serve-yourself registration, it is evident that the current registration
practices no longer serve the university community well.
Data collected over the last three years indicates that between 400-700 students are requesting late
enrollment into classes each fall or spring semester, and that 38-58% of these late add requests require
overrides before they can be processed. It appears that many students use the Late Add Form as a strategy to
exceed established enrollment capacities or to thwart required pre/co-requisites, and still others are using the
process as a means to circumvent registration holds. Unfortunately faculty, when confronted by a student
with a Late Add Form, seldom have at that time any opportunity to research the above registration
restrictions. And then we also have each semester encountered students who attend class all term but wait for
a strong indicator of their final grade before requesting late registration.

Five hundred and fifty eight students submitted Late Add Forms during Fall 2006. That represents
3.5% of the entire student body. Of these 322 or 58% required some sort of registration override. And
of theses overrides 34% were needed because the student did not meet the pre-requisite for the class and 27%
were needed because the class was closed. In addition, 16% of students with registration problems had
university holds placed with the intention of preventing registration (such as Judicial Services and
Student Accounting Services). The balance of requests with registration problems, (40%), were various in
nature and ranged from students not yet being admitted to the university, to insufficient or erroneous
information on the form itself.
The current late add process has become an easy, de facto, method of circumventing university and
departmental policy; thereby undermining the authority of the university as a whole, and more specifically
the faculty's right to set pre-requisites and course capacities. These practices are not fair to the students who
respect course restrictions and do not encourage equitable access to classes (and therefore timely progress to
degree). Thoughtful and judicial course scheduling should be encouraged by adjusting the current
registration policy.
The university's registration policy should actively discourage an attitude that it is easy and acceptable to
enter a course days or weeks late, and that prerequisite and capacity rules are advisory only and easily
bypassed. In continuing to support the current practice the university appears to be tacitly approving the
circumvention of proper protocol, and failing to hold students accountable to the rules and regulations
established in the best interest of the community as a whole.

Ketlf!!f!ltj~
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PROPOSED NEW LATE ENROLLMENT POL!CJ~ cont.

Additionally, an important and often neglected consideration is one of liability. Having consulted with the
office of the university's legal counsel it was confirmed that the practice of allowing students who are not
registered in a class, to nonetheless attend and participate in that class, mav put the instructor and the
university at risk as this scenario opens the institution and the facultv to liability for any untoward incident
that occurs in the classroom related to that unregistered student.

POLICY PROPOSAL:
A. Students will be permitted late enrollment into a course only up to the end of the 2"d week of a full
semester classes; or through the end of the 4th week of full semester classes in cases of documented
extraordinary circumstances beyond the student's control.
1) Holds preventing registration, not meeting pre-requisites, or closed classes do not constitute
"extraordinary circumstances beyond the student's controL"
2) Deadlines for partial semester courses will be prorated accordingly.
3) The specific calendar deadline dates for each semester will be determined by the Office of the
Registrar and students must initiate their request for late enrollment with the Registrar's Office by the
above stated deadline.

B. It is expected that all students will enroll and resolve all registration issues during the period of open online
enrollment. The Late Enrollment Request process is intended to accommodate exceptional situation.
C. As special registration rules already apply to independent study, co-op, practicum, etc., such courses will be
exempt from the above deadlines. These students will be expected to enroll, and resolve any registration issue,
before the end of the extended open enrollment period that has been established for these types of classes.
D. It is expected that students requesting enrollment will meet all pre-requisites or co-requisites for the course and
that the course will not yet be at capacity. The instructor or department chair for the course, only, are
authorized to may make exceptions to this standard; and such exception will be done through communication
with the Registrar's Office, and documented on the Late Enrollment Request Form.
E. Students with active university holds designed to prevent registration will not be allowed late enrollment
into classes. Students are expected to resolve registration holds during the period of normal open enrollment
or before submitting any request for late enrollment.

F. The process to petition for late enrollment will begin at the Office of the Registrar. All processing, background
research and communication with academic departments will be carried out for the student. by the Office of the
Registrar.
1) After the student completes the request form the Registrar's Office will research the following:
a) student is admitted and free of registration holds, b) student's academic record reflects all necessary
pre-requisites/co-requisites, c) the class is not at capacity.
2) Any missing pre-requisites/co-requisites, class capacity status, or other relevant registration issues will
be clearly noted on the request form submitted by the student.
3) The Registrar's Office will contact the chair/instructor to relav results of the above research and
to seek initial approval for the petition to move forward.
4) Request forms deemed bv the department as able to move forward, will be mailed to the department
office for securing required signatures, if pennission has not already been confirmed via secure email.
5) Once approved the student will be registered by the Registrar's staff into the requested class, a copy of
the approved form will be mailed to the student and other relevant academic offices. The original form
will be filed in the student's permanent academic folder.

/(e!JJJJf!iY~,
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PROPOSED NEW LATE ENROLLMENT POUCJ: cont.

G. The determining authority is the instructor, and the instructor and their chair (or instructor if
designated by the chair), are under no obligation to admit a student into a class after the open
enrollment period has concluded, regardless of circumstances.
H.

Any student who feels that he/she has been denied due process bv the Registrar's Office may appeal for
reconsideration by the Late Add Appeals Committee. This committee will include representation by Dean of
Students, Financial Aid, Student Accounting Services, Student Government Association, and the Registrar.
The Registrar's Office will serve as chair/coordinator, but in a non-voting capacity.

I.

Denial of late enrollment by the academic department mav not be appealed.

Supporting Data
Supporting data is presented by term per college, and in university aggregate format,
in the table below and following attached graphs.

Term

University
Total Late Add
Request

A&S

B&T

ED

HS

J&S

200410
Fa112003

593

250

69

132

88

40

200420

727

277

165

104

98

76

2004
200510
Fall2004

525

216

74

101

99

24

200520

632

266

61

152

96

41

200610
Fall2005

658

352

72

69

80

77

200620

453

222

69

67

58

34

558

269

91

57

67

51

Spring

Spring

2005

Spring

2006
200710
Fall 2006

Ket!t!!f!rff~
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2003·06 Fall and Spring Terms:
Students Enrolling via Late Add Forms

Fall 2003

Spring 2004

Fall 2004

Spring 2005
TERMS

Ell~ Total students registered late.

Fall 2005

Spring 2006

Fall 2006

IIIStudents requiring overrides.

Fall/ Spring terms: 2003-06
Percentage of Late Enrolling Students Requiring Overrides. Percentage of Late
Adds Received After 2nd Week of Class .
100%

90%

80%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Fall2003

Spring 2004

Fall2004

Spring 2005

Fall2005

Adds requiring overrides (as% of total).
•Late Adds received after 2nd week of class (as% of total).

Spring 2006

Fall2006

Late Enrollment Request
Only one course may be listed perform.
For Registrar O{lice Use:

Date:

Student Name:
(PLEASE PRINT)

Last

A.___Student has hold preventing registmtion.

M.l.

First

B.___Student contacted and informed about holds.

Student ID Number:
Current Phone contact:

Date:
When can we
reach you at
this no.?

(1Vfandatoty)

---STOP---hold must be lifted before going further ....

C.__Student does not meet I>re-req or Co-Req.
(Research s!udent academic his lory and audit !rail, check all
transfer work individual(v. Pull transfer transcripts if needed.)

Student EKU email:
(Only your EKU account will be used for oj/icial communications regarding your academic record.)

D.- -Class closed.

Student Signature: (Mandatoty)

E._ _Contact dept. chair: will they approve'?
Chair Approval: OK to defer to instructor on chair's

Semester:( Write in year) Spring

Summer

I am requesting enrollment into the followin course:
CRN

Course

instmction.

Fttll

Credit Hrs

Student justification- Please explain the
e.r:traordiumy circumstances justifying this late
registration. Please attach any required
supporting documentation.

Contacted:
Response:
(Follow-up email to verbal response is required- attach copy; if in
person clzairlinstuctor to sign below.)

___Request denied by dept.- student may not appeal
this decision. Follow-up wl email conjirmationji"Oin dept. or
signature is mandatmy.

i
I

_ _Request approved by dept.- may move
forward- Reg. Office tofonvard this form to dept. for
authorization, unless email approval fi"om chair already received.

Send copies of approved fom1s to:

•
•

Student
Instructor
• Chair of Course
• Dean of College
If petition denied send copy only to:
• Student

For Academic De72.artment ofl§ring the course above:
This late enrollment is:

APPROVED

Reg.Staf(initials:

- - - NOT APPROVED..

Chair signature:

Date:

Instructor signature (if required by chair):

Date:

Procedural appeal to commillee:

-------

~-

()jjice of the Rc0

/a/~

,,•ision date: 01127/07

0

Decision Annealed:

0

Committee

''

Withdrawn

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
8eruing Kentucln:ans Since 1906'
Office of Academic Affairs and Research
Assistam Vice President
Enrollment Management

TO:

Council on Academic Affairs

FROM:

Edward J. Keeley, Ph.D.
Interim Assistant Vice President
Enrollment Management

DATE:

February 6, 2007

RE:

Proposed Exception to University Policy Form

SSB CPO 63
52! Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3163
(859) 622-3047 Fax (859) 622-1479

I wish to put forward the attached proposal for Council on Academic Affairs consideration.
This proposed form for granting exceptions to University policy is intended to create a more consistent
and justifiable (to SACS and others) system for allowing such exceptions across all colleges and
depmiments.
Thank you for your consideration.

Attachments

Eastern Kentucky University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and Educational Institution

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Council of Academic Affairs

VIA:

Dr. Edward Keeley
Interim Vice President of Enrollment Management

FROM:

Heidi Terry
University Registra~

DATE:

January 30, 2007

RE:

Exceptions to University Policy

W

Proposal
The adoption of a common form to document approved exceptions to curriculum requirements
and/or university policy at the individual student record level.
Rational
The use of a common form and protocol for the approval of exceptions to university policy and/or
deviations from advertised curriculum requirements helps the university stay in compliance with
federal and state legislation regarding the security, maintenance and archiving of student academic
records. It also helps align the university with best business practices as defined by the American
Association of Collegiate Registrar's and Admissions Officers (AACRAO) and those supported by
accrediting agencies such as the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS).

While it's true that some colleges on campus have initiated and are currently using their own
procedure for documenting exceptions, there is no consistency in practice or procedure and no
method of accountability. A shared understanding of what data elements are needed for record
keeping, what types of exceptions should be granted and under what conditions, or who has the
authority to approve what types of exceptions are all critical factors to consider. Neglecting these
important factors allows outside entities such as accrediting agencies, federal auditors and even
legal representatives to question our academic and procedural integrity. It also places the
university at unnecessary risk for litigation and can potentially harm our reputation in the academic
community.
Additionally, the adoption of a university wide form and protocol for documenting approved
exceptions to university policy and curriculum requirements supports the Registrar's Office in
performing some of the nationally recognized roles of our office that are currently under utilized
here at EKU -that of custodian of student academic records; enforcer of university policy and
procedure; advisory and informational resource to the campus community and positive change
agent.
Attachment: Proposed Exception to University Policy Form

References
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers (AACRAO). 20006. AACRAO. The Registrar's
Guide Evolving Best Practices in Records and Registration. Washington, D.C.: AACRAO.
___ . 2000. AACRAO's Retention of Records: Guide for Retention and Disposal of Student Records. Washington,
D.C.: AACRAO.
Commission on Colleges Southern Association of Colleges and Schools {SACS). 2007 Interim Edition. Principles of
Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement. Decatur, GA.: SACS.

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Office of the Registrar

REQUEST FOR EXCEPTION TO ACADEMIC POLICY FORM

I Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Dare: ___________________________

I

Phone: ___________________________

1

! Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Student ID or SSN: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1
J

Major:

Catalog Yr: _______________

Total Hours Completed:

Current Hours Enrolled: ____________

IL__
Advisor:

Cum GPA:

--------------------------~--~

The University Catalog sets forth academic requirements at Eastern Kentucky University. All students are expected to meet
the academic requirements in the pursuit of their degrees. However, from time to time, extraordinary circumstances justify
minor departures from university policy.
•

Exceptions requiring approval by the department chair and college dean: program specific requirements such

as substitutions or waivers.
•

Exception requiring the endorsement of the Provost or his designee: university wide academic requirements,

policies or associated deadlines.
Please be advised that there are some University policies for which exceptions are never granted (i.e. number of hours
needed to graduate, and minimum GPA requirements for graduation or Latin Honors) and that unapproved deviations from
academic policies could result in a delay or failure to meet graduation requirements.
Requested Exception: (please note in detail what you are requesting)

Justification: (What are the extenuating circumstances?- attach additional sheets if necessary)

The information above is, to the best of my knowledge, accurate and complete. I understand that the EKU Student Conduct
Code applies to this petition.

Student Signature
Please obtain signatures in the order given below. Your advisor or the college advising staff can guide you as
to which additional signatures are needed for this particular petition. Requests to enroll in overload hours
{UG
19-21 hrs; GR
13 - 15 hrs.) should begin with your advisor.
Signature
Date

=

=

College/Graduate Dean:

l

Recommend

Not Recommend

Recommend

Not Recommend

Approve

Disapprove

Provost/or designee: (if applicable) Approve

Disapprove

R~g_istrar's Office:

Processed by:

Date:

Original to Registrar. Copies from Registrar to: 1. College Office 2. Department Chair, 3. Advisor, 4. Student
Office o(!lw Regi.l·fmr ()Ji]6i()7

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Serving Kentuckians Since 1906
Graduate Education and Research
Office of the Dean and Associate
Vice President for Research
graduateschool@eku.edu

CPO 5-A, Jones 414
521 Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3102
(859) 622-1744
FAX: (859) 622-2975

January 24, 2007
To:

Dr. Aaron Thompson
Associate Vice President for University Programs

From: Dr. Jerry Pogatshnik
Dean of the Graduate School and Associate Vice President for Research
Re:

Proposed Additions/Revisions to Graduate School Policy and Procedures

I’ve attached three recommendations for Additions/Revisions to current Graduate School Policies and
Procedures for review by the Council on Academic Affairs. The three recommendations are:
Policy Revision: Seven-Year Time Limit for Master’s Degree Programs
The proposed revision recognizes that the length of some of our graduate programs extends well
beyond the typical 30-36 hours required for most master’s degrees. The revision extends the time
limit to 10 years for programs greater than 40 hours to allow sufficient time for students in these
programs to complete their degrees without the need to resort to requests for waivers.
Policy Addition: Academic Bankruptcy of Graduate Course Work
The proposed policy permits graduate students who may have encountered academic difficulties at
some point in their graduate careers to be allowed to pursue graduate degrees in other programs while
remaining in good academic standing. The proposed policy mirrors that of our current policy for
undergraduates. Coursework and grades for courses meeting the requirements stated under the policy
would remain on the student’s transcript but could be excluded from the calculation of the overall
graduate GPA.
Suspension of Procedure: Graduate Candidacy
The Graduate School seeks to suspend the process of application for graduate candidacy. The current
process is burdensome on graduate advisors and Graduate School staff and is of little benefit to
students. The recommendation to suspend the process is supported by the vast majority of Graduate
Program Coordinators as well as by the Graduate Council.
Details of the revisions/additions are attached. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
cc:

Dr. David May
Dr. Rodney Piercey

Eastern Kentucky University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and Educational Institution

CAA: 02-15-07
Policy Revision: Seven-Year Time Limit on Master’s Degree Programs
(Additions are underlined – deletions are indicated by strikethroughs)
Policy
Time Requirements
For master’s degree programs of 40 or fewer hours, a graduate student is expected to complete
requirements for the master’s degree no later than seven years after beginning course work. For
master’s degree programs of 41 or more hours, a graduate student is expected to complete
requirements for the master’s degree no later than ten years after beginning coursework. The
minimum time interval required for completion of a graduate degree is two semesters of full-time
study.
The Graduate Council in recognition of the importance of assisting and safeguarding the
student’s right to due process will consider requests for waiver of the above stated requirement
upon the recommendation of the student’s advisor, the department chair, the college dean, and
the Dean of Graduate Education and Research.
Rationale:
The current policy was designed to address time limits of “standard” master’s degree programs.
EKU offers a few master’s degree programs where the credit hour requirements are significantly
above the typical 30-36 hours required for most master’s degrees. The revision recognizes the
limitations of the current policy, particularly for part-time students, and should reduce the need
for term waivers for students in these programs.

CAA: 02-15-07
Policy Addition: Academic Bankruptcy of Graduate Work
Policy – (Passed by Graduate Council on November 7, 2006)
Academic bankruptcy allows graduate students who have been in a different graduate program
from their current graduate program at EKU to void a portion of the work attempted during one
or more semesters of the prior enrollment(s). EKU offers this option because it recognizes that
some students fail to perform satisfactorily due to factors that interfere with their academic
performance.
To qualify for bankruptcy, a graduate student must meet the following conditions:
(a) The student must be enrolled in a different graduate program than the one in which he or
she was enrolled during the semester of the work to be bankrupted.
(b) The student must have been out of the previously enrolled program for a period of at least
five consecutive years after attempting the work to be bankrupted.
(c) The student must state, in writing, his or her intention to declare bankruptcy to the
Graduate School. The student will also specify which semesters are being requested for
bankruptcy. Students may request to bankrupt any or all semesters of their prior work,
but all work from a given semester will be bankrupted if the student requests to bankrupt
that semester and if the request is approved.
(d) The student may not have previously declared bankruptcy of EKU work.
If bankruptcy is granted, the bankrupted work will remain on the transcript but it will not be
counted in the student’s GPA and will not count toward degree requirements. Students admitted
to a new degree program under this policy will only be admitted with probationary status and
must meet the requirements for probationary admission in order to maintain enrollment in the
new graduate program.

Rationale:
The current academic bankruptcy policy applies only to undergraduate students. This policy
extends to graduate students the same opportunity. (The basis for the above text was taken from
the Undergraduate Catalog 2006-07, Page 43, and has been revised to meet Graduate criteria.)

CAA: 02-15-07
Procedure Revision: Suspension of Application for Graduate Candidacy
The Graduate School requests that the process for application to candidacy for graduate students
be suspended. The current process requires students to be admitted to candidacy before
registration in any of the last 12 hours of a degree program. Students may not apply for
candidacy and graduation within the same term. At doctoral granting institutions, candidacy is
typically a process where the program grants consideration to move on to the doctoral level from
the master’s degree. At master’s granting institutions, the value added by the candidacy process
is not as clear and many master’s granting institutions do not have a candidacy process. The
current process adds considerable administrative burden to the Graduate School staff and
Graduate Program Coordinators. Although there is some value in the process of a mid-program
assessment, we believe that this can be handled more appropriately at the program level.
In Fall 2006, the Graduate School conducted a survey of all Graduate Program Coordinators to
assess the attitudes of the program in retaining this process. The responses from the programs
were overwhelmingly in favor of eliminating the process. The Graduate Council discussed the
utility of the candidacy process and the Council concurred with the consensus of the Graduate
Program Coordinators and recommended that the process be discontinued.
Implementation of this change will reduce the administrative burden on the Graduate School
staff and graduate advisors, and produce fewer obstacles to students in the graduation process.
The Graduate School requests approval by the Council on Academic Affairs to discontinue the
process of graduate candidacy.

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Serving Kentuckians Since 1906
Office of Academic Affairs and Research
Associate Vice President
University Programs

20 I Keen Johnson
521 Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, Kentucky 404 75-3163
(859) 622-2076 Fax (859) 622-6518

TO:

Council on Academic Affairs

FROM:

Aaron Thompson
Associate Vice President

DATE:

February 12, 2007

RE:

Agenda Items for 2/15/07 Council on Academic Affairs meeting

The following items are being submitted to the Council on Academic Affairs for consideration at
the February 15, 2007 meeting from the Division ofUniversity Programs:
Denartment of African/African-American Studies
New Course
AFA349
New Course
AFA349A-N

Effective: Fall 2007
Effective: Fall2007

New Course
New Course
New Course

Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007
Effective: Fall2007

AFA304
AFA305
AFA386

Eastern Kentucky University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and Educational Institution

X

02-15-07

Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using stril<ethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

AFA 349 {1'-3) A. Work in a cooperative placement related to student's academic studies. May earn a maximum of
three hours. A minimum of 80 hours work required for each semester hour credit.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

http://vvww.forms.eku.edu/docs/Curriculum_Change_Form.doc-9-05

Part IV. Recordi
Course prefix
(3 letters)

A

Course Number
(3 Digits)
349

Lecture C
Schedule Type*

Work Load

(List all applicable)

(for each schedule type)

Effective Term
(Example: Fall 2001)
Fall 2007

course information
College/Division:
Dept. (4 letters)*
AS
BT
ED
HS

JS
EM
UP

Other
Grading Mode*
FR

so - - rading Information: Course
igible for IP (in-progress
1--------t---------l~~~ ng) for: Check all applicable
----1

----1

JR

-----

SR

FOR BANNER USE ONLY
Date of data entry - - - - - - - 1
Data entry person

Practicum
Co-op/Applied X
Learn in

-------~·

(List only co-requisites. See below for prerequisites and combinations.)

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D ·.)

Students must have successfully completed 30 semester hours of course
work and transfer students must have completed at least one semester of
full-time course work at EKU.

http://www. forms .eku.edu/docs/Curriculum_Change_Form .doc-9-05

X

02-15-07

Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.
2.

3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

New or Revised* Catalog Text
{*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)
AFA 349 A-N {1-3} A. Work in a coogerative glacement related to student's academic studies. May earn a maximum
of three hours. A minimum of 80 hours work reguired for each semester hour credit.
-~

·--·--"·""" ______ ---

~----

--

-·~---~~-

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using stril<ethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

http://www. forms.eku. edu/docs/Curriculum _Change_Form .doc-9-05

Part IV.
Course prefix
(3 letters)
AFA

Course Number
(3 Digits)
349 A-N

Lecture C

Effective Term
(Example: Fall 2001)
Summer 2007

Laboratory

Schedule Type*

Work Load

(List all applicable)

(for each schedule type)

AS
BT
ED
HS

JS
EM
UP

Other
Cip Code
Class Restriction, if any: {undergraduate only)

Grading Mode*

FR ___
so

JR
--SR

---

Grading Information: Course
eligible for IP (in-progress
r----------~-------------~
ding) for: Check all applicable
r----------~--------------~

---~

FOR BANNER USE ONLY
Date of data entry

-------------

Independent
- - - - - 1 1 Data entry person _ _ _ _ _ __
Practicum
Co-op/Applied X
Learni

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D ·.)

Minimum GPA (when a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)

Students must have successfully completed 30 semester hours of course
work and transfer students must have completed at least one semester of fulltime course work at EKU.

Co-Requisite(s) and/or Prerequisite(s) Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ( following courses. Default
de is D-.)

http://www.forms.eku.edu/docs/Curriculum_Change_Form.doc-9-05

AFA 349: Applied Learning/ AFA 349a-n: Co-op SYLLABUS & CHECKLIST
Co-op Coordinator for AFA
Dr. Salome Nnoromele
Keith 126 & 125 (622-8676)
Salome.nnoromele@eku.edu

Co-op Office
Student Services Bldg 455
622-1296
www.coop.eku.edu

COURSE REQUIREMENTS.
Grades: Letter Grade
(A) EVERYTHING ON THIS SYLLABUS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE
SEMESTER TO PASS AFA 349 or AFA 349a-n. Failure to complete any one of these steps, by
the end of the semester, will result in a "F" for the course.
(B) Finish your job. All students must work the entire course ofthe semester (16 weeks in the
spting and fall semesters, and 12 weeks in the summer). Academic credit will be awarded for
Cooperative Education or Applied Learning only when the student is enrolled at Eastern Kentucky
University in the Cooperative Education Program. Do not quit your job for any reason prior to this
agreed-upon date. If problems develop, contact Dr. Salome Nnoromele
1. Get from Dr. Nnoromele:
(1) Approval (2) Syllabus
2. Access the co-op webpage. (www.coop.eku.edu)
(a) Enter information into Co-op Database. See attached "PlacePro Web Instructions"
(b) Complete your resume. (See PlacePro Instructions)
(c) Complete Co-op Orientation (See attached "Orientation Instructions"
You must pass the orientation before you can be registered.for co-op
3. lfyou need help finding a job, make an appointment with Connie Dirks (x1296) in Co-op
Office. Your RESUME and ORIENTATION must be completed prior to your appointment.
4. Go to Student Employment Office in SSB 219. Ask ~(you qual(fj;.for Kentuckv Work study
only if you are a Kentucky resident.
5. If you find your own job: Complete a Job Information Form (attached) (a) Show to Dr.
Nnoromele to get approval for the job; (b) Take copy of form to Co-op Office.
6. Information you must give to the Co-op Office before registration (Go in person)
(a) Supervisor's name, address &phone. (This is on the Job Information Form)
(b) Co-op Office will register you for AF A 349 or AF A 349a-n once they have this
Infonnation.
7. Assignments that must be completed & submitted to the Co-op Office: (COMPLETE &
SEND via website www.coop.eku.edu
(a) Resume (Even (fyoufoundyour ownjob, a current resume is required)
(b) Student Report (See due date on website)
(c) Student Outcome Assessment (See due date on website)
(d) Time Sheet (PRINT THIS OUT from website) Keep track of hours you work; Work
Supervisor signs.
You must work a minimum of 80 hours fOr each hour o(academic course credit.
Revised 2/8/07

8. Things you must do for African!African-American Studies Department
(a) Schedule your IN-PERSON Exit Interview with Dr. Nnoromele. The week after
midtenn, Dr. Nnoromele will email you the dates/times for the In-Person Exit Interview.
You must respond to that email and indicate which interview time you will be attending.
This meeting is mandatory.
(b) Exit Survey. When you receive an email about the Exit Interview, you will be emailed an
Exit Survey. Please complete the survey and bring it with you to the Exit Interview.
(c) Check your e-mail often & stay in contact with Dr. Nnoromele. Ifyou get a new email address or phone # contact Dr. Nnoromele immediatelv in addition to updating the
Co-op PlacePro database.

Revised 2/8/07

X

02-15-07

Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

AFA 304 Slavery in the Americas (3) A Cross listed as HIS 304. The history of slavery. bound labor. and freedom in the
Westem Hemisphere. Special attention will be given to anti-slavery and abolitionist movements. Credit will not be awarded to
students who have credit for HIS 304.

http://www.forms.eku.edu/docs/Curriculum_Change_Form.doc-9-05

Part IV.
Course prefix
(3 letters)
AFA

3.0

Course Number
(3 Digits)
304

Lecture 1

Effective Term
(Example: Fall 2001)
Fall2007

College/Division:

Dept. (4 letters)*

AS
JS
UP
EM
BT
ED
UP
HS
Repeatable MaX:imum No. of Hrs. - - - - - - j

Other
Grading Mode*
FR
so
___

ng Information: Course
ble for IP (in-progress
!---------J---------l~-·-'"'ing) for: Check all applicable

JR
--SR
---

FOR BANNER USE ONLY

Date of data entry

-------

Data entry person _ _ _ _ _ __

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D ·.)

with; or formerly:)

http://www. forms.eku .edu/docs/Curriculum _Change_Form .doc-9-05

AFA/
HIS 304 Slavery and in the Americas--3 Credits, Spring Term 200X
Brad Wood
Office Hours: Mon., Wed.,
311 Keith
Fri., 9-10, Tues., Thurs. 2-3
Phone: 21289
and by appointment
Brad. Wood@eku.edu
Texts:
Available in the bookstore:
Philip D. Cmiin, The Rise and fall a./the Plantation Complex
Hilary Beckles and Verene Shepherd, eds., Caribbean Slave Sociezv and Economy: A Student
Reader
Peter H. Wood, Black Majority: Negroes in Colonial South Carolina from 1670 through the
Stano Rebellion
Stephen Whitman, The Price of Freedom: Slavery and Manumission in Early National Baltimore
On reserve in the library:
Yuval Taylor, ed., I Was Born A Slave: An Anthology a./Classic Slave Narratives, 2 volumes
Philip D. Morgan, "Three Planters and Their Slaves: Perspectives on Slavery in Virginia, South
Carolina, and Jamaica, 1750-1790" in Winthrop Jordan and Sheila L. Skemp, eds., Race
and Family in the Colonial South
Philip D. Morgan, "Task and Gang Systems: The Organization of Labor on New World
Plantations" in Stephen Innes, ed., Work and Labor in Ear(v America
Objectives
This course gives students an introduction to the history of slavery and freedom in the Western
Hemisphere. Special attention will be given to the growth and spread of slavery, significant
changes over time, and abolition. The course will also assist students in developing their analytic
skills with discussion, close reading, writing, and other activities.
Requirements
The requirements for this class include two essay examinations, one in the middle of the tenn
and one at the end of the term. Also, students will be expected to tum in six brief essays of
approximately 500-750 words (2 or 3 pages double-spaced in courier with standard margins)
responding to the assigned readings. More details will be given about these requirements later.
Participation, which includes attendance, discussion activities, and other evidence of engagement
with the course material, is also required .. Students who miss more than three classes due to
extenuating personal circumstances should notify the instructor to prevent their grade fi·om
suffering. In accordance with the history department policy, any student missing more than
twenty percent of the class sessions may be assigned a failing grade at the discretion of the
instructor.
Final grades will be determined according to the following fonnula:
Essays (35% of the grade)
Midterm Exam (15% of grade)
Final Exam (25% of grade)
Participation (25% of grade)

Disability Accommodation Statement
If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
individual appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you
need. If you need academic accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services
for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on the third floor of the Student
Services Building, by e-mail at disabilities@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD.
Upon individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternate forms.
Schedule
After week one, readings for each week are to be completed by the first class. The schedule is
also subject to change at the instructor's discretion. In the event of any significant changes, the
instructor will make every effort to give as much notice as possible.
Week One: Introductions
Week Two: The Origins of Plantation Slavery in the West
Readings: Curtin, p. 1-85; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 41-61
Week Three:The Birth ofthe Atlantic World
Readings: Curtin, p. 86-143; Beckles and Shepherd, p.120-129; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 70-82
Week Four:Caribbean Slave Society
Readings: Beckles and Shepherd, p. 37-51, 319-333; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 82-94
Week Five: North American Slavery
Readings: Wood, p. 3-62; Morgan, "Three Planters and Their Slaves"
Week Six: Slave Health and Living Conditions
Readings: Wood, p. 63-92; Beckles and Shepherd, p. 183-193, 197-207; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 540548
Week Seven: Slaves and Labor
Readings:Beckles and Shepherd, p. 304-318; Morgan, "Task and Gang Systems"; Taylor, Vol. 1,
p. 348-354, 383-398
Week Eight: Frontier Slavery
Readings: Wood, p. 95-166
Week Nine: Slave Culture
Readings: Wood, p. 167-191; Beckles and Shepherd, p. 287-301; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 265-270
Week Ten: Resistance
Readings: Wood, p. 195-268; Beckles and Shepherd, p. 373-385; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 563-582, Vol.
2,p.618-620,640-646

Week Eleven: Rebellion
Readings: Wood, p. 269-307; Beckles and Shepherd, p. 402-418; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 245-255
Week Twelve:Changing Patterns
Readings: Wood, p. 308-326; Whitman, p. 1-60; Taylor, Vol. 2, p. 193-210
Week Thirteen: Slave Families
Readings: Beckles and Shepherd, p. 228-247, 274-284; Taylor, Vol. 2, p. 544-550, 559-570
Week Fourteen:The Rise of Antislavery
Readings: Whitman, p. 61-118; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 553-557
Week Fifteen:The Slow Death of Slavery
Readings: Whitman, p. 140-166; Beckles and Shepherd, p. 454-470
Final Exam
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
{For a new required course, complete_a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)
1.

2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)
AFA 305 African American Historv {3} A. Course cross listed with HIS 305. African historv to 1500; EuroQe, Africa,
and the Americas; trans-Atlantic and domestic slave trades; American slavery: emanciQation; Qost-emanciQation
exQeriences and initiatives; Qersistence of black nationalism. Credit will not be awarded to students who have credit
for HIS 305.
L---·---··

"~·- ·~~--~~ ··~----·---~·---·········-·-·-

··--··"

-.~

"·-- ·-- ---·--·-'

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using stril<ethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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Part IV. Record
Course prefix
(3 letters)
AFA

3

Course Number
{3 Digits)
305

Lecture 1
Work Load

Effective Term
{Example: Fall 2001)
Fall2007

Laboratory

new or chan
course information.
College/Division:
Dept. (4 fetters)*
AS
JS
UP
BT
EM
UP
ED
HS
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs.

-----;

Other

Code {first two digits
05
Class Restriction, if any: (undergraduate only)

Grading Mode*

each schedule

FR

so
ng Information: Course
igible for IP (in-progress
grading) for: Check all applicable
Thesis
lnternsh
Independent Stud
Practicum

---

JR
--SR

FOR BANNER USE ONLY

Date of data entry

-------

Data entry person

-------

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D-.)

and No.
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AFA 305/

HIS 305: AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY (27466)
SYLLABUS
SPRING 2007
NOTE: All course work will be submitted through Blackboard's view/complete.
Class meetings are scheduled for 11 :00 am on Tuesdays and Thursdays in
UN IV 230. The Course Schedule will detail when we meet and when we do
not.
COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course will examine significant topics and key
issues in the experience of the African in America. Its scope is the sociocultural/historical continuum from African origins through slavery to the Civil
War and from the "First Reconstruction" (19th century) through the "Second
Reconstruction" (20th century) to the present day.
TEXT: Hines, Hines, Harrold. African Americans: A Concise History (2nd
Edition, Combined). ISBN: 0-13-192583-0 (Text only- no bundles, no CD,
etc.). Your text may be less expensive if purchased online. Assignments
materials are located in Blackboard unless otherwise indicated.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:

A. To assist and encourage students to improve their skills in reading, critical
thinking, and logical reasoning;
B. To assist, encourage, and facilitate students in developing knowledge of
the history and culture of the African American;
C. To assist and encourage students to use and appreciate primary sources
in cultural/historical explorations; and
D. To assist and encourage students to improve their writing, speaking,
summarizing, and analyzing skills.
E. To promote literacy (vocabulary building, comprehension skills, reading
rates, and study techniques) as a tool for learning.
STUDENT GRADING: Final semester grades will be based on three (3)
Historical Evidence Essays (300 points), nine (9) Article Analyses (225
points), nine (9) Document Analyses (225 points), nine (9) Exercises 225
points), two (2) Mini Research Papers (1 00 points), five (5) Trial Investigations
(150), one Oral Presentation (100 points), and an Annotated Bibliography
(200 points). The grading scale is: "A" 1373 to 1525 points; "B" 1220 to
1372 points; "C" = 1068 to 1219 points; "D" = 915 to 1067 points; "F" = points
below 915. Do NOT attempt to translate the points into percentages sometimes the result will give you an inaccurate grade!!! ALL written work
submitted for grades and/or credit points MUST be submitted as
LastnameEntryTitle.doc (or LastnameEntryTitle.rtf if using a program other
than MSWord) through the view/complete window as specified. ALL work
should be submitted by the deadlines. Students will not be able to turn in their

=

=

work after the FINAL DEADLINES (see Course Outline & Schedule).
Midterm grades will be based on work completed and graded for Units 1 and
2 (excluding the oral presentations). The grading scale is: "A" = 450 to 500; B
= 400 to 449; C = 350 to 399; D = 300 to 349; F =Points below 349.
We are required to do this but I think it is asinine to give a midterm grade
based on less than half of the semester's work!
Group Work: You may work in groups in this class, although working in
groups is difficult. All work may be done in groups except the Final
Assignment (Annotated Bibliography). For this class, there will be no changes
in the group memberships during the Unit period (because that will cause too
many problems). All groups should be decided no later than the first day a
Unit is introduced. All written work will be submitted through view/complete
and must carry the appropriate format using the last name of the sender
(SenderEntryTille.doc or .rtf). All group members must be listed in the
comments section of the view/complete page! If you choose to wok alone,
that is acceptable (until or unless you decide otherwise).
GENERAL INFORMATION:
A. The ADA Statement: May be found under the Syllabus and Course
Schedule button.
B. Any student missing more than 20 percent of the designated class
meetings may be assigned a failing grade at this Instructor's discretion.
C. Inclement Weather Class Schedule: Since the class meets regularly from
11:00 am to 12:15 pm on T/R schedule, the alternate time is 12:20 to 1 :20
pm. If there is a weather problem and you do not feel comfortable coming to
class, email me. Please note that if Madison County and/or Fayette County
schools are closed, I will not be here.

COURSE SCHEDULE
UNIT 1: ''Becoming African American" (Chapters 1-5)
African background; Slave Trade and Middle Passage; Black free and slave in
Colonial North America to 1763; African Americans and the struggle for
Independence; African Americans in the New Nation from 1783 to1820; the
Building of an African American Culture.
Read the chapters, review the timeline for this Unit in the text, view each
chapter's PowerPoint, and read all other pertinent information on Blackboard
before you attempt to complete Assignments. All written work is due on the
deadline date no later than 11:30 pm.
16JAN (T): Introduction of Course Information (Syllabus and Schedule) and
discussion of Unit 1 "From Africa to 1820." Class meets.

18 JAN (R): Class will meet in the White Room (enter through Combs 230) for
those who need help in submitting assighments and/or learning about
Blackboard, so try to complete as many of the following as you can.
A. Read and analyze the article by Matthew Restall, "Black Conquistadors:
Armed Africans in Early Spanish America " (open file
RestaiiConquistadors.doc). The analysis must be submitted through
view/complete no later than 11 :30 pm and submitted as LastnameArt1.doc (or
LastnameArt1 .rtf for rich text format if using a program another than
MSWord). See ArticlesAnalysisDirections.doc for information, instruction, and
grading on this and all future article analyses.
B. Read and analyze the document, Chapter 2 of The Life of Gustavus Vassa
(Oiaudah Equiano) from http:l/www.wsu.edu:8000/-dee/Equiano.html or from
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part1/1 h320t.html. The analysis must be
submitted through view/complete no later than 11 :30 pm and submitted as
LastnameDoc1.doc (or LastnameDoc1 .rtf for rich text format if using a
program another than MSWord). See DocumentAnalysisDirections.doc for
information, instruction, and grading on this and all future document analyses.
C. Complete the Exercise on the establishment of Fort Mose (open file
OldCity.doc). The exercise must be submitted through view/complete no later
than 11:30 pm and submitted as LastnameExercise1.doc (or
LastnameExercise1 .rtf for rich text format if using a program another than
MSWord). See ExerciseDirections.doc for information, instruction, and
grading on this and all future exercises.
23 JAN (T):
Complete whatever you did not finish from assignment list of 19 JAN.
We will meet/discuss in the classroom for those who are still having problems.
Do not make this course harder than it is.
25 JAN (R):
A. Read and analyze article by Rebecca B. Bateman, "Naming Patterns in
Black Seminole Ethnogenesis" (open file Bateman.doc). Submit through
view/complete by 11 :30 pm deadline as LastnameArt2.doc or .rtf
B. Read and analyze one of the following documents:
"Petition of "A Grate Number of Blackes of the Province"
http://www.people.memphis.edu/-kenichls/2601 PetitionToGage.htm
OR Dred Scott, "Petition to Sue for Freedom,"
http://library.wustl.edu/vlib/dredscottlexhibits/ds01.html (scroll down to find
transcriptions in either MSWord or HTML) OR Frederick Douglass, "What to a
Slave is the Fourth of July" http://douglassarchives.org/doug a1 O.htm
Submit through view/complete no later than 11 :30 pm as LastnameDoc2.doc
or .rtf.
C. Complete the exercise on Crispus Attucks and the Boston Massacre (open
file Attucks.doc) OR complete the exercise on African American Loyalists

during the Revolutionary War (open file TheLoyalists.doc). Submit through
view/complete no later than 11 :30 pm as LastnameExercise2.doc or .rtf.
30 JAN (T): Oral Presentations on Unit 1 - on the African roots of American
slaves. Class meets.
01 FEB (R): Mini-Research Essay for Unit 1. This essay must be submitted
through the Safe Assignment view/complete no later than 11:30 pm. Submit
as LastnameMiniEssay1.doc (or LastnameMiniEssay1.rtf for rich text format if
using a program another than MSWord). See MiniResearchEssays.doc for
information on grading, content, and restrictions for this and all future MiniResearch Essays.
ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL UNIT 1 WORK IS 11:30 PM ON 01
FEBRUARY 2006.
UNIT 2: "Slavery, Abolition, and the Coming of Civil War" (Chapters 6-10)
Southern slavery (labor, perseverance and resistance in the Cotton
Kingdom);Free Black People before the Civil War; Abolitionists and
Opposition to Slavery; Resistance to Slavery; Causes of the sectional strife
leading to Civil War.
Read the chapters, review the timeline for this Unit in the text, and view each
chapter PowerPoint and other information on Blackboard before you attempt
to complete Assignments. All written work is due on the deadline date no later
than 11:30 pm.
06 FEB (T): Lecture and Discussion on Unit 2 - "From Early Slavery to the
Civil War." Class meets.
08 FEB (R):
A. Read and analyze the article by John K. Thornton, "African dimensions of
the Stono Rebellion" (open file ThorntonOnStono.pdf)). Submit through
view/complete by 11 :30 pm deadline as LastnameArt3.doc or .rtf
B. Read and analyze one of the following documents:" Excerpts from David
Walker's Appeal, http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part4/4h2931t.html OR Henry
Highland Garnet's "Call to Rebellion",
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part4/4h2937t.html OR one of Martin Delany's
speeches, http://www.libraries.wvu.edu/delany/home.htm. Submit through
view/complete by 11 :30 pm as LastnameDoc3.doc or .rtf
C. Complete one of the following exercises: On slave revolts (open file
SlaveRevolts.doc) OR on the Amistad Revolt of 1841 (open files Amistad .doc
and Amistadlives.doc). Submit as LastnameExercise3.doc or .rtf through
view/complete no later than 11:30 pm.

13 FEB (T): Historical Evidence One- "Peculiar Institution: Slaves Tell Their
Own Story." See HistEvidenceDirections.doc for information, requirements,
and grading for all Historical Evidence Assignments. Essays are due no later
than 11:30 pm through view/complete. Submit as LastnameEvid1.doc (or .rtf,
for rich text format, if using another program other than MSWord). Class
meets for additional help on this new kind of assignment. Have a hard copy
ready so we can correct errors, etc.
15 FEB (R):
A. Read and analyze the article by Poole, Jason, "On Borrowed Ground: Free
African-American Life in Charleston, South Carolina, 1810-1861"
http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/journals/EH/EH36/poole1.html. Click any footnotes
to see a list of sources. Submit through view/complete by 11 :30 pm as
LastnameArt4doc or .rtf.
B. Read an analyze one of the following documents: "North American Slave
Narratives" http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/texts.html (Click a name in the list of
slave narratives by clicking the title. Then click HTML file and scroll down).
OR "Meeting of Free People of Color of Richmond,
Virginia", http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part3/3h250t.html
OR "What Became of the Slaves on a Georgia Plantation" (a witness to
slavery), http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part4/4h2919t.html. Submit through
view/complete
by 11 :30 pm as LastnameDoc4.doc or .rtf.
C. Complete the exercise on the evolution of Indentured Servitude to Slavery
(open file lndentureToSiavery.doc; see also AnonymousOutline.doc for more
information. Submit as LastnameExercise4.doc or .rtf through view/complete
no later than 11 :30 pm
20 FEB {T): Oral Presentations/Debates for Unit 2 on the coming of the Civil
War (open file Secession.doc). Class meets.
22 FEB (R): Trial Investigation- On Dred Scott (Open file DredScott.doc)
This investigation must be submitted through view/complete no later that
11:30 pm and submitted as LastnameTrial1.doc (or LastnameTrial1.rtf for rich
text format if using a program another than MSWord). See
Triallnvestigations.doc for information, instruction, and grading on this and all
future trial assignments ..
ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL UNIT 2 WORK IS 11:30 PM ON 22
FEBRUARY 2006.
UNIT 3: "War, Reconstruction, and Life After Slavery" (Chapters 11-15)
African Americans and the Civil War; Promise and Failure of Reconstruction;
the "New South", white supremacy, and black challenge; Buffalo Soldiers;
Segregation; Sharecropping;

Read the chapters, review the timeline for this Unit in the text, and view each
chapter PowerPoint and other information on Blackboard before you attempt
to complete Assignments. All written work is due on the deadline date no later
than 11:30 pm.
27 FEB (T): Unit 3 Lecture and Discussion - "Civil War, Reconstruction, Bid
for Freedom, Segregation." Class meets. We will discuss Historical Evidence
2 and Historical Evidence 3 for those who have completed some of the work.
29 FEB (R): Historical Evidence Two - "Price for Victory: Use of African
American Troops." Submit by 11:30 pm deadline as LastnameEvid2.doc or
.rtf.
06 MAR (T}: Historical Evidence Three- "Road to Freedom: Alternatives in
the New South." Submit by 11:30 pm deadline as LastnameEvid3.doc or .rtf.
08 MAR (R):
A. Ransom, Roger L., "Reconstructing Reconstruction: Options and
Limitations to Federal Policies on Land Distribution in 1866-67." OR
Vorenberg, Michael, "Imagining a Different Reconstruction Constitution." OR
Petrino, Elizabeth A., '"We Are Rising as a People': Frances Harper's Radical
Views on Class and Racial Equality in Sketches of Southern Life" OR Litwack,
Leon F. "Jim Crow Blues"
http://libproxy.eku.edu:80/login?url=http://search.epnet.com/login.asp?profile=
web&defaultdb=aph Log in; Place author's name beside "Find"; Click search.
Do not forget to click the title for the citation information and then the PDF file
for the article itself (sometimes these are not on the same pages). Submit
through view/complete asLastnameArt5 or rtf no later than 1'1 :30 pm
B. Read and analyze one of the following documents: "A Sharecrop Contract"
(open file SharecropContract.doc) OR Johnson and Johnson, "Lift Every
Voice and Sing"(1900) at
http://www.sc.edu/library/spcoll/amlit/johnson/lift1.jpg (words) and
http://www.cyberhymnal.org/htm/l/illiftevry.htm (music) OR the Platform of the
National Negro Committee (open file Nat'INegroCommitte.doc). Submit
through view/complete as LastnameDoc5.doc or .rtf no later than 11:30 pm.
C. Complete the exercise on evaluating a website. Evaluate the following
website: http://www.buffalosoldiermuseum.com/index.html
(open file SiteWebEval.doc for directions}. Submit through view/complete as
LastnameExercise5.doc or .rtf no later than 11:30 pm.
12 - 16 MAR (M-F) - SPRING BREAK
20 MAR (T): Oral Presentations on Unit 3 - Debate on success or failure of
Reconstruction. Class meets.

22 MAR (R): Mini-Research Essay for Unit 3. This essay must be submitted
through view/complete no later that 11 :30 pm and submitted as
LastnameMiniEssay3.doc (or LastnameMiniEssay3.rtf for rich text format if
using a program another than MSWord).
ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL UNIT 3 WORK IS 11 :30 PM ON 22
MARCH 2006.
UNIT 4: "African Americans in the 20th Century to World War II" (Chapters
16- 19). Migration and Riots; African Americans in the 1920s (the
Renaissance); the "Great Depression" and the "New Deal"; Black Culture and
Society in the 1930s and 1940s.
Read the chapters, review the timeline for this Unit in the text, and view each
chapter PowerPoint and other information on Blackboard before you attempt
to complete Assignments. All written work is due on the deadline date no later
than 11:30 pm.
27 MAR (T): Unit 4 Lecture and Discussion -"African Americans from 1900 to
WWII." Class meets.
29 MAR (R):
A. Read and analyze the article by Steven J. Hoffman, "Progressive Public
Health Administration in the Jim Crow South: A Case Study of Richmond,
Virginia, 1907-1920" (open file Hoffman.doc). Submit through view/complete
by 11 :30 pm deadline as LastnameArt6.doc or .rtf
B. Read and analyze one of the following documents: "Letters from the Great
Migration" (open file GreatMigration.doc) OR portions of Robert Russa
Moton's Autobiography (open file FindingAWayOut.doc). Submit through
view/complete as LastnameDoc6.doc or .rtf no later than 11 :30 pm deadline.
C. Complete the exercise on the Red Summer of 1919 (open file
RedSummer1919.doc). Submit through view/complete as
LastnameExercise6.doc or .rtf no later than 11:30 pm.
03 APR (T): "Let us gather together." Class meets.
05 APR (R):
A. Read and analyze the article by Greta de Jong, "With The Aid Of God And
The F.S.A.: The Louisiana Farmers' Union And The African American
Freedom Struggle In The New Deal Era" (open file Jong.doc) OR Claudia
Marie Calhoon, "Tuberculosis, Race, and the Delivery of Health Care in
Harlem, 1922-1939" (open fileCalhoon.doc) OR Caleb Southworth., "Aid to
Sharecroppers: How Agrarian Class Structure and Tenant-Farmer Politics
Influenced Federal Relief in the South, 1933-1935" (open file

SouthworthSharcroppers.doc). Submit by 11:30 pm deadline as
LastnameArt7.doc or .rtf
B. Read and analyze either of the following documents: A. Philip Randolph,
"Why Should We March?" (1942) (open file RandolphWhy.doc). OR "Marcus
Garvey: Life & Lessons Sample Documents - African Fundamentalism" at
http://www.international.ucla.edu/africa/mgpp!lifesamp.asp. Submit through
view/complete as LastnameDoc7.doc or .rtf no later than 11:30 pm deadline.
C. Complete one of the following exercises: on The Tuskegee Experiment
(open file Tuskegee.doc) OR on The Scottsboro Boys (open file
Scottsboro.doc). Submit as LastnameExercise7.doc or .rtf by 11:30 pm
through view/complete.
10 APR (T): Oral Presentations on Unit 4- on the Harlem Renaissance of the
1920s. Class meets.
12 APR (R): Trial Investigations- On Sweet Case and Scottsboro Cases
(open files SweetCase.doc and ScottsboroCases.doc). These investigations
must be submitted through view/complete no later that 11 :30 pm and
submitted as LastnameTrial2.doc and Lastnametrial3.doc (or
LastnameTrial2.rtf and LastnameTrial3.rtf for rich text format if using a
program another than MSWord).
ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL UNIT 4 WORK IS 11:30 PM ON 12 APRIL
2006.
UNIT 5: "WWII, the Black Revolution to 9/11 and After"(Chapters 20-24)
Service in WWII and the coming of a Revolution; End of Segregation; the
"Freedom Movement" and black protest; Black America through 1970s
setbacks; 1980s and 1990s malaise to the present in the new Millennium.
Read the chapters, review the timeline for this Unit in the text, and view each
chapter PowerPoint and other information on Blackboard before you attempt
to complete Assignments. All written work is due on the deadline date no later
than 11 :30 pm.
17 APR (T): Unit 5 Lecture and Discussion- "After WWII to the present
Troubles." Class meets.
19 APR (R):
A. Read and analyze the article Aldridge, Daniel W., "A War for the Colored
Races:. Anti-Interventionism and the African American Intelligentsia, 19391941."
http://libproxy.eku.edu:80/login?url=http://search.epnet.com/login.asp?profile=
web&defaultdb=aph. Log in; Place author's name beside "Find"; Click search.
Submit through view/complete as LastnameArt8.doc or .rtf. no later than

11:30 pm
B. Read and analyze one of the following documents: "Truman's
Desegregation Order" at the websitehttp:l/www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/presiden/execord/eo9981.htm
OR Brown v Board of Education (open file Brown1 EtAI.doc)
OR Executive Order 10730 (open file LittleRock.doc). Submit through
view/complete as LastnameDoc8.doc or .rtf no later than 11 :30 pm deadline.
C. Complete the exercise on "Double-V Campaign" (open file DoubleV.doc).
Submit by 11 :30 pm through view/complete as Exercise 8.doc or .rtf
24 APR (T): Class meets for questions regarding the Annotated Bibliography
and for Student Course Evaluations. Please submit no later than 11:30 pm.
Send to rita.brown@eku.edu. The forms are under the Information button in
Blackboard.
26 APR (R):
A. Read and analyze the article by Jane Rhodes, "Fanning the Flames of
Racial Discord: The National Press and the Black Panther Party" (open file
Rhodes.doc). Submit by 11:30 pm deadline through view/complete as
LastnameArt9.doc or .rtf
B. Read and analyze one of the following documents: On Sweatt v. Painter,
http://www.law.du.edu/russell/lh/sweatt!docs/sweatt ussc.html
OR Black Panther Party Platform and Rules (open file Panthers.doc) OR
founding papers of Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (open file
SNCC.doc) OR the founding/demand statements of the Black Student Union
Movement (open file BSUM.doc). Submit as LastnameDoc9.doc or .rtf
through view/complete no later than 11 :30 pm.
C. Complete the exercise on the Million Man and the Million Woman marches
(open file MillionMarches.doc). Submit through view/complete as
LastnameExercise9.doc or .rtf no later than 11:30 pm.
01 MAY (T): Oral presentations on Unit 5 - on "if WWII was a "watershed",
then what the hell happened"? Class meets.
03 MAY (R): Trail Investigations - On Brown and Mississippi Burning or
Rodney King Case (open files Brown.doc and MissBurning.doc or King.doc).
These investigations must be submitted through view/complete no later that
11:30 pm and submitted as LastnameTrial4.doc and Lastnametrial5.doc (or
LastnameTrjal4.rtf and LastnameTrial5.rtf for rich text format if using a
program another than MSWord).
ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL UNIT 5 WORK IS 11 :30 PM ON 03 MAY
2006.
08 MAY (T): Annotated Bibliography (in lieu of Final Examination): Prepare

and submit through Safe Assignment an annotated bibliography of twenty (20)
entries on your chosen aspect of African American history. Your topic MUST
be pre-approved by this Instructor. No two persons will write about the same
subject. See the chosen topics (what student topics were accepted) in the
Discussion Board. See AnnotatedBibDirections.doc for information,
instruction, and grading. See Bib.doc for samples of entries. These
Bibliographies can be submitted as early 20 March (T). NO BIBLIOGRAPHY
WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR GRADING AFTER 11:30 PM
ON 08 MAY.

X
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

(*Use~

New or Revised* Catalog Text
for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.}

1
AFA 386 Modern African Histon::: (3} A. Cross-listed as HIS 386. History: of Africa from the 19 h century to the Qresent.
Themes include: trade and QOiitics; EuroQean conguest and African resistance; rural survival and urban QOQUiar
culture; race, class, gender, ethnicity, and age; African nationalism and indeQendence. Credit will not be awarded to
students who have credit for HIS 386.
~~-

"""

-------------------"'"------~--~-~

·------~-.,·-

---------~---·-"

~<~--·---·--~-----~--------·~---

-------

~

-~-~~

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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Part IV. Recordin
Course prefix
Course Number
(3 letters)
(3 Digits)
AFA
386

Effective Term
(Example: Fall2001)
Fall2007

AS
JS
EM
BT
UP
ED
UP
HS
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs.

------l

3

Lecture

1

Other
Grading Mode*
FR
so
___

JR

SR--

FOR BANNER USE ONLY
Date of data entry

-------

Data entry person

-------

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D-.)

Minimum GPA (when a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)
Co-Requisite(s) and/or Prerequisite(s) Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D-.)

Course Prefix and No.
Minimum GPA (when

a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)

Equivalent Course(s):

(credit not allowed with; or formerly:)

Credit cannot be awarded with HIS
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Histmy 3 86: Modem African History, 3 cr.
Fall Semester 2006 (MWF: 11: 15-12:05) -University 230
Instructor: Dr. Ogechi E. Anyanwu
O(fice: 310 Keith
O(fice Hours: MWF: 10:00-11 :OOam, and by appointment
Office Phone: 2-1375
E-mail: ogechi.anyanwu@eku.edu
Catalog Description:
History of Africa from the 19th century to the present. Themes include: trade and politics; European
conquest and Aflican resistance; rural survival and urban popular culture; race, class, gender,
ethnicity, and age; African nationalism and independence.
Course Description and Objectives:
This course examines the social-cultural, political and economic transformation that occun-ed in Africa
during the era of European colonization in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Selected themes
such as African traditional institutions, the abolition of the slave trade, legitimate commerce, European
colonial encroachment, colonial rule, rise of nationalism, and restoration of independence, will be
considered. Besides introducing the students to the study of Africa, this course will review the
impact of both the pre-colonial and colonial expetiences and the subsequent political
independence in shaping the structures of modem Africa.
Statement Concerning Students with Disabilities
If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you
need academic accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals
with Disabilities, please contact the office on the third floor of the Student Services Building, by
email at disabilities@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon individual request,
this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.
Inclement Weather (alternative schedule-"two-hour delay")
If the university president declares an "altemative schedule" day, our MWF: 11:15-12:05 would
meet 12:30- 1:10.

Required Texts:
• Achebe, Chinua. Things Fall Apart. London, Heinemmm, 1958 (Reprinted by Anchor Books)
New York, 1994.
• Boahen, Adu. African Perspectives on Colonialism. Baltimore: John Hopkins University
Press, 1992.
• Davidson, Basil. Afodern Africa (Third Edition). London: Longman, 1994.
• Khapoya, Vincent B. The African Experience (Second Edition). New Jersey Prentice Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, 1998.
• Oliver, Roland and Anthony Atmore. Afi-ica Since 1800 (New Edition). Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1994.
1

Required Articles: (To be provided by the instructor)
• Uzoigwe, G.N. "European Patiition and Conquest of Africa: An Overview," In Unesco
General History ofAfi'ica vol.vii edited by Adu Boahen. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1985.
• Nwauwa, A.O. "The Europeans in Africa: Prelude to Colonialism," In Africa Volume 2:
Afi-ican Cultures and Societies Before 1885 edited by Toyin Faiola. Durham, NC: Cm·olina
Academic Press, 2000.
• Ranger, T.O., "Connexions Between Primary Resistance Movements and Modem Mass
Nationalism in East and Central Africa, Part 1," Journal ofAfrican Hist01y,_ vol.9 no 3 1968.
Assignments and Grading
Review Paper on Things Fall Apart
Mid-Tenn Examination
Presentation/Discussion
Research Paper
Final Examination
Attendance and Participation
Quizzes

15%
20%
15%
15%
20%
5%
10%
100%

Class Approach:
• Class approach will be a mixture of lectures and discussions. Discussions will be structured in
the fonn of group or individual presentations on specified topics or issues. Students should be
prepared to participate in these discussions both individually and in small groups.
Irregular class attendance will afiect overall grade. No make-ups for random in-class
qmzzes.
• At this level of study, students should begin to master the historian's art of scholarly writing.
To this end, this course will place due emphasis on the use of a variety of historical sources.
Apart from the report on Achebe's book, every student will be required to do a tenn paper of
about 8-10 pages on self-selected topics. Each tenn paper must demonstrate evidence of
thorough research, interpretive and analytical ability as well as some degree of
originality. Detailed guidelines for class assignments will be provided in due course.
Class Schedules
(Subject to modifications)
WEEK 1: August 21-25:
Introduction
The Land and the Peoples of Africa
A Survey of Pre-1800 Africa
(Khapoya, l-24.Read by Aug. 22)
WEEK 2 August 28-September 1
Pre-colonial African Traditional Institutions
Traditional Belief Systems
2

Govemment and Politics
Socio-Cultural Life (Maniage, Family Life, Socialization, Burial rites)
(Khapoya, 27..,66; Achebe, Part One, Chap.1.Read by Aug.28)
September 1: First Quiz
September 4: Holiday: No Class
WEEK 3: September 4-8
From Abolition of the Slave Trade to Legitimate Commerce
The Slave Trade and Its Abolition
Legitimate trade and African colonization
(Oliver & Atmore, 12-13, 23-24, 44-45, 57-63, 77-78.Read by Sept. 4)
WEEK 4: September 11-15
Prelude to Colonization: Mapping Out Africa
Explorers, Missionaries, Traders, and Consuls
African Responses to Infonnal European Encroachment
(Achebe, Part 2&3, Chap. 14-25; Nwauwa's article. Read by Sept.11)
September 23: Review Paper on Things Fall Apart Due

\VEEK 5 and 6: September 18-29
European Invasion of Africa, 1870-1900
Meaning & Theories of Imperialism
European Scramble, Treaty-Making, and Partition of Africa
The Berlin Conference of 1884/85 and Its Impact
(Oliver & Atmore 100-123; Davidson 3-6; Uzoigwe's article, 19-44; Khapoya, 112-127,
Boahen I -34.Read by Sept. 18)
October 2: Mid Term Exam
WEEK 7 and 8: October 2-13
African Reaction to European Invasion
Resistance, Collaboration, and Contradictions
The Failure of African Resistance
(Uzoigwe's article, 31-44; Boahen 34-57.Read by Oct. 2)
October 9: Holiday: No Class
WEEK 9 and 10: October 16-27
The Establishment of Colonial Rule in Africa
French, Belgian, and Portuguese Administrative Policies
British Administrative Policy
Colonial Education Policy and Its Impact
(Oliver & Atmore, 124-159; Davidson I 1-23, 38-39; Khapoya, 127135, Boahen 58-75. Read by Oct. 16)
3

WEEK 11: October 30-November 3
Secondarv Resistance to Colonial Rule
Rebellions and Insurrections
African Independent Churches
(Davidson, 24-32, Ranger's article. Read by Oct. 30)
November 3: Second Quiz
WEEK 12 and 13: November 6-17
The Colonial State
World War I and Its Impact
The Economics of Colonialism
White Settler Politics in Africa
(Oliver & Atmore 124-147; Davidson 47-60; Khapoya, 158--160. Read by Nov.6)
November 9: Research Paper Due
WEEK 14 November 20-24
Elite Nationalism in Africa
Pan-Africanism
The Emergence of African Educated Elite
National Congress of British West Africa (NCBWA)
(Oliver & Atmore, 158-160; Khapoya, 150-176. Read by Nov. 20)
November 22-24: Holidays: No Class
WEEK 15: November 27 -December 1
Rise of Mass Nationalism
World War II and Its Impact on African Nationalism
From Elite Agitation to Modem (Mass) Nationalism
(Oliver &Atmore, 147-201; Davidson, 31-42; Khapoya 148-170; Boahen 75-93.
Read by Nov. 27)
WEEK16: December 4-8
The Restoration of Independence (Decolonization)
Colonialism Undermined: 'Managed Nationalism
Attainment ofPoliticallndependence (Ghana/Guinea/Kenya)
Impact of Colonialism on Africa and Africans
(Oliver &Atmore 202-291; Davidson 98-278; Khapoya, 135-148, 170-305;
Boa hen, 94-112. Read by Dec. 4)
Final Examination
December 11 10:30am- I 2:30pm
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Sciences
Office of
Associate Dean
Academic & Student Affairs
Phone: 859.622.8140

Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3102

Fax:

TO:

Council on Academic Affairs

FROM:

L
L- L-Dr. GaryL Kuhnhenn, Associate Dean
College of Arts and Sciences

DATE:

February 5, 2007

G:,~-;

~

SUBJECT: Agenda Items for 2/15/07 Council on Academic Affairs Meeting

The College of Arts and Sciences submits tile following agenda items for consideration at
the February 15, 2007 meeting of tile Council on Academic Affairs.

AGENDA

Department of Anthropology, Sociology & Social Work
Dropped Course
1. SOC 305 (CAS-1)
2. SOC 310 (CAS-3)
3. SOC 330 (CAS-5)
4. SOC 347 (CAS-7)
Course Revisions
1. ANT 200- course equivalency (CAS-9)
2. SOC 461 -prerequisite (CAS-13)
3. SOC 480- course title (CAS-17)
Program Revisions
1. Sociology (B.A.)- major requirements (CAS-19)
Department of English and Theatre
New Course
1. ENG 303- Adv. Composition for Teachers (CAS-21)
Department of History
Dropped Course
1. HIS 408 (CAS-29)
Course Revisions

Eastern Kentuc.ky University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and Educational Institution

I.
2.
4.
5.
6.
New Course,;
2. HIS 304
3. HIS 308- Native Americans to 1830 (CAS-61)
4. HIS 309- Native
Since 1830

)
History (B.A.)- major requirements (CAS-79)

Department of Musi~
Program Revision
1. Music (B.M.) major revision (CAS-81)
2. Music Minor requirements (CAS-85)

Eastern Kentucky University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and Educational Institution

& Socia! Work

the inforrnation relevant to H1e
Graduate Council'c
Council on Academic Aff<-lirs
College Curriculum Committee
General Education Committee*
Teacher Education Committee*

1-22-07
NA
NA

Approved X Disapproved
Faculty Senate**
Board of Regents**
Council on Postsecondary Educ***

02-15-07
NA
NA
NA

*If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.)
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program

Completion of A, B, and Cis required: (Please be specific, but concise.)
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.)
Drop SOC 305.

A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001)
Fall 2007

A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable)
NA

B. The justification for this action:
SOC 305 is not taught as a sociology class; it was cross-listed with computer science for sociology credit and we no
longer feel this class is appropriate for sociology credit.

C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows:
Personnel Impact: NA

Operating Expenses Impact: NA

Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: NA

Library Resources: NA
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student cumulative GPA is required)

Co-Requisite(s) and/or Prerequisite(s} Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D-.)

allowed with; or

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
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& Sociai Work

information relevant
Graduate Council"
Council on Academic /-'. ffairs
College Curriculum Cornmittee
General Education Committee'
Teacher Education Committee*

1-22-07
NA
NA

X Disapproved
Approved
Faculty Senate''*
Board of Regents**
Council on Postsecondary Edu.***

*If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.)
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs
**"Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program
notified before

02-15-07
NA
NA
NA

----------!

Completion of A, B, and Cis required: (Please be ~tJt:\...i4'h... , but concise.)
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.)
Change name of course from World Systems Theory to World Systems Analysis.

A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001)
Fall 2007

A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable)
NA

B. The justification for this action:
The new name better reflects course content and better matches how the topic is discussed and understood across
the members of the American Sociological Association.
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows:
Personnel Impact: None

Operating Expenses Impact: None

Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: None

Library Resources: None

Q:\University_Forms\Word_Forms\Curr\curriculum.change.form.doc-9-05
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SOC 131. Political-economic
perspective, including classic
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X

02-15-07

Part W.
1.
2.

For a revised program:
underlines for addirions.

deletions and

Genera! Education Requirements .............................. 48 hours
Standard General Education program. Refer to Section Four of
for details on the Gener;31 Education and
Requirement .............................................. i hour
/\SO 100.
Free Electives ......................................................... 46
hours
Total Curriculum Requirements .............................. 128 hours
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Theater
*Course Prefix & t,Jumber
*'Course Title

ENG 303

----------------·------------------·-·--·-··-·
Teachers

*Program Title

Graduate Council*
Council on f.\cadernic .1\ffairs

College Curriculum Committee
General Education Committee*
Teacher Education Committee*

10-23-06
NA
11-28-06

Approved X Disapproved
Faculty Senate**
Board of Regents**
Council on Postsecondary Edu.**'

02-15-07
NA
NA
NA

*If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.)
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs
**"Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program

Completion of A, B, and C is required: (Please be specific, but concise.)
A. i. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from i to 2.)
To create a new course to replace ENG 301 for ELE and EMG majors who choose English and Communication
as a concentration area.
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001)
Spring 2007
A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable)

B. The justification for this action:
This course will focus on the needs of future teachers concerning writing instruction and Portfolios, On Demand
Writing, & Open Response assessments. Elementary and Middle Grades Education students need this essential
content for the English/Communications Concentrations. No other course addresses this need.
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows:
Personnel Impact: none

Operating Expenses Impact: none

Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: none

Library Resources: none
L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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&

majors \Vho

l.

Students will reflect on their own

2.

From their study of professional literature and selected genres and purpt)SCS fix writing and
teaching, students will draw conclusions that will infi::mn their future writing and teaching of
writing.
Students \Vill understand how current approaches to writing instruction came into existence and
through critical analysis will propose possible alternatives.
Through their study of writing samples, professional literature, and critical inquiry, students \Vill
experience a portfolio approach in which they select strategic approaches as writers and teachers.
Students will be able to fommlate plans as writers and teachers of writing.

3.
4.
5.

in writing to

as a \\Titers and

DISCUSS EO: Approaches to Writing: Organizing for Writing; Characteristics of Different
Genres and Forms; Composing Processes; Strategies for Planning, Revising, Editing, Confcrencing,
Responding to Writing; Criteria for Writing/Assessing Writing; Writing for Learning, Ret1ecting,
Expression, Analysis; Writing for Different Purposes and Audiences; Professional Views of Writing and
Teaching Writing; Teacher-Research in Writing
REQUIREMENTS:
Separate explanations of these requirements, along with criteria, will be presented in class.

Reading: Reading will be required for each class meeting. Some reading will be individualized to the
student's interests.
1. Selected A1iicles in Professional Journals (e.g., Prirnmy Voices, Language Arts, Voicesf1·om the
Middle, English Journal)
2. Selected Books on Writing and Teaching Writing (e.g. What a Writer Needs, 171C Art of Teaching
Writing, In the Middle, Seeking Diversity, Eight Approaches to Teaching Composition, A Guide to
Composition Pedagogics, Bird by Bird)
3. Materials Relevant to K-12 Writing Programs
4. Samples of Instructional Materials (e.g., student writing, assignments, assessment & evaluation
forms)
Writing:
1. A pmifolio of pieces written for a variety of purposes and audiences in a variety of fonns:
• 1 personal narrative or memoir
• 1 piece oftransactive writing, e.g., article (informative, analytical, argumentative), persuasive
letter, editorial
• 1 piece of literary writing, e.g., poem, shmi story, script
• 1 piece ofteclmical writing, e.g., proposal, lesson plan, demonstration

reJ1ections on

a checklist uf ch:m.\Cteristi(~S

6.

LS: Participants will need a
for the course.

three-ring notebook, which \Vill serve as a \Vriter' s

Group Tasks, Mini-lessons, Presentations, Independent
Research, Video-tapes, Discussion Board Exchange

GRADING: The grade for the course ·will be the average of the grades for the fbllowing work:
e
e
e
111

,.

·writing about Personal Experience
by \Veek 5)
Transactive Writing (Due by
6)
Literary Writing (Due by Week
Set of Entries from Writer's Notebook (5 by Mid-ten11; 5 by End-term)
Students' Writing (5 by Mid-term; 5 by End-term)
Annotations
Research-based A1iicle (Due at End-term)

Students must complete all the assignments in order to be eligible for a passing grade.
Four absences (day classes) \Vi!! result in reduction of the final grade by one letter. Six absences will
result in reduction of the final grade by two letters. Students who are absent eight times \Nill f~1il the
course, regardless of other grades. Tardies beyond three will add up to one absence. Students are
expected to be prepared for class activities; students who are not prepared or who do not partieitJate
constructively will be counted absent.

STUDENTS \VITH DISABILITIES:
If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need
academic accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with
Disabilities, please contact the office on the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at
disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon individual request, this syllabus can
be made available in altemative forms.

\Vt:ek 2:

3:

Week 4:

5:
\Veek 6:

\Veek 7:

Week 8:
Wcek9

Week 10

Week 11

Week 12
Week 13

Week 14
Week 15

structure; Writer's

V/ork Due: 1 "J Emries in \VN
Reading of
Writing abour personal experience: Writing
sample
memoirs: Reading: arlicles, book
workshop and responding to writing
\Vork l)ue: - 2 Entries in
narratiw: or lilCrnoir: 1
dran or
Anno tat ion
student's writing
Writing about personal experience: Writing workshop; Strategies for Responding to
Writers; Writing-to-learn practices (reading response)
Work Due: 1 -2 Entries in \VN: Revision of narrative/memoir: 1 Annotation
·writing as thinking: Analyiical \Vriting
Work Due: l -2 Entries in WN;
Transactive writing; Writing workshop; Strategy for defining a writing task; Reading:
samples oftransactive writing, articles and chapters on revision and edi1ing
\Vork Due: 1 - 2 Entries in WN: Ediied personal narrative; 1 Annotalion
\Vriting in
Transactive writing: Writing wurkshop; Criteria for transactive
content areas, authentic writing
Work Due: 1 - 2 Entries in WN; revision oftransactive writing; 1 Annotation
Writing as Thinking: Expressive writing
Work Due: 1 -2 Entries in WN;
Literary Writing; \Vriting workshop; Strategies for figurative language; Reading: samples
of literary writing, articles and chapters on assessing literary writing
Work Due: 1 - 2 Entries in WN; ofliterary writing; Edited transactive piece; 1
Annotation
Literary Writing; Writing workshop; Strategies for revising literary writing, giving and
receiving feedback on writing
Work Due: 1 - 2 Entries in WN; revision of literary writing; 1 annotation
Technical Writing: Writing workshop; criteria for technical writing; writing as a teacher;
Reading: samples ofteclmical writing, articles and chapters on technical writing
Work Due: 1-2 Entries in WN; Edited literary piece; 1 Annotation
Technical Writing: Writing Workshop; writing for different pmvoses/audiences
Work Due: 1-2 Entries in WN; Revised technical piece; 1 Annotation
Writing as Thinking: Research writing; Reading: sample professional research, articles
and chapters of research on teaching writing
Work Due: 1 - 2 Entries in WN; Edited technical piece
Writing as Thinking: Research writing; synthesis of materials to support conclusions
Work Due: 1 - 2 Entries in WN; revised research paper
Reflecting, Presenting Research Papers

Course (Parts II, IV)

Sciences

Course F\evision (Parts II,
(Part II)
f\Jev; Program (Part Ill)
f~evision

*Program Title
Ill)

Suspended (Part Ill) *Provide only the information relevant to the
Graduate Council'
Council on /.\cadernic Affairs
1\.J\J!lc:uc

Curriculum Committee
Education Committee*
Education Committee*

1-22-07
NA

Approved X Disapproved
Faculty Senate**
Board of Regents**
Council on Postsecondary Edu."**

02-15-07
N/-\
NA
NA

'If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.)
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program

Completion of A, 8, and C is required: (Please be specific, but concise.)_
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.)
To drop the course from the curriculum.
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001)
Fall 2007
A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable)

B. The justification for this action:
Eliminating this course will enable the History Department to staff other courses more effectively. The same period
will be covered in the revised version of HIS 403, previously "Jacksonian America, 1824-1848," now to be entitled
"The Age of Jefferson and Jackson."
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows:
Personnel Impact: NA

Operating Expenses Impact: NA

Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: NA

Library Resources: NA
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Revised* Catalog Text
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Date

NA

Graduate Council;
Council on /\cadentic /\ffairs
Curriculum Committee
Education Committee*
Education Committee*

Approved X Disapproved
Faculty Senate'* ·
Board of Regents**
Council on Postsecondary Edu.***

1-22-07

NA

02-15-07
NA
NA
NA

(Type t\lA if not applicable.)
needed for new, revised, or suspended programs
needed for new degree program or certificate program

Completion of A; 8, and C is required: (Please be specific, but concise.)
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.)
To cross-list HIS 303, "Women in American History," with a proposed course WMS 303 on the same topic.

A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001)
Fall2007

A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable)

NA
B. The justification for this action:
The Women's Studies Center has requested this change so that students may earn Women's Studies credit from
this course in women's history.

C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows:
Personnel Impact:

NA
Operating Expenses Impact:

NA
Equipment/Physical Facility Needs:

NA
Library Resources:

NA
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the i11fonnation relevant to the
Graduate Council*
Council on Academic J\ffairs

College Curriculum Committee
General Education Committee*
Teacher Education Committee*

NA
NA

Approved X Disapproved
Faculty Senate**
Board of Regents**
Council on Postsecondary Edu.***

02-15-07
NA
NA
NA

*If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.)
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program

Completion of A, B, and C is required: (Please be specific, but concise.)
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.)
Cross list HIS 385 and AFA 385
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001)
Fall 2007
A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable)

B. The justification for this action:
Support the new African/African-American Studies program. This course focuses entirely on African history.
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows: NA
Personnel Impact: NA

Operating Expenses Impact: NA

Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: NA

Library Resources: NA
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848
: or Certificate

the information rele\rant
Graduate Council*
Council on f\,cadernfc /3,.ffairs

Curriculum Committee
Education Committee*
Education Committee*

NA

Approved X Disapproved
Faculty Senate**
Board of Regents**
Council on Postsecondary Edu. "'**

02-15-07
NA
NA
NA

*If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.)
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs
needed for new degree program or certificate program

Completion of A, B, and C is required: (Please be specific, but concise.)
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.)
Revision of course title from Jacksonian America 1824-1848 to Age of Jefferson and Jackson. Also a revision of
course description.

A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001)
Fall 2007

A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable)

B. The justification for this action: To incorporate material from a dropped course (HIS 408) into this course.

C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows:
Personnel Impact: The department has a historian in place with the credentials to teach the course.

Operating Expenses Impact: There will be no increase in operating expenses.

Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: Equipment and facilities are adequate.

Library Resources: Library resources are adequate.
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one)
Nevv Course (Parts II, IV)

HIS 420

Course Revision (Parts II,
Course Dropped (Part II)
New Program (Part Ill)

. f\!mur

Revision (Part II!)
Program Suspended (Part Ill) *Provide

the information relevant to the proposal.

Proposal Approved by:
Departmental Committee

Graduate Council*

NA

Council on /\caden;ic /\ffairs

Curriculum Committee
Education Committee*
Education Committee*

1-22-07
NA
NA

Approved
X Disapproved
Faculty Senate**
Board of Regents**
Council on Postsecondary Edu. "**

02-15-07
NA
NA
NA

(Type NAif not applicable.)
needed for new, revised, or suspended programs
~-'"'"Tin'" needed for new degree program or certificate program

Completion of A, B, and Cis required: (Please be specific, but concise.)
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.)
To cross-list HIS 420, "Appalachia in American History," with a proposed course APP 420 on the same topic.

A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001)
Fall 2007

A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable)
NA

B. The justification for this action:
The Appalachian Studies Center has requested this change so that students may earn Appalachian Studies credit
from this course. The new course proposal for APP 420 is being processed through University Programs.
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows:
Personnel Impact:
NA
Operating Expenses Impact:
NA
Equipment/Physical Facility Needs:
NA
Library Resources:
NA
Part II. Recordmg Data for New, Rev1sed, or Dropped Course
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Course Revision (Parts IL
Course Dropped
New Program (Part Ill)
information relevant to the
Graduate Council;'
Council on .A.cademic

Curriculum Committee

1-22-07

Education Committee*

NA

Education Committee*

Approved

X

/'~Jfairs

Disapproved

02-15-07

Faculty Senate**

NA

Board of Regents**
Council on Postsecondary Edu.***

NA
NA

*If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.)
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs
needed for new degree program or certificate program

Completion of A, B, and C is required: (Please be specific, but concise.)
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.)
Approval of new course.

A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001)
Fall 2007

A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable)

B. The justification for this action:
Current History course offerings do not include a course focused on the history of slavery in the Western
Hemisphere.

C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows:
Personnel Impact: The department has a historian in place with the credentials to teach the course.

Operating Expenses Impact: There will be no increase in operating expenses.

Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: Equipment and facilities are adequate.

Library Resources: Library resources are adequate.
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Term
311 Keith
Phone:21289

HIS or
Hemisphere.
will not be awarded to students who

A vail able in the bookstore:
Philip D. Curtin, The Rise and Fall c~{the Plantation Complex
Hilary Beckles and Verene Shepherd, eels., Caribbean Slave Society and Economy: A Student
Reader
Peter H. Wood, Black Majority:
in Colonial South Carolina.fi'om 1670 through the
Stono Rebellion

Stephen \Vhitman, The Price olFrcedorn: Slavety and lvfanumission in Early National Baltirnore
On reserve in the library:
Yuval Taylor, ed., 1 TVas Born A Slave: An Anthology of Classic Slave Narratives, 2 volumes
Philip D. Morgan, "Three Planters and Their Slaves: Perspectives on Slavery in Virginia, South
Carolina, and Jamaica, 1750-1790" in Winthrop Jordan and Sheila L. Skemp, eels., Race
and Family in the Colonial South
Philip D. Morgan, "Task and Gang Systems: The Organization of Labor on New \Vorld
Plantations" in Stephen Innes, ed., Work and Labor in Ear~v America
History Department B.A. Program Objectives
1. Students completing the baccalaureate program in Histmy will be able to demonstrate their
knowledge ofU.S. history, European history, and selected aspects of non-Western history
at a high level.
2. Students completing the baccalaureate program will have demonstrated their ability to write
effectively. All students in the program will complete brief term papers as part of their major
requirements.
3. Students completing the baccalaureate program will be able to execute a research project
utilizing both primary and secondary sources at a level acceptable to a jury of faculty. All
students in the baccalaureate degree program will submit prior to t,rraduation a formal
research project which includes both primary and secondary sources

Course Objectives
1. Give students an introduction to the history of slavery and freedom in the Western
Hemisphere. (Addresses Program Objective 1.)
2. Emphasize the growth and spread of slavery, significant changes over time, and abolition.
(Addresses Program Objective 1.)

,.,

.).

an introductory knowledge nf
as
to U
through the Exams,

Lsays.)
3. Students ·will use research and communication skills to analvze
issues related to the
History of slavery and freedom in the Americas. (Addresses Course Objectives 2 and 3.
Exams, Essays, and

Requirements
The requirements for this class include two essay examinations, one in the middle of the ten11
and one at the end of the term. Also, students will be expected to turn in six brief essays of
approximately 500-750 words (2 or 3 pages double-spaced in courier with standard margins)
responding to the assigned readings. More details will be given about these requirements later.
Pa1iicipation, which includes attendance, discussion activities, and other evidence of engagement
\vith the course material, is also required. Students \vho miss more than three classes due to
extenuating personal circumstances should notify the instructor to prevent their grade from
suffering. In accordance with the history depariment policy, any student missing more than
twenty percent of the class sessions may be assigned a failing grade at the discretion of the
instructor.
Final grades will be determined according to the following fommla:
Essays (35% of the grade)
Midtenn Exam (15% of grade)
Final Exam (25% of grade)
Participation (25% of grade)
Disability Accommodation Statement
If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
individual appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you
need. If you need academic accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services
for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on the third floor of the Student
Services Building, by e-mail at disabilities@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD.
Upon individual request, this syllabus can be made available in a1temate fonns.
Schedule
After week one, readings for each week are to be completed by the first class. The schedule is
also subject to change at the instructor's discretion. In the event of any significant changes, the
instructor will make every effort to give as much notice as possible.

:Taylor, Vol. J, p. 70-82

Readings: Beckles and Shepherd, p. 3 7-5 L 31

33, Taylor,

Readings: WoocL. ]). 3-62:
Mon::an . "Three Planters
.
~

.

.

.

~

. 1' p. 82-94

Slaves"

Week Six: Slave Health and Living Conditions
Readings: Wood, p. 63-92; Beckles and Shepherd. p. 183-193, 197-207; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 540548
\Veek Seven: Slaves and Labor
Readings:Beckles and Shepherd. p.
p. 348-354. 383-398

18: Morgan, "Task and Gang Systems": Taylor, Vol. 1,

Week Eight: Frontier Slavery
Readings: Wood, p. 95-166
Week Nine: Slave Culture
Readings: Wood, p. 167-191; Beckles and Shepherd, p. 287-301; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 265-270
Week Ten: Resistance
Readings: Wood, p. 195-268; Beckles and Shepherd, p. 373-385; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 563-582, Vol.
2,p.618-620,640-646
Week Eleven: Rebellion
Readings: Wood, p. 269-307; Beckles and Shepherd, p. 402-418; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 245-255
Week Twelve:Changing Patterns
Readings: Wood, p. 308-326; Whitman, p. 1-60; Taylor, Vol. 2, p. 193-210
Week Thitieen: Slave Families
Readings: Beckles and Shepherd, p. 228-247, 274-284; Taylor, Vol. 2, p. 544-550, 559-570
Week Fourteen:The Rise of Antislavery
Readings: Whitman, p. 61-118; Taylor, Vol. 1, p. 553-557

p.

New Course (Parts II, IV)
Course Revision
Course Dropped

Arts and Sciences

1!.
II)

New Program (Part Ill)
tilt:=: information relevant to the
Graduate Council*
Council on Academic Affairs
College Curriculum Committee

1-22-07

General Education Committee*
Teacher Education Committee*

NA

X

Approved

Disapproved

02-15-07

Faculty Senate**
Board of Regents**
Council on Postsecondary Edu.***

NA
NA
NA

~If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.)
**Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs
***'Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program
S/..\.C=:S l1Iust
Please contact EJ<Lrs

Completion of A, B, and Cis required: (Please be specific, but concise.)
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from I to 2.)
Approval of new course.
A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001)
Fall 2007

A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable)

B. The justification for this action:

.,

Current History course offerings do not include a course focused on Native American history in this period.
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows:
Personnel Impact: The department has a historian in place with the credentials to teach the course.

Operating Expenses Impact: There will be no increase in operating expenses.

Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: Equipment and facilities are adequate.

Library Resources: Library resources are adequate.

Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
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HIS 308
to 1830. (3)
Prerequisite: three hours H fS or department
of 1
approval. Native American history from pre contact to the lndian Removal
Ernphasis
Oll
nature
encounkrs
Course Overview·
This class will examine the historical experiences of Ame1ican Indian peoples from pre
to the
contact times to the Indian Removal Act of 1830. It will grant as much
histories and world views of the diverse American Indian populations living in North
America prior to 1492 as it will to those of the English, French, Dutch, and Spanish men
and women who journeyed to and settled on this continent.

History Department B.A. Program Objectives
1. Students completing the baccalaureate program in History will be able to

demonstrate their knowledge of U.S. history, European history, and selected
aspects of non-Western history at a high level.
2. Students completing the baccalaureate program wilJ have demonstrated their
ability to \Vrite effectively. All students in the program will complete brief tenn
papers as part of their major requirements.
3. Students completing the baccalaureate program will be able to execute a research
project utilizing both primary and secondary sources at a level acceptable to a jury
of faculty. All students in the baccalaureate degree program will submit prior to
graduation a fom1al research project which includes both ptimary and secondary
sources

Course Objectives
1. Give students and introduction to the diverse populations and cultures of

American Indian peoples in pre-contact America. (Addresses Program Objective
1)
2. Identify the key transitions and turning points in the interactions between
American Indians and Europeans during the colonial era. (Addresses Program
Objective 1)
3. Describe the dynamics of cultural interaction between American Indians,
European colonists, and people of African descent in North America. (Addresses
Program Objective 1)

4.

an
cultures
the diverse American Indian populations of
through
2.
\Yi!l display an introductory
interactions among American Indians, European colonists, and people of African
descent from the time of contact to 1830.
Objective 1.
through the Exan1s,. Papers, and Parti
3. Students \Viii display an understanding of the fundamental aspects ofhistorical
writing about the American Indian experience. (Addresses Course Objectives 1, 2,
and 3. Assessed through the Reading Response papers.)
4. Students will use knowledge from the readings, lectures, discussion, and outside
research to analyze specific aspects of American Indian history from 1830 to the
present. (Addresses Course Objectives 2 and 3. Assessed through the Exams,
Papers, and Pmiicipation.)

RefJuired Reading Material
The People: .A liLY/my qfNative America, by R. David Edmunds, Frederick E. Hoxie, and
Neal Salisbury
Am.erica Before the European Invasions, by Alice Beck Kehoe
Pocohantas and the Pmvhatan Dilemma, by Camilla Townsend
Indians, Settlers, and Slaves in a Frontier Er.change Economy: The Lower kfississippi
Valley Before 1783, by Daniel H. Usner, Jr.
A Spirited Resistance: The North American Indian Struggle.for Unity, 1745-1815, by
Gregory Evans Dowd
Requirements
There arc two 4-6 page papers assigned in this course. Further information about these
papers will be provided in class and the paper topics will be distributed at least three
weeks before the due dates. Over the course of the semester each student will also be
required to hand in three single-page response papers that deal with some aspect of the
reading materiaL I will provide more specifics about those response papers in lecture.
This course ·will also include a midtenn and final exam.
In accordance with history department policy, any student missing more than twenty
percent of the class sessions may be assigned a failing grade at the discretion of the
instmctor.

2

Eastern Kentucky University will honor the
honoring and enfixcing this policy, the
· disl1oncsty.

s l\cademic Integrity policy.
affirms that it will not tolerate

Staternent Concerning Students \Vith Disabilities
If you are registered \Vith the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please
make an appointment with the course instTuctor to discuss any academic accommodations
you need. If you need academic accommodations and are not registered with the Office
of Services tor Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on the third floor of
the Student Services Building, by email at disabi!itics(f/.cku.edu or by telephone at (859)
3 V!TDD. Upon individual
this syllabus can be made available in
alternative fonns.

Class Schedule
Lectures and Reading Assigmnents
\Veek 1 - Introduction to Course and Concepts
Readings: America Before, begin reading
\Veek 2- American Indians and North America
Readings: The People, 1-26; America Before, continue reading
Week 3- Pre-Contact Societies and Civilizations
Readings: America Before, finish reading
\Veek 4 -Christopher Columbus and the Spanish Invasion
Readings: The People, 27-51; Pocohantas, 3-106
Week 5- The English in North America
Readings: The People, 53-80; Pocohantas, 107-178
Week 6 - France and the Fur Trade
Readings: The People, 81- I 09
Week 7 - Rebellions and Revolts - King Phillip and the Pueblos
Readings: Indians, Settlers, and Slaves, 1-77

3

' 19

\:Veek 11-

}

Revolution

fot·
I2Ohio
Readings: A S'pirited Resistance, J 23-202
'Week 13 - Indian Policy in the Early Republic
Readings: ?11e People, 135-163
\Veek 14 -Tecumseh and the
ofUH2
Readings: The [>eople, 164- f88

Week 15- 'Western Expansion and
Readings: The People, J 89-240

Removal

Final Exam

4

Jl,rts and Sciences
Course Revision

HIS 309

Course

f'Jative l\mericans Since

New Program (Part
Program Revision
Program Suspended

the information relevant to tile

Proposal Approved by:
Departmental Committee

Graduate Council*
Council on 1-\cadernic ,n.ffaf:s

College Curriculum Committee
General Education Committee•
Teacher Education Committee*

1-22-07
NA

Approved X Disapproved
Faculty Senate**
Board of Regents**
Council on Postsecondary Edu.***

02-15-07
NA
NA
NA

*If Applicable (Type NAif not applicable.)
•-*Approval needed for new, revised, or suspended programs
***Approval/Posting needed for new degree program or certificate program
SACS
Completion of A, B, and Cis required: {Please be specific, but concise.)
A. 1. Specific action requested: (Example: To increase the number of credit hours for ABC 100 from 1 to 2.)
Approval of new course.

A. 2. Effective date: (Example: Fall 2001)
Fall2007
A. 3. Effective date of suspended programs for currently enrolled students: (if applicable)

B. The justification for this action:
Current History course offerings do not include a course focused on Native American history in this period.
C. The projected cost (or savings) of this proposal is as follows:
Personnel Impact: The department has a historian in place with the credentials to teach the course.

Operating Expenses Impact: There will be no increase in operating expenses.

Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: Equipment and facilities are adequate.

Library Resources: Library resources are adequate.
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309
1830 (3) A. Prerequisite: three
HIS or
department approval.
American history from the Indian Removal
to the
present.
placed on
native
and

Course Overvie\v
In this course we will trace the American Indian experience from the Indian Removal Act
of 1830 to the debates over economic development and sovereignty the early twentyf1rst century. Instead of focusing only on the development of government policy \Ve will
also examine the lives of various Indian communities and the decisions they made to
survive. The histories we discuss and debate will provide a better foundation and context
tor the issues prominent among many American Indian communities in the present day.
History Department B.A. Program Objectives
1. Students completing the baccalaureate program in History will be able to
demonstrate their knowledge of U.S. history, European history, and selected
aspects ofnon-Westem history at a high level.
2. Students completing the baccalaureate program will have demonstrated their
ability to write effectively: All student's in the program will complete brief tenn
papers as part of their major requirements.
3. Students completing the baccalaureate program will be able to execute a research
project 11tilizing both primmy and secondary sources at a level acceptable to a jury
of faculty. All students in the baccalaureate degree program will submit prior to
graduation a fonnal research project which includes both primary and secondary
sources
Course Objectives
1. Give students an introduction to the history of American Indians and their
relationship with the United States from 1830 to the present. (Addresses Program
Objective 1)
2. Emphasize the agency and persistence of American Indians in relation to
American expansion, violent conflict, and intrusive federal policies. (Addresses
Program Objective 1)
3. Develop and strengthen students' understanding of historical analysis through
primary documents, class discussion and writing assignments. (Addresses
Program Objectives 2 and 3)

1

".! •

(Addresses Course
Papers, and Pmiicipation.)

The People: .A HistoTy o(Native America, by R. David Edmunds, Frederick E. Hoxie. and
Neal Salisbury
Contested Plains: indians, Goldseekcrs, and the Rush to Colorado by Elliot West
Talking Back to Civilization: indian Voices/i'orn the Progressive Era by Frederick E.
Hoxie
Indian Metropolis: Native Americans in Chicago, 1945-1975 by James B. LaGrand
T!zc
Road Follies by Jim Northrup

Requirements
There are two 4-6 page papers assigned in this course. Further information about these
papers will be provided in class and the paper topics will be distributed at least three
weeks before the due dates. Over the course of the semester each student will also be
required to hand in three single page response papers that deal with some aspect of the
reading material. I will provide more specifics about those response papers in lecture.
This course will also include a midter1n and final exam.
In accordance with history department policy, any student missing more than twenty
percent of the class sessions may be assigned a failing grade at the discretion of the
instructor.
Final grades will be deter1nined according to the following breakdown:
First paper- 10%
Second paper- 20%
Response papers- 15% total(5% each)
Midtenn exam - 15%
Final Exam- 30%
Participation 10%

Academic Integrity
Eastern Kentucky University will honor the University's Academic Integrity policy. By
honoring and enforcing this policy, the University affinns that it will not tolerate
academic dishonesty.

2

u or

this syllabus can be made available

111

\Veek I: Introduction to Course and Concepts
Readings: Primary Document Handout
2: The Many
of
Readings: nzc People, 164-188
3: Indian Renwval and ""'.·'"'n Expansion
Contested Plains, xv-xxiv, 1-93
Readings: 17ze People, 21

\Veek 4: Conflict on the Plains
Readings: Contested Plains, 94-206
\Veek 5: Arnericans and Indians on the Pacific Coast
Readings: The People, 241-267, Contested Plains, 207-337

Week 6: Allotment and Assimilation
Readings: 17zc People, 322-346; Talking Back, 1-35

Week 7: American Indians at the Turn of the Century
Readings: The People, 347-372; Talking Back, 66-107

Week 8: Indians, Reformers, and Education
Readings: Talking Back, 36-65, 108-122

Week 9: Federal Indian Policy in the Early 20 1h Century
Readings: The People, 347-396

\Veek 10: Termination and Relocation
Readings: Indian Metropolis, 1-129

Week 11: Red Power and AIM
Readings: Indian Metropolis, 130-257

3

4

X
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Part Ill. Recordina Data for New. Revised
1.
2.
3.

or SusDandecl Proaram

For a new program , prCMCfe the catalog des<:nption 8$ bl*lg proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using sllille!hreugR for deletions and
undorllnu for addltlons.
For a suspended program, provide the ~ ptOgram requirements as 5hown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or~· Program Text
('Usa llrike"' owgll !or doledous and uncle!tiou lor addiliOOS.)
HISTORYITEACHING (B.A.)

CIP Code: 54.0101
Major Requirements ................... - ............................ 33 hours
HIS 201 , 202. 203, 450, and 21 upper d'MSlon hours With a
m1r1lmum of six hours 111 each of the falowlllg distribution
areas (Including tv.o of the following ttvee c:ourses· 302A.

302B, 302C).
Atea I (U.S.) HIS 300 (3 hours). 301 , 302A. 303, ~305.

~401

402, 403, 404. 405. 406, 407, 408,411, 412. 413. 415. 420,
424, 433, or 516.
/Vea II (Europe): HIS 300 (3 hours). 301. 3028. 315, 336,
339.341 , 342. 343. 344.345, 346. 34+r350. 354.363, or

365.

/Vea Ill (Non-Westernt HIS 300 (3 hours), 301, 302C, Z

320,347. 374, 375, 378, 380, 383. 384 365, 388, 387.434, 474.
or475
The remammg upper dlviSIOO mtory c:ourse may come from
any of the above areas or from other upper division history
c:ourses excepe HIS 302A, B. C
Supporting Course Requirements ........................... 18 hours
ANT 120 or SOC 131 ECO 120, PSY 200, GEO 200, POL
101 and POL 220.
Professional Educat ion Requirements ..- ........ - .... 31 hours
EOF 103. 203, 319, 413. SED 401 . ESE 449. 490. and 499
General Education Requirements ............................ 36 hours
Standard General Education progarn, excluding Block VB,
BlocJ< VC. and Block VIII (6 hours) Refer to Secbon Four
of this Catalog for detalls on the Gtoeraf Education and
UIIIVerslly Requirements.
Univ ersity Requirement ............................................ 1 hour

ASO 100
Free Electives ........·-·-----·- ..- ...- ..........- ... 9 hours
Total Curriculum Requirements - ·- ......- ....- ... - 128 hours

X
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2.

For a new program,
For a revised program.
underlines for additions.

for dcdetions and

HISTORY {B.A.)

54.

·r

hours
and 21 upper division hours with a
minimum of six hours in
of the
distribution
areas
t1·1ree courses: 302A.
302!3. 302C
/vea I (U .S HIS 300
301, 302A,
402,403. 40:t
406.407, 40?:,-411, 412,
424. 433. or 5 i 6.
Area II
363 or
365.
Area Ill (Non-Western): HIS 300 (3 hours), 301, 302C, 308.
375, 378, 380, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 434, 474,
320,
or 475.
upper division history course may come from
any of the aiJove areas or from other upper division
HIS
B. C.
courses
General Education Requirements ............................ 48 hours
Standard General Education program. Refer to Section Four
of this Catalog for details on the General Education and
University requirements.
University Requirement ............................................ I hour
ASO 100.
Free Electives .............................................................. 46 hours
At least three hours of one foreign language is strongly
recommended, Students who plan to pursue a graduate degree
are strongly encouraged to take at least six hours of a foreign
language.
Total Curriculum Requirements ............................. 128 hours

1.
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Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

Music
CIP code: 50.0901
Major Requirements ...........................................&t-75 55-75 hours
Core ............................................................................44 hours
MUS 110, 111, 210, 211, or MUS 114 (2) and 115 (2), 181, 182,281,
282, 366, 399, 480, 383 or 481 or 285, 384, minimum of seven hours of
ensemble and minimum of seven hours of applied instrument or voice.
Music Ensemble: wind and percussion teaching majors must elect
three hours of MUS 256.
Options ...................................................................11-31 hours
Performance/Instrumental. ............................................31 hours
MUS 367 or 368 (2), 499 (1 ), 550 (2), 551 (2), seventeen additional
hours of lower and upper division applied. One additional hour of
ensemble, three hours of upper division music theory electives, and
three hours of upper division music history electives. Six semesters of
MUS 101.
PerformanceNocal. .......... ............................................. 31 hours
MUS 220 (1), MUS 367 or 368,499 (1), 520 (1), 550 (1), 551 (1),
seventeen additional hours of lower and upper division applied. One
additional hour of ensemble, three hours of upper division music theory
electives, and three hours of upper division music history electives. Six
semesters of MUS 101.
Music Merchandising ....................................................26 hours
MUS 190 (2), 191 (2), 290 (2), 349 (2), 390, 391, ACC 201, MGT 301,
PUB 375, LAS 210. Six semesters of MUS 101.
Theory and Composition ...........................................26 25 hours
MUS 283 (4), 483 (4-§), 499 (1 ), 555 or 556. Three hours of upper
division theory electives . Three hours of music electives. Three hours
of foreign language. Three hours of lower division and six hours of
upper division selected from any area in Arts and Sciences, except
~ Six semesters of MUS 101.
Music Teaching Education/Instrumental.. ..................... 11 hours
MUS 230, 251, 252, 320, 330, 351, 352, 354, 364, 365, 367 @,
(instrumental students will be excused from taking the methods course
that includes their major applied instrument). Six semesters of MUS
101 (0 credit course).
Music Teaching Education/ Vocal.. ..........................4-711 hours
MUS 220 (1 ), 230, 251, 351, 354, 364, 365, 368 @, 513 (2). Six
semesters of MUS 101 (0 credit course).

Q:\University_Forms\Word_Forms\Curr\curriculum.change.form.doc-9-05

................................ 9-1
................. 9 hours

...... 6 hours

Music
fv1UH

+B<:tGHJHG

fdlfcation Gptmn ................................... 9 hours
for Music

=-=-==.:::..:..:.

+~a~FIH'rt~

Lin.non ...........................................................

34 hours

EOF 103, 203. 319, 413, SED 401, Efv1E 378, EMS 499, ESE 579, ESE
490
that~ncltlEIB&-tl-leir--rnajBF-appHed-In&tr-umBRtf

General Education Requirements ................................. 36-39 hours
Standard General Education program, excluding blocks lilA and VIII (6
hours) for Performance, Theory and Composition, Music +easf:l4ng
Blocks lilA, VII (QS), and VIII (6 hours) are excluded for
Music Merchandising. Refer to Section Four of the Catalog for details
on the General Education and University requirements.

University Requirement .................................................... 1 hour
Free Electives ................................................................0-6 hours
Total Curriculum Requirements .................................128-138 hours

Q:\University_Forms\Word _Form s\Curr\curriculum. change. form. doc-9-05
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For a
program, provide the
For a revised program, provide the current
For a
program, provide
and/or minors affected by the

for deletions and
List any
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Serving Kentuckians Since 1906
Office of the Associate Dean
College of Business & Technology
www.cbt.eku.edu

BTC 214
521 Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, KY 404 7 5-3102
(859) 622-1574
FAX: (859) 622-1413

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Dr. Aaron Thompson, Chair
Council on Academic Affairs

FROM:

Janna P. Vice, Associate Dean
College of Business & Technology

DATE:

February 5, 2007

SUBJECT:

Curriculum Proposals

Please consider the following curriculum proposals from the College of Business & Technology
on February 15, 2007.
The Department of Accounting. Finance & Information Systems
Course
ACC425
ACC441

Revision
To add CCT 300 as a prerequisite
To remove ACC 350 and add CCT 300 as a
prerequisite

Page
1
4

Program Revisions
Ce1tificate in Accounting

Revision
Remove ACC 350 from the list of required
courses and add CIS 335 for supporting course
Remove ACC 350 from the list of required
courses and add CIS 335 for suQporting course

Page
7

Accounting (B.B.A.)

9

Eastern Kentucky University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and Educational Institution

Dr. Aaron Thompson
Page2

The Department ofTechnology
Graphic Communications Management (BS)
1. New Courses
Course
GCM 349 (Applied
Learning: GCM)
GCM 349 A-N (Coop.
Study: GCM)

Revision
Approval of new course: GCM 349-Applied Learning:
GCM syllabus behind GCM 349-A-N
Approval of new course: GCM 349 A-N with syllabus for
GCM 349-Applied Learning: GCM and GCM 349 A-N

2 Chano-ed
Pro2:ram
b
Title
B.S. in Graphic Communications
Management

Revision
Replace TEC 349 with GCM 349 for students
majoring in Graphic Communications
Management B.S.

Construction Management (BS)
1. Program Revision

Title
B.S. in Construction Management

Revision
Add FSE 361 to major requirements.

Paoe Numbers
TECH 1 -TECH 3
TECH 4- TECH 13

Page Numbers
TECH 14- TECH 15

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Serving Kelltuckians Since 1906
521 Lancaster Avenue
108 BTC
Richmond, KY 40475-3102

Department of Accounting, Finance,
and Information Systems

TO:

Dr. Aaron Thompson, Chair
Council on Academic Affairs

FROM:

Oliver Feltus
Interim Chair, Accounting, Finance & Information Systems

DATE:

February 4, 2007

SUBJECT:

Curriculum Proposals

Please consider the following curr-iculum proposals from the College of Business and
Technology that were approved at the College Curriculum Committee meeting on
November 21, 2006:
The Department of Accounting. Finance & Information Systems

Course

Revision

Page

ACC 425
ACC 441

To add CCT 300 as a prerequisite
To remove ACC 350 and add CCT 300 as a
prerequisite

1
4

Program Revisions

Revision

Page

Cet1ificate in Accounting

Remove ACC 350 from the list of required
courses and add CIS 3 3 5 for supporting
course
Remove ACC 350 from the list of required
courses and add CIS 335 for supp011ing
course

7

Accounting (B.B.A.)

9

Phone: (859) 622-1087 FAX: (859) 622-8071
Eastem Kentucky is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and Educlttionallnstitution
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
For a new required course, com lete a separate request for the ap
1.
2.
3.

ram revisions.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

ACC 425. Accounting Theory.(3)l,IL Prerequisite: ACC 302 with a grade of "C-" or better and CCT 300. Emphasis on
a conceptual understanding of accounting principles using literature published by the AICPA, FASB, and current
writers. Accounting history, SEC, legal liability, conceptual framework, SFAS's and APB's.

AFIS

2
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College/Division:

Dept. (4 letters)*

AFIS
AS
JS
BT X
EM
ED
PC
HS
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs.

Lecture
Work Load

------1

Other
Cip Code
Class Restriction, if any: (undergraduate only)

Grading Mode*

(for each schedule

FR

so
ng Information: Course is
ble for IP {in-progress
1-------+--------l~,~~rling) for: Check all applicable
Thes

---

JR
SR _ __

FOR BANNER USE ONLY
Date of data entry
Data entry person

---------··
--------1

(List only co-requisites. See below for prerequisites and combinations.)

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D ·.)

(credit not allowed with; or formerly:)

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
(*Use Validation Tables.)
AFIS 3
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
For a new required course, com lete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethroH§fl for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

ACC 441. Auditing I. (3) I, II. Prerequisites: ACC 302, JaG, aRd QMB 200 with grades of "C-" or better and CCT 300.
Professional ethics; accountant's legal responsibility; internal control; general arrangement and procedure of an audit;
assess accounts; liability accounts; operating accounts; the audit report.

AFI S

5
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Effective Term
(Exam le: Fall 2001
Fall2007

ACC

course information.
College/Division:
Dept. (4 letters)*
AFIS
AS
JS
BT X
EM
ED
PC
HS
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs.

Other

Lecture

-----1

only)
Class Restriction, if any:

Grading Mode*

Work Load

(undergraduate only)

each schedule

FR

so
..;r:;,r1m,,..,

---

JR
SR--

Information: Course

1 - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - J igible for IP (in-progress

1--------t---------lgrading) for:

FOR BANNER USE ONLY

Check all applicable

Date of data entry
Data entry person

.

-------

;

-------11:

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D-.)

Test Scores
Minimum GPA (when a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)

Co-Requisite(s) and/or Prerequisite(s) Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

allowed with; or formerly:)

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.

(*Use Validation Tables.)
AFIS

6
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Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

ACCOU!\'TING (B.B.A.)
C!P Code: .52.0301

University Requirement ........................................ 1 hour
BTO 100.

General Education Requirements ........................ 39 hours
Standard General Education program, excluding general
education blocks ll, VB, and VC. Refer to Section Four of
this Catalog for details on the General Education and
University requirements.
College Requirement: Professional Skills Seminar
BTS 300 (CR) and BTS 400 (CR).
Supporting Course Requirements ....................... H-l.S 15-18 hours
MAT 211 or the combined courses of MAT 107 and QMB
240; CIS 335; SOC 131; ECO 230, 231.

Free Electives (non-business) ............................... 9-12 hours
Business Requirements
Pre-Business Core ......................................... 12 hours
ACC 201, 202; GBU 204; QMB 200.

Business Core ................................................. 21 hours
CCT 300, CJS 300, FIN 300, MGT 300, MGT 370,
MKT 300, GBlJ 480.

lVlajor Requirements .............................................. M 28 hours
ACC 250, 301, 302, 322, 327, ~. 425, 441. and nine elective
hours (six from ACC 523, 501, 442, 521, 525, 527 or 440;
and an additional three from this list or a non-accounting
course approved by advisor, or ACC 349).

Total Curriculum Requirements ......................... 128 hours

AFIS

10 http://www.forms.eku.edu/docs/Curriculum_Change_Form.doc-9-05
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Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
{*Use~~

for deletions and underlines for additions.)

CERTIFICATE IN ACCOUNTING

The Certificate in Accounting is designed to prepare
individuals who have a bachelor's degree in another field for entry
into the accounting profession. This program satisfies the
Kentucky requirement that individuals taking the CPA Exam have a
bachelor's degree in accounting or the equivalent.
Requirements include a bachelor's degree from an accredited
College or university, with a minimum of college algebra (MAT 107
at EKU), and completion of the following courses:

Supporting Course Requirements .................................... Y 15 hours
QMB 200, CIS 335, ECO 230, CMS 100, MAT 107 and
(QMB 240 or MAT 211 or MGT 340).
Major Requirements .................................................... M 31 hours
ACC 201,202,250, 301, 302, 327, 322, :BG, 441,440 and six
Hours from 400-500 level Accounting courses.
Total Curriculum Requirements ...................................... .46 hours

AFIS

8
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Serving Kentuckians Since 1906'
College of Business and Technology
Depmimcnt ofTeclmology

307 Whalin Technology Complex
521 Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, Kentuck-y 404 75-3102
(859) 622-3232 FAX: (859) 622-2357
Ed.Davis@eku.edu • www.technology.eku.ed

MEMORANDUM
~7,___---o·~·-...,

TO:

Council of Academic Affairs

VIA:

College Curriculum Commi~t~e(\

FROM:

Department of Technology

DATE:

Jarmary 31, 2007

l}J.

9/

//

'L- •'

SUBJECT: Curriculum Revisions
Please consider the following curriculum changes in the Graphic Communications Management and
Construction Management B.S. degree programs in the Department of Technology at the Council of
Academic Affairs meeting on February 15, 2007:

Graphic Communications Management (BS)
1

New Courses

Course
GCM 349 (Applied
Leaming: GCM)GCM 349 A-N (Coop.
Study: GCM)

Revision
Approval of new course: GCM 349-Applied Learning:
GCM syllabus behind GCM 349-A-N
Approval of new course: GCM 349 A-N with syllabus for
GCM 349-Applied Leaming: GCM and GCM 349 A-N

Pa~e Numbers
TECH 1 -TECH 3

TECH 4- TECH 13

2. Changed Program

Title
B.S. in Graphic Communications
Management

Revision
Replace TEC 349 with GCM 349 for students
majoring in Graphic Communications
Management B.S.

Page Numbers
TECH 14- TECH 15

Construction Management (BS)
1.

Program Revision

Title
B.S. in Construction Management

Revision
Add FSE 361 to major requirements.

TECH 16- TECH 17

Thank you!
WED/ss

Eastern Kentucky University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and Educational Institution
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Part If. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate requestfor the appropriate program revisions.)
1.
2.

3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for· deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also. include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

GCM 349 Applied Learning in Graphic Communications Management. (1-8) I, II. Prerequisite: departmental
approvaL Work under faculty and field supervisors in placements related to academic studies. One to eight hours
credit per semester or summer. Total hours: eight, associate; sixteen, baccalaureate. A minimum of 80 hours work
required for each academic credit.

TECH2
http://www.forms.eku.edu/docs/Curriculum_Change_Form.doc-9-05

Effective Term
(Example: Fall 2001)

College/Division:

Dept. (4 letters)*

JS
GCM

349

Fall2007

BT
ED
HS

X

EM
PC

Lecture
1-8

FR

so-X- -

JR X
SR X

FOR BANNER USE ONLY
Date of data entry

-------

Data entry person

-------

TECH3
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.

2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use sffikethrou§h for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

GCM 349 A--N Cooperative Study: Graphic Communications Management. (1-8) I, II. Prerequisite: departmental
approval. Work under faculty and field supervisors in placements related to academic studies. One to eight hours
credit per semester or summer. Total hours: eight, associate; sixteen, baccalaureate. A minimum of 80 hours work
required for each academic credit.

TECH5
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College/Division:

GCM

349

Fall2007

Dept (4 letters)*

JS

AS
BT X

EM

EO

PC

HS
Lecture
1-8
Grading Mode*

FR

--soX
-ng Information: Course
ble for IP (in-progress
1--------+----------:l,r·.,rling) for: Check all applicable
-----11

JR X
SR X

FOR BANNER USE ONLY
Date of data entry _ _ _ _ _ __

TECH6
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GCM349

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Department of Technology
GCM349
DESCRIPTION
GCM 349: Cooperative Study/Applied Learning in Graphic Communications Management
(Credits 1-8)
The Cooperative Study/Applied Learning in Technology program is a method of study that
incorporates career-related work experience into the curriculum. The practical application of this
concept is that students work in jobs directly related to their majors and future careers while
gaining real life work experience and obtaining a salary before graduation while acquiring
college credit.
GCM 349 Applied Learning in Graphic Communications Management. Work under faculty
and :field supervisors in placements related to academic studies. One to eight hours credit per
semester or summer. Total hours: eight, associate; sixteen, baccalaureate. A minimum of 80
hours work required for each academic credit. Prerequisites: Departmental Approval.
GCM 349 A-N Cooperative Study: Graphic Communications Management. Work und~r
faculty and :field supervisors in placements related to academic studies. One to eight hours credit
per semester or summer. Total hours: eight, associate; sixteen, baccalaureate. A minimum of 80
hours work required for each academic credit. Prerequisites: Departmental ApprovaL
Coordinator:

Materials Fee:
Not applicable.

Office Hours:

Texts:
Not applicable.

Field Trips:
Not applicable.

Acknowledgement:
This syllabus is adapted from infonnation that can be found on the EKU Co-op website:
http://www.coop.eku.edu/
Other Resources
Check the GCM 349 course listing in Blackboard for additional information. There may be
web sites, suggested references, etc. added as the course progresses.
Purpose
The purpose ofthis program is to allow students to gain c-areer-related, professional work
experience before graduation.

TECH 7

GCM349
Academic Honesty:.

Academic honesty is fundamental to the activities and principles of any university. All
members of the academic community must be confident that each person's work has been
responsibly and honorably acquired, developed, and presented. Any effort to gain an
advantage not given to all students is dishonest whether or not the effort is successfuL The
academic community regards academic dishonesty as an extremely serious matter, with
consequences that range. from probation to expulsion. Academic dishonesty is not only a
basis for disciplinary action but is also relevant to the evaluation of the student's level of
perfonnance. Academic honesty requires that students do not cheat, or knowingly assist
another to do so. Other unacceptable behavior includes plagiarism, which is the submitting of
someone else's work as your own, and the unauthorized access to or changing of grades or
examinations. Students should also be aware that submitting or performing essentially the
same piece of work for credit in different classes is considered dishonest unless all faculty
members involved have agreed in advance to allow it. When in doubt about plagiruism,
paraphrasing, quoting, or collaborati.on, consult the course instructor.
Course Outline

The Co-op program is flexible. Students have a choice between working multiple semesters in
the altemating, parallel and/or combination Co-op plans.
•

The altemating plan consists of rotating semesters spent working at a co-op job with
semesters taking classes on campus.
• The parallel plan allows the student to enroll in classes and to work part-time each
semester.
• The combination plan allows the student to work a combination of parallel and
altemating.
In addition to the Co-op Program, Applied Leaming is also offered.
• Applied Leaming is an academic course that allows students to gain work experience
directly related to their major or career goals.
· • Applied Leaming is an assignment that does not meet the Cooperative Education
standards.
• Students that participate in the Applied Leaming Program must follow the same
guidelines in the Co-op Handbook.
Student Progress

The instructor will provide the students with a midterm grade via Blackboard as evidence of
their progress in the course prior to midnight on _ _ _ _ __
Attendance Policy:

Students are expected to adhere to employer policies regarding attendance, and are expected
to attend all required meetings and conferences with their co-op coordinator.

TECH S

GCM349
Course Objectives

The instructional co-op course provides a means for students to achieve academic, professional
and personal outcomes as follows:
1. Academic- The student integrates classroom theory with workplace practical training.
2. Professional- The student clarifies career goals, gains an understanding ofworkplace
culture and workplace competencies, benefits from professional networking, and has
better access to after-graduation employment opportunities.
3. Personal- The student leams his or her strengths and weaknesses, develops/enhances
interpersonal skills, and obtains earnings to assist in suppmiing college expenses.
Institutional Expectations
Every co-op student is expected to become familiar with the contents of the Cooperative
Education Program handbook (available online at http:/lvvvvw.coop.eku.edu/). The student
should refer to it frequently to ensure that all requirements are completed at the proper times.
The student should check to make sure he or she is familiar with any additional requirements
within home depatiment. From time to time, additional infonnation and materials will be sent
to the student from the Co-op Office. Questions should be promptly directed to the Co-op
Office and/or the Faculty Co-op Coordinator in the student's home college or department.
Course Assessment

The student will be assigned an immediate or field supervisor by the employer to provide
direction and coordinate on the job duties. The field supervisor will be responsible for
providing periodic and final evaluation reports of the student and forwarding this infonnation
to the Co-op Director. Copies of these reports will be forwarded to the Co-op Coordinator in
order to assign the final grade. Although the employer (field supervisor) will appraise the
student's perforn1ance, the grade will be assigned by the department in accordance with
established criteria and through a comprehensive evaluation. While the Co-op Program offers
both letter and pass/fail grades, it is the policy of the Department of Technology to assign
only the grades of "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactory" (S/U).
During the work periods, the student is considered a full-time or part-time employee of the
company or agency fumishing employment. As such, the student is subject to the employer's
rules and regulations. In some cases, co-op students are placed in a separate classification
and, in others, are worked into the regular job classification used for employees doing the
same type of work. In either case, the student will be advised by the employer of the policies
governing working conditions, hours of work, and other matters concerning employment. It
is expected that the student will conform explicitly to these rules and regulations. Failure to
do so will subject the student to the disciplinary and corrective procedures of the employer
and will be reflected in the evaluation completed for each work period by the employer. The
evaluation is used in detennining a grade for co-op. It is emphasized that personal
appearance and attendance are extremely important factors.
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When evidence indicates that the student is performing sholi of the attendance, or any"other
co-op program or employer standard, academic disciplinary action may be taken. Failure to
improve academic and/or work performance after being consulted by appropriate Faculty
Coordinator/Co-op Director may result in a student being dropped from the program. (A
student can be terminated without having been warned.) A student dropped from the program
may, in some cases, be pennitted to re-enroll. Applications for re-enrollment will be
considered on an individual basis by the Co-op Coordinator and Co-op Director.
P1·ovision for Individual Needs:

If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make
an appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need.
If you need academic accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for
Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on the third floor of the Student
Services Building, by email at disabilities@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933
V/TDD. Upon individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative fonns.
Required Activities and Assignments:

The university requires a minimum of 80 hours of career related work experience for each
semester hour of academic credit, but all students must work the entire course of the semester
(16 weeks in the spring and fall semesters, and 12 weeks in the summer). Academic credit
will be awarded for Cooperative Education only when the student is enrolled at Eastern
Kentucky University in the Cooperative Education Program.
To participate in the Cooperative Education Program, the student must demonstrate above
average academic performance, maintain that level of achievement after placement with an
employer, and meet all other requirements of the program. An Employer Agreement will be
signed by the student, the student's employer, and a representative of the university to help
explain responsibilities ofeach. Specifically, this means that the student must:
1. Maintain a minimum grade point average of2.0. Note: The Department of Technology
target is a minimum grade point average of2.5.
2. Remain on or ahead of contract schedule in the courses required for graduation.
3. Satisfactorily perfonn the work assignments for each work period.
4. Complete and submit to the Co-op Office all required repolis.
5. Attend all required meetings and conferences with the designated co-op coordinator.
6. Adhere to all policies of the employing finn.
7. Repoli to work promptly, and in the event of illness or emergency, notify the employer
and coordinator promptly.
8. Direct energies to the completion of work assignments.
9. Ask for additional challenges to expand the breadth of practical experience. Each
semester, the employer is expected to increase the student's level of responsibility. If the
student receives no additional challenges, he or she should contact the Co-op Office as
soon as possible.
10. Continue to pursue academic requirements toward a degree.
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11. Not. apply for unemployment ben.efits from State Office of Human Resources while in a
co-op position.
12. Read and become familiar with the operation of the program as explained in the Student
Handbook.
13. Adhere to aU policies ofthe Cooperative Education Program.
Assignments Co-op Students Must Complete · .
Resume- must be uploaded in to the Co-op PlacePro database. The resume must be
complete prior to the student's appointment with the Career Counselor. Information to
assist the student in developing his or her resume can be found on the Co-op website
www.coop.eku.edu prior to scheduling an appointment with our Career Counselor. If
the student currently has a co-op job, the resume is due at the time the student registers
for co-op.
On-Line Orientation-All students must successfully complete the Co-op Orientation
located on Blackboard. This should be completed immediately after receiving approval
from the faculty coordinator.
Student Report- The student must answer the following questions in the PlacePro
database: First semester and new Co-op assignments must answer questions 1-7. The
total responses must be a minimum of 400-500 words in complete, detailed, and coherent
sentences. Any materials prepared by the employer which describe the nature, products,
history, etc., of the company may also be submitted. The purpose is to encourage the
student to learn as much as possible about his or her employer. The student should be
sure to discuss the following questions in the report:

1. Provide a brief history of your co-op employer (must include the functions,
products/services provided). Your response should be at least one paragraph.
2. What were your primary work responsibilities as a co-op student and were your
duties consistent with the job description on file in the Co-op Office? Your
response should be at least one paragraph.
3. Identify three courses (at least one in your major) and explain how these courses
prepared you for your Co-op position (example: English 102 enhanced my writing
skills that helped in preparing reports.)
4. Relate how your co-op assignment enabled you to apply the theory learned in the
classroom.
5. What specific "on-the-job" activities (minimum of two) do you feel helped you
gain the most knowledge? (These activities may be either positive or negative.
Also, please share this infonnation with your departmental faculty.) How did this
knowledge prepare you for your career field?
6. What was the most beneficial aspect of your on-the-job co-op experience and
why?
7. What was the least beneficial aspect of your on-the-job co-op experience and
why? (Please be honest.)
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Multiple semesters (2 or more in the same job) must answer questions 8- 11. - In
order for the student to gain the most from a multiple semester Co-op, the employer is
required to expand and increase the student's job responsibilities; therefore, the
student should respond to the questions in complete, detailed, and coherent sentences:
8. Indicate at least two of the most important things that you learned while on your
Co-op assignment this semester? (Please share this information with your
departmental faculty and peers.)
9. Indicate additional courses that prepared you for the increased responsibilities for
your continuing co-op assignment and explain in detail? See example: (example:
Computer Science 390 enhanced my computer programming skills in Visual
Basic.)
10. What was the most beneficial aspect of your on-the-job co-op experience and
why?
11. What was the least beneficial aspect of your on-the-job co-op experience and
why? (Please be honest)
This report is due in the Co-op PlacePro system approximately three weeks before the end of
any given semester.
The student is not to submit reports prepared for the employer if the information is of a
classified nature and cannot be discussed freely. In such cases, a description of the general
nature of the duties will be sufficient. These reports are kept on file by the Co-op Coordinator
and in the Co-op Office.
All written reports will be reviewed by the student's coordinator. They will not be returned
unless they are unsatisfactory. These reports will be used as a means of assessing co-op
experiences and employment situations.

Student Outcome Assessment- This is an opportunity for the student to evaluate his or her
own progress in developing knowledge and skills from the co-op experience. It is important
that the student make every effort to be as realistic as possible in order to track his or her own
growth as he or she moves forward in progressively responsible assignments.
Individual departments may require additional reports/journals prior to the end of the
semester which are used to detennine the student's final grade.

Faculty Coordinator Visitation- A conversation with the Faculty Co-op Coordinator and the
supervisor should be conducted before the end of the co-op experience each school semester.
This may be very brief, assuming the student has no problems at work or in school.
Exit Interview- The student is expected to meet with the Faculty Coordinator at the end of
each semester for an exit interview regarding completed work experience and future plans.
This interview may be conducted either in person or online via a Blackboard survey.
Notes:
1. Do a great job! Learn all you can!
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2. Immediately communicate with the Co-op Coordinator and the Co-op Office if problems
occur.
3. Submit all assignments by deadline dates on-line.
4. The assignments will be automatically available to your Faculty Co-op Coordinator when
submitted on-line to the Co-op Office.
5. Resignation-The Cooperative Education Program is open on a voluntary basis (some
programs require co-op) to students who demonstrate ability to do above average
academic work at EKU. Once you accept employment, you are expected to remain in the
program until all requirements have been completed. It is recognized, however, that
extenuating circumstances may occasionally arise when you find it necessary to change
employment or to resign from the co-op program. In taking such action, it must be
accepted that a key element in making the decision to resign from a co-op position is that
re-employment is possible-if so desired-and that the employer will provide a favorable
letter of recommendation. Accordingly, resignations must be handled with extreme care
and with prior approval from yol!r coordinator and the Director of the Co-op Office.
When considering such action, your first contact must be with your Co-op Coordinator
and the Co-op Director. A fi·ank discussion should be conducted, which reviews all
factors leading up to the intended resignation. When approved, all resignations must be in
writing-addressed to your employer, with a copy to the Co-op Coordinator and the
Director of the Co-op Office. All resignations from co-op employment, or from the
program, should b€ submitted immediately. This deadline is established to ensure
sufficient time to place another co-op student in the position vacated

Tentative Schedule:
Course Outline

Due
The student is to complete and submit the following items:
1. Resume
2. Online Orientation~ Accessible through "Blackboard". Due prior to the student's first
day on your job.
3. Student Report- Completed in PlacePro. Additional assignments may be required by the
student's Co-op Coordinator.
4. Outcome Assessment (Evaluation) - Completed in PlacePro
5. Timesheet - ~----- _D_u_e____- Must be signed by the student's supervisor.
6. The student should also check with faculty coordinator for departmental assignments.
(Continuing Co-op students must check with their coordinator for any new
assignments/syllabus each semester)
All wtitten repmis will be reviewed by the student's coordinator and kept on file. They will not
be retumed unless they are unsatisfactory, but they may be seen and reviewed at any time. These
reports will be used as a means of assessing co-op experiences, employment situations and used
by the career counselor as reference materials.
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Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using s~ for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

Graphic Communications Management (B.S.)
CIP Code: 10.0302
University Requirement ............................ ;.............................................................................. 1 hour
BTO 100
General Education Requirements .............................................................................................. 33 hours
Standard General Education program, excluding blocks II, IVB, VB, and VIII (6 hours). Refer to Section Four of this
Catalog for details on the General Education and U.niversity requirements.
Supporting Course Requirements ............................................................................................. 28 IJours
ACC 201; CHE 101, 107 (1); CSC 160; ECO 230; GBU 204; MAT 107; ACC 202 or ECO 300 or MGT 301 or MKT
301; PHY 101 and STA215.
Free Electives ......................................................................................................................... 18 hours
Major Requirements ................................................................................................................ 48 hours
EET 303, GCM 211 (2), 212 (1), 217, 316, 317, 319, 349 (6 hours), 410, 414; INT 202, 408; TEC 161, 255, 313,
and 355 and 349 (6 hours).
Total Curriculum Requirements .............................................................................................. 128 hours

Students must take a Graphic Communications Management assessment examination before graduation.
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Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
I

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

Construction Management (B.S.)
CIP Code: 52.2001
University Requirement. ..............................................................................................................1 hour
BTO 100.
General Education Requirements ............................ ~ ....................................................................30 hours
Standard General Education program, excluding blocks II, IVB, VB, VII (3 hours), VIII (6 hours). Refer to Section Four
of this Catalog for details on the General Education aod University requirements.
Supporting Course Requirements ............................................................................................39-40 hours
ACC 201, CCT 201, ECO 230, GBU 204, GLY 108, TEC 161; MAT 108 and MAT 261, or six hours of higher level
MAT courses; MGT 301 or INT 408, PHY 131(5), 132(5) or CHE 101, 107{1); and three upper division hours of ACC,
CCT, CIS, ECO, FIN, GBU, INS, MGT, MKT, QMB, or RST electives as approved by major advisor.
Free Electives ..........................................................................................................................3-4 0-1
hours
Major Requirements ...........................................................................................................§4 57 hours
CON 121, 201, 202, 221, 294, 303, 307, 320, 322, 323, 324, 349+(6), 420, 421, 423, 425, a-Ad 426 and FSE 361:
Total Curriculum Requirements ..................................................................................................128 hours
The Department of Technology's Construction Management program has articulation agreements for transfer of credit
arid cooperation with Lexington Community College's Associate in Applied Science Degree in Architectural
Technology and the Associate in Applied Science Degree in Civil Engineering Technology.
Students must take a construction assessment examination before graduation. An exam fee is required.
+Two separate summer enrollments are recommended in order to achieve a total of 6 credit hours.
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Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3102
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Kim Naugle, Ph.D, Associate Dean
Office of the Dean
College of Education

To:
From:
Re:
Date:

Council on Academic Affairs
Dr. Kim Naugle
Agenda for February 15, 2007 Council on Academic Affairs Meeting
February 5, 2007

Agenda
A.

College of Education
1.

Department of Curriculum and Instruction

a.

b.

2.

New Course
1.
EMS 800: Instructional Design and Technology
pages 1 - 8
11.
EMS 870: Introduction to Literacy Consulting
pages 9- 13
111.
EMS 87 1: Practicum in Literacy Consulting
pages 14- 18
IV.
EMS 889: Literacy Consulting Capstone Seminar
pages 19-24
New Program
Literacy Consultant Endorsement
pages 25-28

Department of Educational Leadership

a.

New Courses
1.
EDL 800: Field Experience for Specialists in Education
pages 29-33
11.
EDL 810: Introduction to Quantitative Research Methods
pages 34-38
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EDL 811: Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods
pages 39-43
IV.
EDL 812: Thesis for Specialists in Education
pages 44-48
v.
EDL 820: Cultural and Contextual Foundations of Leadership
pages 49-53
VI.
EDL 821: Moral and Ethical Dimensions of Leadership
pages 54-58
v11.
EDL 822: Social and Political Dimensions of Leadership
pages 59- 63
viii.
EDL 823: Assessment for Educational Leaders
pages 64-68
1x.
EDL 900: Ed.D. Field Experience
pages 69- 75
x.
EDL 910: Seminar in Advanced Research Methodology and
Design (Advanced Research Methods)
pages 76- 80
XJ.
EDL 912: Dissertation
pages 81- 85
xii.
EDL 930: Seminar on Rural Schools and Communities (Rural
Seminar)
pages 86-90
xiii.
EDL 931: Leadership in Rural Settings (Rural Leadership)
pages 91 - 95
New Program
Doctor of Education- Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
pages 96 - 103
Program Revision
1.
Specialist in Education (Ed.S.) Educational Administration and
Supervision
pages 104- 109
111.

b.

c.

3.

11.

To change the name of the Department of Educational
Leadership to the Department of Educational Leadership and
Policy Studies (ELPS)
pages 110- 112

111.

MAED Educational Leadership: Revise admission criteria
pages 113- 114

Department of Professional Laboratory Experiences

a.

Program Revision
GPA Requirement for Student Teaching

pages 115- 119
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4.

Depmiment of Special Education:

5.

Restructuring of the Special Education Department
pages 120- 121
Department of Teacher Admission and Certification
a.

6.

Program Revision
GP A Requirement for Teacher Admission

pages 122 - 126

Policy Proposal

a. Courses Taken for Dual Credit
page 127
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

EMS 800

Instructional Design and Technology. (3) A.

An in-depth study of designing and planning technology enhanced learning activities and materials
in P -12 classrooms.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

2

Number
Digits)

3

Lecture

X

Effective Term
Example: Fall2001)
Fall2007

Laboratory X

Schedule Type*

Work Load

(List all applicable)

(for each schedule type)

new or cha
course information.
College/Division:
Dept. (4 letters)*
CURl
JS
AS
EM
BT
ED X
PC
HS
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs.

-----1

Other

Grading Mode*

Cip Code (first two digits only) 13
Class Restriction, if any: (undergraduate only)
FR
so
___

JR
--SR

FOR BANNER USE ONLY

rerequisite(s):

Date of data entry

-------

Data entry person

-------

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

and No.

(Specific minimum grade

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
(*Use Validation Tables.)
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A.

Department of Curriculum and Instruction

EMS BOO
ours

Instructional Design and Technology

3 semester

B. COURSE DESCRIPTION:
An in-depth study of designing and planning technology enhanced leaming activities and materials in P- J 2 classrooms.

C. TEXTS:
Lever-Duffy, J; McDonald, J.B.; & Mizell, A.P. (2005). Teaching and learning with technology. 2"d. Ed. New York: Allen
and Bacon- Pearson Education. ISBN: 0205458750.

D. COURSE OBJECTIVES: Upon completion of this course, the student will:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
J.

J.
k.
I.

Define, describe and name technologies for teaching and learning
Name and describe relevant theoretical foundations for teaching, learning, and educational technology
Name and analyze state and national P-12 in-service professional educator technology standards
Name and analyze state and national P-12 student achievement technology standards
Design and plan technology enhanced and student centered instruction
List and describe digital applications to instruction
Evaluate and demonstrate how instructional software can enhance teaching and learning
Evaluate and demonstrate how networks and the Intemet can enhance teaching and Jeaming
Summarize and illustrate how the World Wide Web can be used to enhance teaching and leaming
Summarize and explain how audio and visual technologies can enhance teaching and learning
Summarize and portray how video technologies can enhance teaching and learning
List and analyze issues in implementing technology in P- 12 schools

E. COLLEGE OF EDUCATION PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

EKU Professional Education Model:

Effective Educators as Effective People

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
To teach, to learn, to help others teach and learn.
If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an appointment with the course
instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic accommodations and are not registered
with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the Office directly either in person on the first
floor ofthe Turley House or by telephone at (859)-622-1500 V/TTY. Upon individual request, this syllabus can be made
available in alternative fonns.
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F.

COURSE CONTENT:
a. Definitions of teaching, learning, and technology
b. Theoretical foundations for teaching, learning, and educational technology: B.F. Skinner, Jean Piaget,
Learning Styles, Howard Gardner, Lev Vygotsky, etc.
c. Analyze state and national in-service professional educator technology standards
d. Analyze state and national P-12 student achievement technology standards
e. Design and plan technology instruction: Dynamic Instructional Design (DID), NTeQ, and other models.
f. Digital applications: scanner, cameras, video, output devices, electronic whiteboards, etc
g. Academic software: hypermedia, multimedia, graphics, tutorials, dri!J-and-practice, reference, games,
simulations, special needs, integrated, problem-solving, etc.
h. Networks and the Internet in teaching and learning: networking basics, telecommunication technologies,
Internet-based communications, etc.
i.
World Wide Web in teaching and learning: educational resources, web-enhanced instruction, designing
infonnation web sites, designing web based teaching modules, issues, concerns, etc.
J. Audio and visual technologies in teaching and learning: traditional and modem technologies (cassettes, CD's,
telephone, FAX, etc.)
k. Video technologies in teaching and learning: broadcast, digital, Internet, and motion video.
l. Issues in implementing technology in schools: strategic planning, legal, copyright, privacy, ethical, social,
emerging, etc.

G. Course Requirements:
a. Participate in class activities; regular attendance
b. Participate in criterion referenced assessments
c. Develop an educational resource portfolio
Suggested portfolio entries:
I. Compare and contrast three different theoretical foundation learning and how each supports the use
of educational technology
2. Analyze the similarities and differences of Kentucky state in-service professional educator
standards with national educator standards
3. Analyze the similarities and differences of Kentucky state P-12 student achievement standards with
national P-12 student standards
4. Design at least three technology based and student centered lessons using the DID, NTeQ, and/or
other recognized instructional design model.
5. Design an annotated resource list for digital applications: scanner, cameras, video, output devices,
electronic whiteboards, etc.
6. Design an annotated resource list for academic software: hypermedia, multimedia, graphics,
tutorials, drill-and-practice, reference, games, simulations, special needs, integrated, problemsolving, etc.
7. Design at least three Internet or WWW based lessons
8. Develop a classroom environmental plan in which computer stations, audio devices and video
devices can be effectively used during learning activities.
d. Observe and evaluate a P-12 school's strategic plan for the implementation of classroom technology for:
student learning, student privacy, copyright issues, emerging technologies, ethical use issues, etc ..
H. Additional Requirements for graduate students: N/A
I.

Evaluation:
Requirements:

Points:

Criterion referenced assessments
Educational resource portfolio
Implementation evaluation

200
200
100

TOTAL

5

500

Grading System
A
B
C
D
F

>
>
2:
2:
<

92% (368 points) plus 80% class attendance
82% (328 points) plus 80% class attendance
72% (288 points) plus 80% class attendance
62% (248 points) plus 80% class attendance
62% or less than 80% class attendance

J.
Student Progress: The instructor will provide students with written information on their progress at least once prior
to mid-point of the seminar.

K.

L.
M.

Attendance Policy: Absences equating to 20% of class meeting will result in automatic failure. Class sessions
missed as a result of late entry will be counted as absences.
Last day to drop course or to withdraw from the University are included in the class schedule.
Bibliography:

Anderson, R.S. & Speck, B.W. (2001). Using technology in K-8/iterac.v classrooms.
Columbus, OH: Merrill Prentice Hall.
Anglin, G. (1995). instructional technology: Past, present, andfuture. 2nd. Ed.
Englewood, CO: Libraries Unlimited.
Bailey, M. & Rhine, S. (Eds). (2005). Integrating technologies, innovative learning:
insights from the PT3 program. Eugene, OR: International Society for
Teclmology in Education.
Bell, L. & Bull, G.L. (Eds.) (2005). Teaching ¥1'ith digital images: Acquire, analyze,
create, communicate. Eugene, OR: International Society for Technology in
Education.
Bitter, G. & Legcy J. M. (2005). Using technology in the classroom. BriefEd. Boston,
MA: Allen and Bacon.
Bowers, C. A. (2000). Let them eat data: How computers affect education, cultural
diversity, and the prospects of ecological sustainability.. Athens, GA:
The University of Georgia Press ..
Forcier, R.C. & Descy, D.E. (2004). The computer as an education tool. 4th. Ed.
Columbus, OH: Merrill Prentice Hall.
Grabe, M. & Grabe, C. (2004). Integrating technology formeaningfzd learning. 4th Ed.
New York: Houghton Mifflin.
Greenlaw, J.C. & Ebenezer, J.V. (Series Editor) (2004). English language arts and
reading on the internet. Columbus, OH: Merrill Prentice Hall.
Hirshbuhl, J.J. (latest edition). Annual Editions: Computers in education. Giulford, CN:
DushkinJ McGraw Hill.
International Society for Technology in Education. (latest edition). A preparing
tomorrow's teachers to use technology project. Eugene, OR: International Society
for Technology in Education.
International Society for Teclmology in Education. (2004). JSTE/NCATE standards for
Educational technology programs. Eugene, OR: International Society for
Technology in Education.
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International Society for Tech11ology in Education. (latest edition). National educational
technology standards. Eugene, OR: International Society for Technology in
Education.
International Society for Technology in Education. (latest edition). National educational
technology standards for administrators. Eugene, OR: International Society for
Technology in Education.
International Society for Technology in Education. (latest edition). National educational
technology standards for students. Eugene, OR: Intemational Society for
Technology in Education.
Lever-Duffy, J.; McDonald, J.B.; & Mizell, A.P. (2005). Teaching and learning H'ith technology. 2"d. Ed. New York:
Allyn and Bacon.
Lohr, L.L. (2003). Creating graphics/or learning andperformance: Lessons in visual
literacy. Columbus, OH: Merrill Prentice Hall.
McKenzie, W. (2005). Jvfultiple intelligences and instructional technology. 2"d. Ed.
Eugene, OR: International Society for Technology in Education.
Mehlinger, H.D. & Powers, S.M. (2002). Technology and teacher education. New
York: Houghton Mitnin.
Morrison, G.R. & Lowther, D.L. (2002). Integrating computer technology into the
classroom. Columbus, OH: Merrill Prentice HalL
Noble, D.F. (2002). Digital diploma mills: The automation o.f higher education.
New York: Monthly Review Press.
Provenza, E. F. & Gotthoffer, D. (2001 ). Education on the Net. Boston, MA:
Allyn & Bacon.
Provenza, E.F. (2002). The Internet and the World Wide Web for teachers.
Boston, MA: Allyn and Bacon.
Roblyer, M.D. (2004). Integrating educational technology into teaching. 41h .. Ed.
Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson/Menill/Prentice HalL
Roblyer, M.D. (2003). Starting out on the Internet: A learning journey for teachers. 2nd
Ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson/Merrill/Prentice HalL
Schwartz, J.E. & Beichner, R.J. (1999). Essentials of educational technology. Boston,
MA: Allyn and Bacon.
Sharp, V. (2003). Computer education for teachers: Integrating technology into
classroom teaching. 4t11 • Ed. Boston, MA: McGraw Hill.
Shelly, G.B.; Cashman, T.J.; Gunter, R. E.; & Gunter, G. (2002). 2nd. Ed. Teachers
discovering computers: Integrating technology in the classroom. Course
Technology. Boston, MA: Thomson Learning.
Simonson, M.; Smaldino, S.; Albright, M. & Zvacek, S. (2003). Teaching and learning
at a distance. 2"d. Ed. Columbus, OH: Menill Prentice HalL
Valmont, WJ. (2003). Technology/or literacy teaching and learning. Boston, MA:
Houghton Mifflin.
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Weinberger, D. (2002). Small pieces looselyjoined. Cambridge, MA: Persius
Publishing.
Wepner, S.B.; Valmont, W.J.; & Thurlow, R. (Eds.) (2000). Linking literacy and
technology: A guide for k-8 classrooms. Newark, DE: International Reading
Association.
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Operating Expenses Impact: None

..:quipment/Physical Facility Needs: None beyond a typical graduate course.

Library Resources: None beyond a typical graduate course.

Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.)

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrougfl. for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EMS 870 Introduction to Literacy Consulting. (3). A An introduction to the roles, skills. responsibilities and
dispositions needed for successful literacy consulting in grades 4-12.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
I

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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A

Department of Curriculum and Instruction
EMS 870
Course Title: Introduction to Literacy Consulting

Credit Hours: 3
B.

Course Description: An introduction to the roles, skills, responsibilities and dispositions
needed for successful literacy consulting in grades 4-12.
Toll, Cathy. (2005). The Literacy Coach's Survival Guide. International Reading Association.

C.

Texts:

D.

Course Objectives
Students completing this course will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

List the roles and responsibilities of the literacy coach and describe the characteristics of effective
coaches. (IRA 1)
Describe strategies for establishing credibility, trust, and mutual respect as the literacy coach. (IRA 2)
Identify embedded professional development that meets KY PD standards. (IRA 2)
Compare and contrast the literacy instruction needs of accomplished and struggling adolescent readers.
(IRA 3)
Describe and provide examples of effective literacy instruction. (IRA 3)
Explain and provide examples of how strategy learning instruction can enhance literacy and learning in
the content areas (IRA 4, 5, 6, 7)
Locate and evaluate resources for teachers to use to improve literacy instruction. (IRA 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
Explain how the six language arts areas (listening, speaking, writing, reading, viewing and visually
representing) interact across the content areas. (IRA 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
Analyze the literacy skills needs in the various content areas. (IRA 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
Analyze a school's assessment data and develop literacy goals. (IRA 3)
Identify, evaluate and utilize technology to enhance literacy skills and student learning in all content
areas. (IRA 4, 5, 6, 7)
Develop an action plan for literacy consulting. (IRA 1)
Develop a literacy consulting professional improvement plan. (IRA 1)

If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If
you need academic accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for
Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the Office directly either in person on the first floor of
the Turley House or by telephone at (859)622-1500 V/TTY. Upon individual request, this
syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.

E.

Professional Education Program Model:

:EX'U Trofessiona{ :Eaucation :Jvtoc{e{:
Effective Educators as Effective People

:EX'U Trofessiona{ :Eaucation S{ogan:
'ro teacli, to {earn, to fiefp others teacfi ana {earn.
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F.

Topical Outline
1.
2.
3.
4.

G.

Literacy Coaching model
Effective Literacy Instruction
Content Area Literacy strategies
Strategic Planning
Course Requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
H.

Complete assigned readings.
Participate in class discussion and activities.
Develop a consulting plan for the school year.
Begin the Literacy Consulting Portfolio.
Develop a multimedia presentation that illustrates a literacy strategy.

Evaluation
In this course students will:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
I.

Actively participate in class activities and discussions. ( 10%)
Reflect on assigned readings and class discussions. (10%)
Research, practice, and make a multimedia presentation that demonstrates a research based literacy
strategy. (30%)
Begin the Literacy Consultant's portfolio. (20%)
Develop a Literacy Consulting Plan. (30%)

Attendance Policy
Absences equating 20% of class meetings (2 days) will result in automatic failure.
Class sessions missed as a result of late entry will be counted as absences.
The student is responsible for presenting adequate reason for absence to the instructor in order to be given
opportunity to make up missed work. (Adequate reasons include personal illness, death or serious illness in the
immediate family, or participation in an approved university activity.)
J. Last day to drop course or to withdraw from the University are included in the class schedule.

K. Bibliography (attached)
DorieCombs, Ph.D
Fall 2006
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Operating Expenses Impact: None

Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: None beyond a typical graduate course.

Library Resources: None beyond a typical graduate course.

Part II.. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
For a new re uired course, com lete a se arate re uest for the a

1.
2.
3.

ram revisions.

For a new course, provide the catalog text
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethro\:!{lft for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EMS 871 Practicum in Literacy Consulting (3). A. Prerequisite: EMS 870. Supervised experiences for
literacy consultants working in schools to provide instructional support and professional development in the
language arts to teachers across the curriculum.
-------------------------------------------------

3rt Ill Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed:
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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A

Department of Curriculum and Instruction
EMS 871
Course Title: Practicum for Literacy Consultants
Credit Hours: 3

B.

Course Description: Supervised experiences for literacy consultants working in schools to provide instructional
support and professional development in the language arts to teachers across the curriculum Prerequisite: EMS
870.

C.

Text Toll, C. (2006). The Literacy Coach S Desk Reference: Processes and Perspectives for Effective Coaching.
National Council of Teachers of English.

D.

Course objectives

1

Students completing this course will:
1.

Demonstrate knowledge of and model effective strategies, skills and dispositions essential to success in providing
instruction in literacy across content areas. (ETS 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8)
2. Provide literacy instructional support to school faculty to adapt instruction to meet needs in reading/writing for
students who differ in ability and/or who are culturally different. (ETS 2.2, 2.4, 2.6; 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.8; 4.1, 4.3, 4.7;
5.1' 5.2, 5.3, 5.4)
3. Demonstrate effective communication skills in order to effectively provide literacy instructional support for faculty.
4. Select and utilize appropriate materials for a variety of specific needs in literacy development. (ETS 2.2, 2.6; 3.8;
4.5; 5.11; 6.1; 7.1, 7.3)
5. Research topics and issues in order to provide state of the art information regarding literacy.
6. Organize and schedule professional development for individual, small groups, and whole groups within the faculty
to support literacy across the curriculum. (ETS 2.2, 2.4; 3.7; 4.5, 4.8; 7.3; 9.4)
7. Facilitate the school literacy planning team.
8. Analyze student assessment data and assist the literacy team in development of a school-wide literacy
improvement plan. (ETS 2.2, 2.4; 3.9; 5.14; 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5)
9. Identify and provide guidance to faculty in appropriate technologies and software for specific instructional needs in
literacy. (ETS 2.2, 2.4, 2.6; 3.2, 3.5, 3.6, 3.8, 3.9)
10. Develop an individual literacy consulting improvement plan and participate in professional development that
addresses the goals identified in the plan (ETS 7.1,7.2,7.3)

If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities,
please make an appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic
accommodations you need. If you need academic accommodations and are not
registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please
contact the Office directly either in person on the first floor of the Turley House or
by telephone at (859)622-1500 V/TTY. Upon individual request, this syllabus can
be made available in alternative forms.

F.

Topical Outline
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Demonstrating Effective Communications Skills
Planning and providing research-based professional development activities regarding literacy across the
curriculum.
Identifying materials and resources to address the school's literacy improvement plan.
Facilitating the development of a school literacy plan.
Developing an individual literacy consulting improvement plan

G.

Course Requirements

1.

2
3.

H.

Complete at least 40 contact hours as a literacy coach in a public school. Provide consulting support to
the school's faculty in literacy across the curriculum. Individuals taking practicum will have experiences
in:
a. Developing a school wide literacy plan
b. Meeting with teachers individually and in small groups to identify professional development needs.
c. Identify and model effective, research-based literacy strategies
d. Identify and obtain literacy instructional support materials
e. Participate in professional development opportunities to enhance consulting performance
f. Practice effective communications skills
g. Maintain a literacy coach's website
Students will keep a journal of their practicum activities.
Students taking practicum will be expected to participate in at least
two seminars.

Assessments
Students will receive a grade of S or U based on the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I.

Samples of consulting work (web site, power point presentations, consulting notes, professional development
agendas and evaluation summaries with Reflections) (Consulting Portfolio Items)
On-site supervisor's evaluation
College instructor's observation evaluation
Participation in seminars or group meetings
Written records of consulting activities
Evidence of individual professional development activities

Attendance Policy
Absences equating 20% of class meetings will result in automatic failure. Class sessions missed as a
result of late entry will be counted as absences.
The student is responsible for presenting adequate reason for absence to the instructor in order to be given
opportunity to make up missed work. (Adequate reasons include personal illness, death or serious illness in the
immediate family, or participation in an approved university activity.

J.
Last day to drop course or to withdraw from the University are included in the class schedule.
Dorie Combs, Ph.D.
Fal12006

:EX'U Professiona( :Education :Mode(:
Effective Educators as Effective People

:EX'U Professiona( :Education S(ogan:
To teacfi, to fearn, to fie(p others teacli and (earn.
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Operating Expenses Impact: None

.Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: None beyond a typical graduate course.

Library Resources: None beyond a typical graduate course.

Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use stfikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EMS 889 Literacy Consulting Capstone Seminar. (3) A. Prerequisites: EMS 870 and EMS 871. Multimedia
presentation of an action research project related to literacy consulting. Reflections on individual professional
development related to IRA I NCTE Literacy Coaching Standards.

Part Ill Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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~ourse Prefix and No.
Prerequisite(s): (List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D ·.)

Course
Test Sco
Minimum GPA (when a course grouping or

EMS 871

student cumulative GPA is required)

Co-Requisite(s) and/or Prerequisite(s) Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D-.)

GPA (when a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)
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Department of Curriculum and Instruction
EMS 889
Course Title: Literacy Consulting Capstone Seminar
Credit Hours: 3

A

Course Description: Prerequisites: EMS 870 and EMS 871. Multimedia presentation of action research project
related to literacy consulting. Reflections on individual professional development related to IRA I NCTE Literacy
Coaching Standards.

B.

Text: Johnson, Andrew. (2003) A Short Guide to Action Research. Allyn and Bacon.
American Psychological Association. (2001 ). Publication manual of the American Psychological Association,
5th edition.

C.

Course Objectives:
Students completing this seminar will:
1. Assess progress as a Literacy Coach by examining evidence that is aligned with the IRA I NCTE Literacy
Coaching Standards.
2. Complete a Professional Development Activity Plan and provide evidence of professional growth based
on that plan.
3. Present the completed action research project through a multi-media approach and submit a written final report of
the project Presentation and I or article will be submitted to a state and or national conference I journal for
publication I presentation.
4. Explore action research as an effective means of professional development and research.

D.

Professional Education Program Model

'EX11 Professiona( 'Eaucation :Jvtoae(:
Effective Educators as Effective People

'EX11 Professiona( 'Eaucation S(ogan:
To teach, to (earn, to fie(p others teacfi ana (earn.
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E.

Course Outline:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I

Overview of course and requirements
Creating a Professional Development Activity Plan
Critique of published Action Research
Peer Review of Action Research Papers
Reflecting upon completed action research
Writing an effective research report to practitioners
Creating and presenting a multi-media presentation
Attending presentations of colleagues

If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an appointment with the
course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic accommodations and
are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities please contact the Office directly either in
person on the first floor of the Turley House or by telephone at (859) 622-1500 V/TTY. Upon individual request, this
syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.

F.

Course Requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Participate in class activities; regular attendance
Read and critique action research papers of classmates
Examine personal growth as literacy consultant based on IRA I NCTE Literacy Coaching Standards
Complete a Professional Development Activity Plan
Complete Action Research Paper
Multi-media presentation of research findings.

G.

Additional Requirements for graduate students: None

H.

Evaluation:
Requirements:

Points:

Action Research Report Document
Action Research Presentation
Class Discussion/ Participation/Peer Reviews
Literacy Consulting Profession Development
Activity Plan
TOTAL

200
100
80

100
480

Grading System
A
B

:::
:::

c =
D
F

I.

:::

=

92- 100% =
=
83- 91%
74-82%
=
:::::
65-73%
< 65%
=

442-480 points
398-441 points
355-397 points
312-354 points
< 312 points

Student Progress: The instructor will provide students with written information on their progress at least once
prior to mid-point of the seminar.

http://www. forms. eku. edu/docs/Curriculu m _Change_Form. doc-9-05

J.

LATE PAPER POLICY:
- 5 points will be deduced for every day the paper is late.
- Papers turned in more than 7 days late will result in a grade NO HIGHER THAN a 8 in the course.
-There is NO GUARANTEE that make-up work for incomplete course grades will be graded by the end of the
Summer II term.

K.

Attendance Policy: Absences equating to 20% of class meeting will result in automatic failure_
Class sessions missed as a result of late entry will be counted as absences.

L.

Last day to drop course or to withdraw from the University are included in the class schedule.

M.

Bibliography: NA

Dorie Combs
Fall2006
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Equipment/Physical Facility Needs: None beyond a typical graduate course.

;rary Resources: None beyond a typical graduate course.

Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.)
1
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using &tFike#tr~ for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrotl§fl for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

Part Ill Recording Data for New Revised or Suspended Program

'

1.
2.
3.

'

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using striketh~ for deletions and underlines
for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options and/or
minors affected by the program's suspension.

(*Use

New or Revised* Program Text
for deletions and underlines for additions.)

sffi.ke~

The Literacy Consultant Endorsement
This program is designed for teachers in grades 4-12 and leads to a Consultant Endorsement focusing on Literacy. Students entering
the program must have obtained at least a Master's Degree with an emphasis in one or two content areas. In addition, applicants must
1cmnent experience and/or personal qualities that predict success in: Serving in a leadership role, collaborating with others, coaching
~,hers with various levels of experience and knowledge, excellent communications skills, and a commitment to ongoing professional
development.
The Literacy Consultant Endorsement is designed for individuals who already hold a teaching certificate and Master's Degree to add
an additional SQecial!Y as Qart of a second Master's Degree, Rank I or as an additional certificate endorsement to a Rank I.
Requirements are outlined below:

EMS 870

Introduction to Literacy Consulting (3 hours)

EMS 871 Practicum in Literacy Consulting (3 hours}
EMS 889 CaQstone Seminar in Literacy Consulting (3 hours)
One course chosen with advisor armroval to COmQlete the OQtion from: ELE 871. EMG 806, ESE 774, EMS 850,
EME 873, EME 868 or EMS 875 (3 hours}
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I

Thesis
Internship
-------11
Independent
Study

-----·

Co-Requisite(s):

(List only co-requisites. See below for prerequisites and combinations.)

Course Prefix and No.
Course Prefix and No.

Prerequisite(s):

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade requirements
should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

Course Prefix and No.
Course Prefix and No.
Test Scores
Minimum GPA (when a course grouping or student
cumulative GPA is required)

Co-Requisite(s) and/or Prerequisite(s) Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade requirements should
be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

Course Prefix and No.
Test Scores
Minimum GPA (when a course grouping or student
cumulative GPA is required)

Equiva

Course(s): (credit not allowed with; or formerly:)

Course Prefix and No.
Course Prefix and No.
~Jurse

Prefix and No.

Proposed General Education Block: Please mark (X) in the appropriate Block or Blocks (e.g. -IVB(3) X).
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 800 - Field Experience for Specialists in Education (3) A.
Minimum of sixty hours of field experiences re.levant to the student's planned program of study, supported by skill
development through symposia, tutorials, lectures, and assessments. May be retaken to maximum of six hours.
Course syllabus attached.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using &tJ:i.ke~ for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D ·.)

Minimum GPA (when a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)
Co~Requisite(s)

and/or Prerequisite(s) Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

Minimum GPA (when

a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.

- (*Use Validation Tables.)
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EDL 800: Field Experience for Specialists in Education (3 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Catalog description- Minimum of sixty hours of field experiences relevant to the student's planned program of study, supported
by skill development through symposia, tutorials, lectures, and assessments. May be retaken to maximum of six hours.
This cours.e provides students with an opportunity to apply theoretical, conceptual, and practical knowledge in settings relevant to
the professional goals articulated in the program of study. Generally, the field experience will be comprised of three primary
activities, each completed under the direction of the course instructor in collaboration with the student's individual program
advisor: (1) assessment of the student's individual strengths and weaknesses/areas of potential gro~'th; (2) identification of an
appropriate project, and development of a rubric for determining successful performance; and (3) assessment, including both
external and reflective components.
TEXTS:
To be developed by the instructor in relation to the specific needs of the student and the nature of the field experience.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
The general objective of the field experience is to provide the student with an opportunity to participate in supervised experiences
that will prepare the student for career opportunities aligned with his/her professional goals. Specifically, purposes of the field
experience for Specialists in Education are:
l. To provide the student with specific opportunities to demonstrate their skills and knowledge in professional settings (e.g.,
applied leadership in schools, policy analysis and research in the university).
2. To allow the student to relate and apply theory and practice in educational leadership and policy development/analysis to
improve teaching and learning in P-12 settings.
3. To aid the student in gaining skills and knowledge in achieving the six Kentucky Administrative Standards which are
aligned to the standards ofthe Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC) and NCATE standards listed and
identified for this course.
COURSE OUTLINE:
The instructional delivery model wilJ be comprised of a combination of on-campus meetings, on-site meetings, and web-based
interactive sessions. Specifics with regard to appropriate activities and evaluation rubrics will be detennined collaboratively
between the student, the instructor, and the field experience supervisor. A full outline with course topics for each session, dates,
deadlines, etc. will then be posted on Blackboard.
Student performance in meeting the course objectives will be assessed based on the following required activities:

J. Complete of appropriate activities related to external and self-assessments of strengths and weaknesses.
2. Develop and obtain departmental approval for the field experience project and the assessment rubric.
3. Successfully complete the designated project according to the approved rubric.
EVALUATION/GRADING SCALE:
• 90%- 100% =A
• 80%- 89.9% = B
• 70%- 79.9% = c
• 60%-69.9% = D
• <60% =F
ATTENDANCE POLl CY: Attendance at on-campus, on-site, and web-based meetings is essential for a successful field
experience. All absences are discouraged. If an absence is unavoidable, it must be discussed with the field experience supervisor
and the instructor of record, preferably in advance.
DISABILITIES STATEMENT: If you are registereel with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third iloor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.
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LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
To teach, to learn to hel others teach and learn.

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FIELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o MET A COGNITION SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as well as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
learning skills specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: All products/reports must be word processed and all presentations will be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case of Educational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Learning teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedback on each requirement. They
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
o DIVERSITY: Awareness of the diverse characteristics of students and the types of school climates will be an integral
component of course and field experiences.
o INCLUSION/EXCEPTIONAUTIES: Awareness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms will be a part of course.
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X

02-15-07

Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions )

1.
2
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text

&tfikBi:~

for deletions

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use stAAetf:H:eti§.J:t for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 810 - Introduction to Quantitative Research Methods {3) A.
Introduction to the use of quantitative research methods in education. Topics include measures of central tendency,
measures of variability, correlation, regression, testing statistical hypotheses, and research design.

Course syllabus attached.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use
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EDL 810: Introduction to Quantitative Research Methods (3 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Catalog description -Introduction to the use of quantitative research methods in education. Topics include measures of central
tendency, measures of variability, correlation, regression, testing statistical hypotheses, and research design.
At the end of this course, students will be able to apply univariate and bivariate statistics and analysis of variance to analyze
educational and related data. Students will learn to formulate research questions and hypotheses; choose the appropriate statistical
analyses; conduct these analyses, using SPSS; interpret their findings; and communicate their results clearly and effectively to both
scholarly and practitioner audiences.
TEXTS:
George, D., & Mallery, P. (2005). SPSS for Windows step-by-step: A simple guide and reference, 13.0 update (6th ed.). Boston:
Allyn & Bacon.
Jaccard, J. & Becker, M. (2002). Statisticsj()r the behavioral sciences (4th ed). Belmont, CA: Wadworth/Thompson Learning.
Statsoft (electronic statistics textbook)
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
This course is designed to achieve the folJowing objectives:
l. recognize strengths and weaknesses in analyses and formulate constructive critiques;
2. understand statistical assumptions and how to detect and address violations;
3. appreciate current controversies related to topics addressed in this course;
4. choose and apply appropriate descriptive and bivariate statistical techniques to address research questions and hypotheses;
5. Use SPSS for univariate and bivariate data analyses;
6. interpret findings and communicate results clearly and effectively, using APA format.
COURSE OUTLINE:
The instructional delivery model will be comprised of a combination of on-campus seminars and web-based interactive sessions .
.)n-campus seminars will generally consist of ( 1) lecture/discussion of relevant topics, (2) instructional workshops and guided
practice using SPSS, (3) small and large group activities, and (4) individual and small group presentations. Workshops,
discussions, activities, and presentations will relate to the content and objectives specified above under course description and
course objectives. Some specifics with regard to dates and times will be decided collaboratively at the first class session. A full
outline with course topics for each session, dates, deadlines, etc. will then be posted on Blackboard.
Student performance in meeting the course objectives will be assessed based on the following required activities/projects:
1. Successful completion and presentation of three critiques (approx. 5-7 pp) of peer-reviewed research articles deploying
quantitative methods.
2. Successful completion of4 mini research projects (consisting ofSPSS syntax, output and narrative interpretation of results):
o
Descriptive statistics
o
T-tests and ANOV A
o
Contingency table analysis (x2 ) and correlation
o
Regression

EVALUATION/GRADING SCALE:
• 90%- 100% =A
0
80%-89.9% = B
• 70%-79.9% = c
• 60%-69.9% = D
• < 60%= F
ATTENDANCE POLICY: Attendance in on-campus seminars is essential for effective mastery ofthe course material. All
absences are discouraged. If an absence is unavoidable, it must be discussed with the professor, preferably in advance. Active
attendance for any web-based activities is also essential. Students should have a back-up plan in the event they are unable to
access the web from their primary computer.
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DISABILITIES STATEMENT: If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: See http://w'vvw.academicaffairs.eku.edu/intee.ritv/
LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
To teach, to learn, to he! others teach and learn.

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FIELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o METACOGNITION SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as well as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
learning skiils specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: All products/reports must be word processed and all presentations will be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case ofEducational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Learning teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedback on each requirement. They
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
o DIVERSITY: Awareness of the diverse characteristics of students and the types of school climates will be an integral
component of course and field experiences.
o INCLUSION/EXCEPTIONALJTIES: Awareness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms will be a part of course.
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrougH for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 811 - Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods (3) A.
Introduction to qualitative data collection and analysis in educational research. Review of origins, theory, and design
of method; issues of validity, reliability, and human subject ethics

Course syllabus attached.

Part IlL Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use

40
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for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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---------

Data entry person
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Prerequisite(s): (List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D ·.)

rse Prefix and No.
Minimum GPA (when a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)
Co-Requisite(s) and/or Prerequisite(s) Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.

(*Use Validation Tables.)
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EDL 811: Introduction to Qualitative Research methods (3 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Catalog description- Introduction to qualitative data collection and analysis in educational research. Review of origins, theory,
and design of method; issues of validity, reliability, and human subject ethics.
In this class, students will learn about the qualitative research process through attention to both theoretical issues and to specific
techniques of data collection and analysis. To start, we will focus on major paradigms and perspectives influencing qualitative
research. General strategies of qualitative research will be examined, and specific methods of collecting and analyzing data will be
studied and practiced. Data management and analysis processes will be discussed and practiced. Finally students will be given
experience in interpretation, evaluation, and in presenting/writing a qualitative research paper through the execution of a
qualitative study during the semester.
TEXTS:
Denzin, N.K., & Lincoln, Y.S. (2005). The Sage handbook of qualitative research. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
Bogdan, R.C., & Biklen, S.K. (2006). Qualitative research for education (5'h ed.). Boston: Allyn & Bacon.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
1. Develop understanding of the history and evolution of qualitative research.
2. Understand and apply key paradigms and perspectives associated with qualitative research (e.g., positivism, post-positivism,
constructivism, critical theories, cultural studies, ethnic modeling, feminisrns).
3. Understand and apply strategies of qualitative inquiry (e.g., participant observation, ethnography, ethnomethodology,
phenomenology, case study, grounded theory, participative inquiry').
4. Understand and apply methods of collecting and analyzing empirical materials (e.g., interviewing, content analysis,
narrative analysis, observational techniques, document analysis, data management and analysis methods, using computers in
qualitative research).
5. Interpret, evaluate, and present qualitative research (with focus on issues related to interpretive validity, the writing process,
qualitative program evaluation, applied qualitative research for education).
COURSE OUTLINE:
The instructional delivery model will be comprised of a combination of on-campus seminars and web-based interactive sessions.
On-campus seminars will generally consist of (l) lecture/discussion of relevant topics, (2) small and large group activities, and (3)
individual and small group presentations. Discussions, activities, and presentations will relate to the content and objectives
specified above under course description and course objectives. Some specifics with regard to dates and times will be decided
collaboratively at the first class session. A full outline with course topics for each session, dates, deadlines, etc. will then be posted
on Blackboard.
Student performance in meeting the course objectives will be assessed based on the following required activities/projects:
1. Successful completion and presentation of two brief research reports (approx. 10-15 pp) related to implementation of a
specific qualitative technique.
2. Successful completion and presentation of final research paper reporting results of qualitative study (approx. 25-3 0 pp ).
3. Final examination (in-class essay format).
4. Other readings, papers, presentations, and class activities assigned by the instructor.
EVALUATION/GRADING SCALE:
• 90%-100% =A
• 80%- 89.9% = B
• 70%-79.9% = c
• 60%-69.9% = D
• <60% =F
ATTENDANCE POLICY: Attendance in on-campus seminars is essential for effective mastery of the course material. All
absences are discouraged. If an absence is unavoidable, it must be discussed with the professor, preferably in advance. Active
attendance for any web-based activities is also essential. Students should have a back-up plan in the event they are unable to
access the web from their primary computer.
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DISABILITIES STATEMENT: If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.
ACADEMIC INTEGRJTY: See h1Jp:f/www.academicaffairs.eku.edu/integritv/
LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
To teach, to learn to he! others teach and learn.

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FJELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o METACOGNITION SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as well as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
learning skills specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: All products/reports must be word processed and all presentations wili be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case ofEducational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Learning teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedback on each requirement. They
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
o DIVERSITY: Awareness of the diverse characteristics of students and the types of school climates will be an integral
component of course and field experiences.
o INCLUSION/EXCEPTIONALITJES: Awareness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms will be a part of course.
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(originally proposed as EDL 812)

X
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.}
1 . For a new course, provide the catalog text.
2. For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using stril<ethrottgl:l for deletions
and underlines for additions.
3. For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use stfikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 899- Thesis for Specialists in Education (3) A.
Prerequisite: departmental approval. Completion and defense of a research thesis in educational leadership, policy
studies, or a related field. May be retaken to a maximum of six hours.
Course syllabus attached.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

Minimum GPA (when a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)

Co-Requisite(s) and/or Prerequisite(s) Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

Course Prefix a
Test Scores
Minimum GPA (when a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
(*Use Validation Tables.)
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EDL 899: Thesis (6 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Catalog description- Completion and defense of a research thesis in educational leadership, policy studies, or a related field. May
be retaken to a maximum of six hours. Depattmental pern1ission required.
This course is intended to support students in completing and defending the research thesis required for successful completion of
the Specialist in Education (Ed.S.) degree at Eastern Kentucky University.
TEXTS:
To be assigned by the thesis director in relation to the specific needs of the student and the proposed study.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
The general objective of the thesis is to provide the student with an opportunity to conduct and report research that will inform
policy and/or practice in education or related fields. Specifically, the purposes of the thesis course are:
I. To assist students in identifying a thesis topic of interest, developing appropriate research questions/hypotheses, and
selecting appropriate research tools.
2. To support students in all stages of implementing the chosen research model, with the thesis director serving ( 1) as a
technical resource providing direct instruction/referring the student to other faculty with relevant expertise, and (2) as a
mentor/coach, providing general encouragement and support.
3. To support students in preparing the thesis manuscript, with the thesis director consulting on technical matters (e.g., APA
fonnat issues) and providing general feedback and critique.
COURSE OUTLINE:
The instructional delivery model will be comprised of a combination of on-campus meetings and web-based interactive sessions.
Specifics with regard to internal deadlines, etc. will be detern1ined collaboratively between the student and the thesis director.
Seminars and work groups involving multiple students working on the thesis will be scheduled whenever feasible.
Student perforn1ance will be assessed based on the basis of successful completion and defense of the thesis, as judged by the
members of the thesis committee.
ATTENDANCE POLICY: Ongoing interaction between the thesis advisor and advisee is essential for a successful thesis;
consequently, attendance at on-campus and web-based meetings, as well as seminars and work groups is required.
DISABILITIES STATEMENT: If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: See http://\vww.academicaffairs.eku.edu/integrity/
LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
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PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
To teach, to learn. to he! others teach and learn.

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FIELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o METACOGNITION SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as well as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
learning skills specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: All products/reports must be word processed and all presentations \vill be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case of Educational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Leaming teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedback on each requirement. They
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
o DIVERSITY: Awareness of the diverse characteristics of students and the types of school climates will be an integral
component of course and field experiences.
o INCLUSION/EXCEPTIONALITIES: Awareness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms will be a part of course.
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrougf:t for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use &t+iketl'tFGtl§l:l for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 820 - Cultural and Contextual Foundations of Leadership (3) A.
Investigation of cultural and social influences on the development of leadership in educational settings. Emphasis is
placed on the application of socio-cultural concepts to leadership issues and problems in educational settings.
Course syllabus attached.

Part Ill Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrou§-J:l for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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new or cha ed course information.
College/Division:
Dept. (4 letters)*
ELPS
AS
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BT
EM
PC
ED X
HS
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs.

-----l

Lecture

3

Other

Work Load

Grading Mode*

two digits only)
13
Class Restriction, if any: (undergraduate only)

FR ___
so

JR
----,SR

---

Grading Information: Course
igible for IP (in-progress
ing) for: Check all applicable

1--------t--------1

~--------~--------------~

Prerequisite(s):

Thesi
Intern
Independent Stud

FOR BANNER USE ONLY
Date of data entry
Data entry person

----------------

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

(Specific minimum grade

Minimum GPA

{when a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)

with; or formerly©

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
(*Use Validation Tables.)
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EDL 820: Cultural and Contextual Foundations of Leadership (3 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Catalog description -Investigation of cultural and social influences on the development of leadership in educational settings.
Emphasis is placed on the application of socio-cultural concepts to leadership issues and problems in educational settings.
The purpose of this course is to introduce concepts, theories and perspectives related to culture and its multivalent influences on
leadership practice and scholarship. Students will engage in a broad discussion of the notion of cultural leadership that will extend
beyond traditional leadership models to consider contemporary and alternative models and theories. Relevant sociological
constructs (e.g., cultural assimilation and separatism, feminisms and the social construction of gender) and curricular concepts
(e.g., anti-racist and multicultural teaching and learning) will be engaged. Throughout the course, students will be challenged to
strengthen their ability to reflect on their own cultural identities and how they relate to their own leadership practice.
TEXTS:
Blackmore, J. ( 1999). Troubling women: Feminism, leadership, and educational change (Feminist Educational Thinking Series)
Buckingham, UK: Open University Press.
Dimmock, C., & Allan, D.W. (2005). Educational leadership: Culture and diversity. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
Williams, R. (1995). The sociology of culture. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
Other readings as assigned by the instructor.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
This course is designed to achieve the follo\ving objectives:
1. Use relevant conceptual frameworks and theories to explain leadership behavior and policy making that either encourages
or hinders educational equity and social justice.
2. Illustrate how culture and context relates to leadership for improving and deterring educational equity and social justice.
3. Reflect on the applicability and i1nplications of cultural identities for individual practice, educational organizations, and
policy.
4. Articulate personal values and beliefs regarding the place and role of culture and context in advocating for educational
equity and social justice.
5. Use theoretical frameworks and empirical research to inform practice in leadership and policy.
COURSE OUTLINE:
The instructional delivery model will be comprised of a combination of on-campus seminars and web-based interactive sessions.
On-campus seminars will generally consist of ( l) lecture/discussion of relevant topics, (2) instructional workshops and guided
practice using qualitative research techniques, (3) smal1 and large group activities, and (4) individual and small group
presentations. Workshops, discussions, activities, and presentations will relate to the content and objectives specified above under
course description and course objectives. Some specifics with regard to dates and times will be decided collaboratively at the first
class session. A full outline with course topics for each session, dates, deadlines, etc. will then be posted on Blackboard.
Student performance in meeting the course objectives will be assessed based on the following required activities/projects:
1. Successful completion and presentation of three critical essays ( approx. 5-7 pp) related to course readings.
2. Successful completion and presentation of an essay (approx. 4-6 pp) reflecting on the student's cultural identities and
leadership philosophy.
3. Successful completion and presentation of an analysis of an educational policy issue/decision relative to the intersection of
culture and schooling, preferably a policy decision that relates to the student's thesis/dissertation interest.
4. Other readings, papers, presentations, and class activities assigned by the instructor.

EVALUATION/GRADING SCALE:
• 90%-100% =A
80%-89.9% = B
70%-79.9% = c
60%-69.9% = D
• <60% =F

..
..
..

ATTENDANCE POLICY: Attendance in on-campus seminars is essential for effective mastery of the course material. All
absences are discouraged. Jf an absence is unavoidable, it must be discussed with the professor, preferably in advance. Active
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attendance for any web-based activities is also essential. Students should have a back-up plan in the event they are unable to
access the web from their primary computer.
DISABILITIES STATEMENT: If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
ppointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative fonns.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: See !illp_://wv.;w.academicaffairs.eku.edu/int.e£ritv/
LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
,____ _ _ _ _ _ ___,T-'::o..!:te"-"a::::ch,_,._;:to"-"'le""ar,n"-'.t""o...!.:he::;el"'--"oth=e.:.ors,_,te~a::.:c~h~a"-"nd~le""ar,n"-._ _ _ _ _ _ ___j

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FIELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o METACOGNITION SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as well as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
leaming skills specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: All products/reports must be word processed and all presentations will be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case of Educational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Leaming teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedback on each requirement. They
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
o DIVERSITY: Awareness of the diverse characteristics of students and the types of school climates will be an integral
component of course and field experiences.
o INCLUSION/EXCEPTIONALITIES: Awareness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms will be a part of course.
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X

02-15-07

Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 821 - Moral and Ethical Dimensions of Leadership (3) A.
Examination of the moral dimensions of the process and content of leadership from theoretical and practical
perspectives. Emphasis is on the application of ethical thinking and concepts to leadership issues and problems in
educational settings.
Course syllabus attached.

Part Ill Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use sffik.etl:lfBti§B for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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3
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Other
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FOR BANNER USE ONLY
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-------
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-------

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is 0 -.)

(Specific minimum grade

(credit not all

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
(*Use Validation Tables)
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EDL 821: Moral and Ethical Dimensions of Leadership (3 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Catalog description Examination of the moral dimensions of the process and content of leadership from theoretical and practical
perspectives. Emphasis is on the application of ethical thinking and concepts to leadership issues and problems in educational
settings.
The purpose of this course is to encourage graduate students who are preparing for leadership roles in educational settings to
consider the moral and ethical dimensions ofleadership. Students will engage in a broad discussion of the notion of moral
leadership that will extend beyond traditional leadership models, classical moral theory, and conventional ethical orientations to
consider contemporary models and theories. Throughout the course, students will be challenged to strengthen their ability to
analyze and respond to moral and ethical issues that arise in practice.
TEXTS:
McClellan, B.E. (1999). ll1oral education in America: Schools and the shaping of characterfi·om colonial times to the present.
New York: Teachers College Press.
Noddings, N. (2005). The Challenge to Care in Schools: An Alternative Approach to Education, Second Edition (Advances in
Contemporary Educational Thought Series). New York: Teachers College Press.
Shapiro, H.S. (2005). Losing heart: The Moral And Spiritual Mis-education ofAmerica 's Children. Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum.
Starrat, R. (2004). Ethical Leadership (.Jossey-Bass Leadership Librmy in Education). San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Other readings as assigned by the instructor.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
This course is designed to achieve the following objectives:
1. Analyze and critique ethics theory frameworks, values, virtues, moral conflict.
2. Apply ethics to leadership theory and practices of"right and wrong."
3. Diagram paradoxical moral philosophies within specific organizational settings.
4. Differentiate organizational policies/regulations using the ethical framework of justice critique, care, and community.
5. Reflect and examine one's sense of motivation and locus of control.
6. Re-conceptualize leadership roles, policies and organizational structures using ethics theories.
COURSE OUTLINE:
The instructional delivery model will be comprised of a combination of on-campus seminars and web-based interactive sessions.
On-campus seminars will generally consist of (1) lecture/discussion of relevant topics, (2) small and large group activities, and (3)
individual and small group presentations. Workshops, discussions, activities, and presentations will relate to the content and
objectives specified above under course description and course oNectives. Some specifics with regard to dates and times will be
decided collaboratively at the first class session. A full outline with course topics for each session, dates, deadlines, etc. will then
be posted on Blackboard.
Student performance in meeting the course objectives will be assessed based on the following required activities/projects:
l. Successful completion and presentation of three critical essays (approx. 5-7 pp) related to course readings.
2. Successful completion and presentation of one ethics dilemma paper (approx. 8-10 pp).
3. Successful completion and presentation of a policy memo analyzing a case study and making policy recommendations
(approx. 10-15 pp).
4. Other readings, papers, presentations, and class activities assigned by the instructor.
EVALUATION/GRADING SCALE:
0
90%- 100% =A
• 80%-89.9% = B
0
70%-79.9% = c
• 60%-69.9% D
• <60% = F
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ATTENDANCE POLICY: Attendance in on-campus seminars is essential for effective mastery of the course material. All
absences are discouraged. If an absence is unavoidable, it must be discussed with the professor, preferably in advance. Active
attendance for any web-based activities is also essential. Students should have a back-up plan in the event they are unable to
access the web from their primary computer.
DISABILITIES STATEMENT: If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.
ACADEMIC INTEGRJTY: See http:i{\_'l(_ww.as;E_demicaffairs.eku.edu!integritv/
LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
To teach, to learn, to hel others teach and learn.

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS TN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FIELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o METACOGNITJON SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as well as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
learning skills specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: AJI products/reports must be word processed and all presentations will be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
·
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case of Educational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Learning teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedback on each requirement They
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
o DIVERSITY: Awareness of the diverse characteristics of students and the types of school climates will be an integral
component of course and field experiences.
o INCLUSION/EXCEPTIONALITIES: Awareness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms will be a part of course.
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use

&ffiketJ:H·~

for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 822 - Social and Political Dimensions of Leadership (3) A.
Examination of social and political dimensions of the process and content of leadership from theoretical and practical
perspectives. Emphasis is on the application of relevant theoretical constructs to leadership issues and problems in
educational settings.
Course syllabus attached.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using str+kethrou§-l:t for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
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No.
No.

(Specific minimum grade

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.

(*Use Validation Tables.)
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EDL 822: Social and Political Dimensions of Leadership (3 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Catalog description Examination of the social and political dimensions of process and content of leadership from theoretical and
practical perspectives. Emphasis is on the application of relevant theoretical constructs to leadership issues and problems in
educational settings.
The purpose of this course is to introduce concepts, theories and perspectives in educational and social policy for use in
educational leadership practice and scholarship. While education policy will be explored, analysis and evaluation of specific
policies is not the primary purpose of the course. Rather, course readings and class activities will focus on the interrogation of
social and political processes and systems; policy cycle and actors; and local, state and federal educational policy from an equity
and social justice analytical perspective.
TEXTS:
De Marrais, K.B., & LeCompte, M. (1998). The way school5 work: A sociological analysis of education. Boston: Allyn &
Bacon.
Epstein, N. (Ed.). (2004). Who's in Charge Here: The Tangled Web of School Governance and Policy. Washington, DC:
Brookings Institution Press.
Spring, J. (2004). Conflict (~(interest: The politics ofAmerican education (5 1h ed). New York: McGraw-Hill.
Other readings as assigned by the instructor.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
This course is designed to achieve the following objectives:
1. Analyze political processes to determine their impact on educational equity and social justice.
2. Illustrate how the political process relates to improving and deterring educational equity and social justice, including ethical
and philosophical principles/foundation, policy cycle, political culture, political arenas (organizations), power, conflict,
actors, agenda setting, political systems, and research and analysis.
3. Reflect on the applicability and implications of politics of equity and social justice for individual practice, educational
organizations, and policy.
4. Articulate personal values and beliefs regarding how to use political processes to advocate for educational equity and social
justice.
5. Use theoretical frameworks and empirical research to inform your practice in leadership and policy.
COURSE OUTLINE:
The instructional delivery model will be comprised of a combination of on-campus seminars and web-based interactive sessions.
On-campus seminars will generally consist of (1) lecture/discussion of relevant topics, (2) small and large group activities, and (3)
individual and small group presentations. Workshops, discussions, activities, and presentations will relate to the content and
objectives specified above under course description and course objectives. Some specifics with regard to dates and times will be
decided collaboratively at the first class session. A full outline with course topics for each session, dates, deadlines, etc. will then
be posted on Blackboard.
Student performance in meeting the course objectives will be assessed based on the following required activities/projects:
1. Successful completion and presentation of three critical essays (approx. 5-7 pp) related to course readings.
2. Successful completion and presentation of an analysis of an educational policy issue/decision relative to educational equity
and social justice, preferably a policy decision that relates to your thesis/dissertation interest ( approx. 15-20 pp ).
3. Other readings, papers, presentations, and class activities assigned by the instructor.

EVALUATION/GRADING SCALE:
• 90%- 100% ==A
• 80% - 89.9% == B
., 70% - 79.9% == c
., 60%-69.9% D
., < 60% == F
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ATTENDANCE POLICY: Attendance in on-campus seminars is essential for effective mastery of the course material. All
absences are discouraged. Jf an absence is unavoidable, it must be discussed with the professor, preferably in advance. Active
attendance for any web-based activities is also essentiaL Students should have a back-up plan in the event they are unable to
access the web from their primary computer.
DISABILITIES STATEMENT: Jfyou are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Oft]ce of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: See l:illJ.2://www.academicatTairs.eku.eciu!intcgrityJ
LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

·------------------~~~~~~~~~-~-----------------------~

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
To teach, to learn. to help others teach and learn.

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS JN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FIELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o METACOGNITION SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as well as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
learning skills specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: All products/reports must be word processed and all presentations will be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case ofEducational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Learning teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedback on each requirement. They
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
o DIVERSITY: Awareness of the diverse characteristics of students and the types of school climates will be an integral
component of course and field experiences.
o JNCLUSION/EXCEPTIONALITIES: Awareness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms will be a part of course.
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use

&tfike#l~

for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 823 - Assessment for Educational Leaders (3) A.
Study and application of appropriate and effective uses of different types of assessment data in a variety of
educational settings to guide leadership practice.

Course syllabus attached.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using stnk.etl::tr~ for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use stfikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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new or chan
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Thesis
Date of data entry
------Internship
----1
Independent Study
Data entry person
--------p

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D .)

Minimum GPA (when a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)

Co-Requisite(s) and/or Prerequisite(s) Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
(*Use Validation Tables.)
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EDL 823: Assessment for Educational Leaders (3 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Catalog description- Study and application of appropriate and effective uses of different types of assessment data in a variety of
educational settings to guide leadership practice.
This course is intended to provide students with the knowledge and skills necessary to understand psychometric issues and to
effectively use assessment data to guide leadership practice. Students will build their capacity to critically read and interpret
assessment data, and will develop skills and competencies with regard to appropriate and inappropriate uses of assessment data to
guide teaching and learning efforts. Responsibilities related to supervising the selection, implementation, interpretation, and use of
assessment data by others will be considered.
TEXTS:
American Educational Research Association. (1999). Standards for Educational and P.sychological Testing. Washington: DC,
Author.
Salvia, J. & Ysseldyke, J.E. (2004). Assessment in special and inclusive education (9' 11 ed.). Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin
Company.
Other readings as assigned by tbe instructor.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
This course is designed to acbieve the following objectives:
1. establish the distinction between testing, assessment and diagnosis and how these interplay in decision making processes.
2. describe in detail the process of assessment and concerns associated with various procedures for gathering data.
3. outline legal and ethical considerations in assessment and the major landmark legislation in general and special education.
4. describe tbe relevance of adaptations made to accommodate students with disabilities as well as issues related with testing
students with limited English proficiency.
5. identify appropriate assessment tools and approaches for use in various settings and for various purposes.
6. identify appropriate uses of assessment result to guide leadership practice.
COURSE OUTLINE:
The instructional delivery model will be comprised of a combination of on-campus seminars and web-based interactive sessions.
On-campus seminars will generally consist of (1) lecture/discussion of relevant topics, (2) small and large group activities, and (3)
individual and small group presentations. Workshops, discussions, activities, and presentations will relate to tbe content and
objectives specified above under course description and course o~jectives. Some specifics with regard to dates and times will be
decided collaboratively at the first class session. A full outline with course topics for eacb session, dates, deadlines, etc. will then
be posted on Blackboard.
Student performance in meeting the course objectives will be assessed based on the following required activities/projects:
1.
2.

3.

Successful completion and presentation of tlu·ee critical essays (approx. 5-7 pp) related to course readings.
Successful completion and presentation of an analysis (approx. 10-15 pp) of a case study related to an educational
assessment issue/decision, making policy recommendations that are informed by an understanding of assessment theory and
practice.
Other readings, papers, presentations, and class activities assigned by the instructor.

EVALUATION/GRADING SCALE:
• 90%- 100% =A
• 80%- 89.9% = B
• 70%- 79.9% = c
• 60%- 69.9% = D
• <60% = F
ATTENDANCE POLICY: Attendance in on-campus seminars is essential for effective mastery of the course material. All
absences are discouraged. If an absence is unavoidable, it must be discussed with the professor, preferably in advance. Active
·attendance for any web-based activities is also essential. Students should have a back-up plan in the event they are unable to
access the web from their primary computer.
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DISABILITIES STATEMENT: If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
'ndividual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: See http://ww\v.academicaftairs.eku.edu/inte!!:ritv/
LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

1 - - - - - - - - - ~E~K~U~P~ro~f~es-s~ron_a_IE~d-u-~-ti_o_n_S_Io-g-an-:- - - - - - - - - - l

t

To teach, to learn. to hel others teach and learn.

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FIELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o META COGNITION SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as well as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
learning skills specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: All products/reports must be word processed and all presentations will be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case of Educational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Leaming teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedback on each requirement. They
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
o DIVERSITY: Awareness of the diverse characteristics of students and the types of school climates will be an integral
component of course and field experiences.
o INCLUSION/EXCEPTIONAUTIES: Awareness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms will be a part of course.
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Senn:ng Kentuckians Since 1906

521 Lancaster A venue
Bert Combs 406
Richmond, Kentuck)' 404753102
(859) 622-1124
FAX: 859-622-1126
www.education.eku.edu/

Robert Biggin, Acting Chair
Educational Leadership
College ofEducation
robertbiggil!@)eku.edu

To:

College Curriculum Coordination Committee
Teacher Education Committee
Graduate School Council
Council on Academic Affairs

Cc:

William Phillips, Dean College of Education
Kim Naugle, Associate Dean College of Education

From: Robert B. Biggin Jr., Acting Chair Educational Leadership
Re:

Budget for Doctoral Program
The following is an estimate of the revenue needed to fund the Doctorate in K-12 Educational Leadership. This
estimate is for a fully implemented program. The first year costs of the program will likely be half of the total of
the final yearly amount The Department estimates that it will take three years from initiation to full
implementation of the Ed. D. Program.

PERSONNELFaculty
The Department of Educational Leadership presently has four open faculty positions available to recruit and
hire faculty for the new Ed. D. Program. These positions are presently being assigned to four lecturers, who
are teaching in our Master's Program. As we fill the Ed D positions, it will decrease the positions available for
the Master's Program. Consequently, as the doctoral faculty lines are filled, new lines will be needed in the
Master's Program. The number of students in the Ed. D. Program wi11 depend upon the timely hiring of
qualified staff.
Graduate Assistants- The Department requests four (4) graduate assistants.
OPERATING EXPENSESOffice supplies
Travel to make presentations
5 scholarships @$6000
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$2,000
$9,000
$30,000
$41,000
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Equipment Physical Facilities Needs
2 Offices
Equipment for two new offices

-0-

$8,000
$8,000

Library
The Library Department has identified $100,000 in resources that they believe are needed for the program.
Our Department recommends $50,000 as the initial amount.
$50,000

Doctoral Program Budget Request
Item

Total Cost

Item Cost

Salary (2 Faculty)

$55,000

$110,000

Salary (4 Graduate Assistants)

$10,000

$40,000

28%

$30,800

Fringe benefits (faculty only)
Equipment (two offices)
Travel (Three Presentation)

$4,000
$3,000

Office supplies

Total Costs
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$9,000
$2,000

Library resources

Scholarships

$8,000

$50,000

(Five)

6000

30,000
279,800
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 900 - Ed.D. Field Experience (3) A.
Prerequisite: departmental approvaL Minimum of eighty hours of field experiences relevant to the student's planned
program of study, supported by skill development through symposia, tutorials, lectures, and assessments. May be
retaken to maximum of six hours.
Course syllabus attached.

Part Ill Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using sffike#lfettgh for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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Course Number
(3 Digits)

Effective Term
(Example: Fall 2001)

new or cha
course information.
College/Division:
Dept. (4 letters)*
AS
BT

900

ELPS

JS
EM
PC

ED X
HS
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs. - - - - - j
Lecture

Other
Grading Mode*

s

rading Information: Course
igible for IP (in-progress
1--------+---------1-rading) for: Check all applicable
Thesis

Cip Code (first two digits on
13
Class Restriction, if any: (undergraduate only)
FR

JR

so

SR

FOR BANNER USE ONLY

Date of data entry

-------

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is 0 ·.)

(Specific minimum grade

allowed with

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.

(*Use Validation Tables.)
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EDL 900: Ed. D. Field Experience (3 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Catalog description- J\:'!inimum of eighty hours of field experiences relevant to the student's planned program of study, supported
by skill development through symposia, tutorials, lectures, and assessments. May be retaken to a maximum of six hours.
This course provides students with an opportunity to apply theoretical, conceptual, and practical knowledge in settings relevant to
the professional goals articulated in the program of study. Generally, the field experience comprises three primary activities, each
completed under the direction of the course instructor in collaboration with the student's individual program advisor: (l)
assessment of the student's individual strengths and weaknesses/areas of potential growth; (2) identification of an appropriate
project, and development of a rubric for determining successful performance; and (3) assessment, including both external and
reflective components.
TEXTS:
To be developed by the instructor in relation to the specific needs of the student and the nature of the field experience.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
The general objective of the field experience is to provide the student with an opportunity to participate in supervised experiences
that prepare the student for career oppmiunities aligned with his/her professional goals. Specifically, purposes of the field
experience for Specialists in Education are the following:
1. To provide the student with specific opportunities to develop, enhance, and demonstrate skills and knowledge in
professional settings (e.g., applied leadership in schools, policy analysis, and research in the university)
2. To allow the student to relate and apply theory and practice in educational leadership and policy development/analysis to
improve teaching and learning in P-12 settings
COURSE OUTLINE:
The instructional delivery model comprises a combination of on-campus meetings, on-site meetings, and web-based interactive
sessions. Specifics with regard to appropriate activities and evaluation rubrics are determined collaboratively between the student,
the instructor, and the field experience supervisor. A full outline with course topics for each session, dates, deadlines, etc. will
then be posted on Blackboard.
Student performance in meeting the course objectives will be assessed based on the following required activities:
I.

2.
3.

Complete appropriate activities related to extemal and self-assessments of strengths and weaknesses
Develop and obtain departmental approval for the field experience project and the assessment rubric
Successfully complete the designated project according to the approved rubric

EVALUATION/GRADING SCALE:
• 90%- 100% =A
• 80%- 89.9% = B
70%-79.9% = c
60%-69.9% = D
<60% = F

..

..
..

ATTENDANCE POLICY: Attendance at on-campus, on-site, and web-based meetings is essential for a successful field
experience. All absences are discouraged. If an absence is unavoidable, it must be discussed with the field experience supervisor
and the instructor of record, preferably in advance.
DISABILITIES STATEMENT: If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: See http://www .academica1Tairs.eku.edu!inte£?:ritv/
LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
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PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
To teach to learn. to hel others teach and learn.

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FIELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o METACOGNJTION SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as well as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
learning skills specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: All products/reports must be word processed and all presentations will be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case of Educational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Leaming teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedback on each requirement. They
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
o DIVERSITY: Awareness ofthe diverse characteristics of students and the types of school climates will be an integral
component of course and field experiences.
o INCLUSION/EXCEPTIONALITIES: Awareness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms wiJI be a part of course.
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.)

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 910- Seminar in Advanced Research Methodology and Design (3) A.
Prerequisite: EDL 810 and 811. In-depth study of research methodology and design (qualitative, quantitative, or
mixed methods) as related to a specific research project or set of research questions. May be retaken to a maximum
of six hours.

Course syllabus attached.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using stf:iketf::t.ret!§ft for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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Effective Term
(Example: Fall 2001)

new or chan
course information.
College/Division:
Dept (4 letters)*
ELPS
JS
AS
BT
EM
PC
ED X
HS
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs.

Lecture
Schedule Type*
(List all applicable)

1

-----1

3

Other
Cip Code (first two · its only)
13
Class Restriction, if any: (undergraduate only)

Grading Mode*
(for each schedule

.6 (i.e., 5
3 credit

N

rading Information: Course
igible for IP (in-progress
1---------+-----------l~.-~ ing) for: Check all applicable

FR

JR

so- - -

SR

FOR BANNER USE ONLY
Date of data entry

______.

Data entry person

-------

-------

Prerequisite(s): (List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

Course Prefix and No.
Test Scores
Minimum GPA (when a course grouping or
student cumulative GPA is required)

Co-Requisite(s) and/or Prerequisite(s) Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
(*Use Validation Tables.)
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EDL 910: Seminar in Advanced Research Methodology & Design (3 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Individualized in-depth study of research methodology and design (qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methods) as related to a
specific research project or set of research questions. Prerequisite: EDL 810 and 811. May be retaken to a maximum of six hours.
Departmental permission required.
In this course, students enhance their research capacity and apply advanced methodologies and designs to analyze educational and
related data. It is assumed that students enrolling in this course will have library and internet research skills, will have successfully
completed introductory research methods courses, will have experience using statistical software packages and/or qualitative data
management software packages, and will have begun to articulate a research problem appropriate for investigation.
TEXTS:
To be assigned by the course instructor in relation to the specific needs of the students and the proposed studies.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
This course is designed to achieve the following objectives:
1. Develop an appropriate J'esearch problem and articulate research questions to be answered and/or hypotheses to be tested
2. Select or develop an appropriate research design for use in an research investigation, and prepare a rationale/justification
for model design and specification
3. Deploy the research design to address research questions and hypotheses
4. Interpret findings and communicate results clearly and effectively to prepare a manuscript suitable for publication
COURSE OUTLINE:
The ·instructional delivery model comprises a combination of on-campus seminars and web-based interactive sessions. On-campus
seminars generally consist of (1) lecture/discussion of relevant topics, (2) instructional workshops and guided practice using
relevant research strategies, (3) individual and small group activities and presentations, and (4) participation in professional
meetings/symposia as applicable. Workshops, discussions, activities, and presentations relate to the content and objectives
c>pecified above under course description and course objectives. Some specifics with regard to dates and times are decided
collaboratively at the first class session. A fulJ outline with course topics for each session, dates, deadlines, etc. will then be posted
on Blackboard.
Student performance in meeting the course objectives will be assessed based on the following required activities/projects:

J.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Written and oral presentation of a literature review relevant to the chosen research project (including synthesis and
recommendations for further study)
Peer analysis/critique of colleagues' literature reviews
Written and oral presentation of research design and rationale
Peer analysis/critique of colleagues' research designs
Successful completion and presentation of the research study
Successful completion of a manuscript interpreting findings and communicating results, in a form and of a quality
suitable for submitting to professional journals for publication

EVALUATION/GRADING SCALE:
• 90%-100% =A
• 80%- 89.9% = B
• 70%- 79.9% = c
• 60%-69.9% = D
• < 60% =F
ATTENDANCE POLICY: Attendance in on-carnpus seminars is essential for effective mastery of the course material. All
absences are discouraged. If an absence is unavoidable, it must be discussed with the professor, preferably in advance. Active
attendance for any web-based activities is also essential. Students should have a back-up plan in the event they are unable to
access the web from their primary computer.
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DISABILITIES STATEMENT: If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. Jfyou need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: See http://www.academicaftairs.eku.edu/integritv/
LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
To teach, to learn to hel others teach and learn.

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FIELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o METACOGNITION SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as well as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
learning skills specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: All products/reports must be word processed and all presentations will be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case ofEducational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Leaming teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedback on each requirement. They
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
o DIVERSITY: Awareness of the diverse characteristics of students and the types of school climates will be an integral
component of course and field experiences.
o INCLUSION/EXCEPTIONALITIES: Awareness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms will be a part of course.
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(originally proposed as EDL 912)

X
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 999 - Dissertation (3) A.
Prerequisite: departmental approval. Completion and defense of a research dissertation in educational leadership,
policy studies, or a related field. May be retaken to a maximum of twelve hours.
Course syllabus attached.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using striketh~ for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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new or chan
course information.
College/Division:
Dept. (4 letters)*
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BT
ED

X

ELPS

JS
EM
PC

HS
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs.

Lecture

-----1

Grading Mode*

FR

JR

so

SR--

---

FOR BANNER USE ONLY

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
(*Use Validation Tables.)
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EDL 999: Dissertation (3 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Catalog description Completion and defense of a research dissertation in educational leadership, policy studies, or a related field.
May be retaken to a maximum of twelve hours. Departmental permission required.
This course supports students in completing and defending the research dissertation required for successful completion of the
Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) degree at Eastern Kentucky University.
TEXTS:
To be assigned by the dissertation director in relation to the specific needs of the student and the proposed study.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
The general objective of the dissertation is to provide the student with an opportunity to conduct and report research that will
inforn1 policy and/or practice in education or related fields. Specifically, the purposes of the dissertation course are the following:
1. To assist students in identifying a dissertation topic of interest, developing appropriate research questions/hypotheses, and
selecting appropriate research tools
2. To support students in all stages of implementing the chosen research model, with the dissertation director serving (1) as a
teclmical resource providing direct instruction and/or referring the student to other faculty with relevant expertise, and (2)
as a mentor/coach, providing general encouragement and support
3. To support students in preparing the dissertation manuscript, with the dissertation director consulting on technical matters
(e.g., APA format issues) and providing feedback and critique
COURSE OUTLINE:
The instructional delivery model will be comprised of a combination of on-campus meetings and web-based interactive sessions.
Specifics with regard to internal deadlines, etc. are determined collaboratively between the student and the dissertation director.
Seminars and work groups involving multiple students working on the dissertation will be scheduled whenever feasible.
Student performance will be assessed on the basis of successful completion and defense of the dissertation, as judged by the
members of the dissertation committee.
ATTENDANCE POLICY: Ongoing interaction between the dissertation advisor and advisee is essential for a successful
dissertation; consequently, attendance at on-campus and web-based meetings, as well as seminars and work groups, is required.
DISABILITIES STATEMENT: If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: See hUR://www.academicaffairs.eku.edu/integrity/
LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:
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PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
To teach to learn to hel others teach and learn.

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FIELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o METACOGNITION SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as well as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
learning skills specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: All products/reports must be word processed and all presentations vvill be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case of Educational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Learning teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedb2ck on each rprn•;rf:r"~-· n,,~y
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
.,., school climates will be an integral
o DT'\/ERSITY: Awareness of the diverse characteristics of stun~· ·
·ompont .... f' course and field experiences.
. a.reness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms will be a part of course.
lNCLUSIO;. "Yf:EPTJOl~AT .1'•''~'"'
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use &tfikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 930 - Seminar on Rural Schools and Communities (3) A.
Consideration of the relationship between schools and rural communities, including issues related to democratic
localism, state and national education agendas, and economic development in rural areas

Course syllabus attached.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using &trikethrol:fgB for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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new or cha
course information.
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EDL 930: Seminar on Rural Schools and Communities (3 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Consideration of the relationship between schools and rural communities, including issues related to democratic localism, state and
national education agendas, and economic development in rural areas.
This course investigates the interrelationships between rural communities and rural schools. Several recuning questions will
orient the work. In what ways might 1ve consider "rural" as a meaningful categmy in understanding both community and
education? In what wcrys do schools shape (or reshape) the structure of rural communities? How do communities shape (or
reshape) the structure of rural education? What are the challenges that cor?front the vitality ofboth rural schools and
communities? How have these challenges changed over time, and what are the implications for educators, rural residents. and
public polic_v makers? This seminar provides a solid theoretical foundation for students interested and/or engaged in research and
practice related to rural communities and/or rural education. The course is strongly interdisciplinary with material drawn from
education, sociology and rural sociology, anthropology, geography, and demography. It is designed as a graduate seminar in which
students will take a major responsibility for guiding class discussion.
TEXTS:
Davidson, O.G. (1996). Broken heartland: The rise ofAmerica's rural ghetto. Iowa City: University oflowa Press.
DeYoung, A. (1995). The life and death of a rural American high school: Farewell Little Kanawha. New York: Garland.
Theobald, P. (1997). Teaching the commons: Place, pride, and the renewal of community. Boulder, CO: Westview.
Other readings as assigned by the instructor.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
This course is designed to achieve the following objectives:
J. Consider relevant historical and philosophical perspectives on rural education and rural communities
2. Compare/contrast relevant sociological perspectives regarding rural communities and rural schools
3. Analyze the changing demography of rural education and rural communities
4. Interpret and evaluate public policy contexts related to rural schools and rural communities
COURSE OUTLINE:
The instructional delivery model comprises a combination of on-campus seminars and web-based interactive sessions. On-campus
seminars generally consist of ( 1) lecture/discussion of relevant topics, (2) small and large group activities, and (3) individual and
small group presentations. Workshops, discussions, activities, and presentations relate to the content and objectives specified
above under course description and course objectives. Some specifics with regard to dates and times are decided collaboratively at
the first class session. A full outline with course topics for each session, dates, deadlines, etc. will then be posted on Blackboard.
Student performance in meeting the course objectives will be assessed based on the following required activities/projects:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Successful completion and presentation often reading responses (approx. 2 pp)
Successful completion and presentation of one discussion paper ( approx. 5-7 pp) presenting a more comprehensive and
developed commentary on an assigned set of readings
Successful completion and presentation of a final paper (approx 20 pp ). The purpose of this paper is to tie the semester's
readings and discussions together through the development of an essay question that enables the student both to
synthesize the readings of the semester and to focus on an area related to the topic of rural schools and communities that
he/she finds of particular interest or importance. With the pem1ission of the instructor, the final paper may also take the
form of a prospectus for a research proposal.
Other readings, papers, presentations, and class activities assigned by the instructor

EVALUA TlON/GRADlNG SCALE:
• 90%- 100% =A
• 80%-89.9% = B
• 70%- 79.9% = c
• 60%-69.9% = D
• <60%= F
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ATTENDANCE POLl CY: Attendance in on-campus seminars is essential for effective mastery of the course material. All
absences are discouraged. If an absence is unavoidable, it must be discussed with the professor, preferably in advance. Active
attendance for any web-based activities is also essentiaL Students should have a back-up plan in the event they are unable to
access the web from their primary computer.
DISABILJTIES STATEMENT: If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative fmms.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: See b.l!J2}/www.acadcmicaffairs.eku.edu/intcgritv/
LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM MODEL:

r-----------------~~~~--~~~~~----------------

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
To teach, to learn, to hel others teach and learn.

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FIELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o METACOGNITION SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as \Veil as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
learning skills specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: All products/reports must be word processed and all presentations will be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case of Educational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Leaming teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedback on each requirement. They
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
o DIVERSITY: Awareness of the diverse characteristics of students and the types of school climates will be an integral
component of course and field experiences.
o INCLUSION/EXCEPTJONALITIES: Awareness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms will be a part of course.
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions )

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

EDL 931 - Leadership in Rural Settings (3) A.
Analysis of general and specific skills required for leadership in rural schools. Comparisons are made with leadership
demands in urban and suburban settings. Examines formal and informal interactions, and individual and
collaborative leadership needs.

Course syllabus attached.

Part Ill Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use
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EDL 931: Leadership in Rural Settings (3 credits)
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
College of Education, Eastern Kentucky University

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Analysis of general and specific skills required for leadership in rural schools. Comparisons are made with leadership demands in
urban and suburban settings. The course examines formal and informal interactions, and individual and collaborative leadership
needs.
The purpose of this course is to introduce concepts, theories and perspectives related to rural settings, and to consider the
implications for leadership practice and scholarship. Students engage in a broad discussion of the notion ofleadership that is
responsive to challenges and opportunities that are associated with rural contexts. Relevant theoretical constructs (e.g., democratic
localism) and curricular concepts (e.g., place-based teaching and learning) are engaged. The content is interdisciplinary with
material drawn from education, sociology and rural sociology, anthropology, geography, and demography. This course is
designed as a graduate seminar in which students take a major responsibility for guiding the class discussion.
TEXTS:
Howley, C. (J 996). Sizing up schooling: A West Virginia analysis and critique. Unpublished doctoral dissertation. Morgantown,
WV: West Virginia University.
Porter, M. K. (1996). Moving mountains: Reform, resistance, and resiliency in an Appalachian Kentucky high school.
Unpublished doctoral dissertation. Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University.
Whisnant, D. (1994). Modernizing the Mountaineer: People, Power, and Planning in Appalachia. Knoxville, TN: University of
Tennessee Press.
Other readings as assigned by the instructor.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
This course is designed to achieve the following objectives:
1. Compare/contrast relevant historical and philosophical perspectives on leadership for schools in rural, suburban, and
urban settings
2. Analyze theoretical perspectives regarding leadership for rural communities and mral schools
3. Interpret and evaluate two specifically rural dissertations
4. Interpret and evaluate public policy contexts that impact leadership in rural schools and rural communities
COURSE OUTLINE:
The instructional delivery model comprises a combination of on-campus seminars and web-based interactive sessions. On-campus
seminars generally consist of(l) lecture/discussion of relevant topics, (2) small and large group activities, and (3) individual and
small group presentations. Workshops, discussions, activities, and presentations relate to the content and objectives specified
above under course description and course objectives. Some specifics with regard to dates and times are decided collaboratively at
the first class session. A full outline with course topics for each session, dates, deadlines, etc. will then be posted on Blackboard.
Student performance in meeting the course objectives will be assessed based on the following required activities/projects:
1.

2.
3.

4.

94

Successful completion and presentation of one discussion paper (approx. 8-lOpp) analyzing the two assigned
dissertations and reflecting on the student's work toward developing and articulating a research problem appropriate for
the doctoral dissertation
Successful completion and presentation of an analysis of an educational policy issue/decision with a differential impact
for rural education, preferably a policy decision that relates to the student's thesis/dissertation interest (approx. 10-15 pp)
Successful completion and presentation of a final paper (approx 15-20 pp). The purpose of this paper is to tie the
semester's readings and discussions together through the development of an essay question that enables the student both
to synthesize the readings of the semester and to focus on an area related to the topic of rural leadership that he/she finds
of particular interest or importance. With the permission of the instructor, the final paper may also take the form of a
prospectus for a research proposal.
Other readings, papers, presentations, and class activities assigned by the instructor.
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EVALUATION/GRADfNG SCALE:
e
90%- 100% =A
• 80%- 89.9% = B
• 70%- 79.9% = c
• 60%-69.9% = D
e
< 60%= F
ATTENDANCE POLICY: Attendance in on-campus seminars is essential for effective mastery of the course material. All
absences are discouraged. Ifan absence is unavoidable, it must be discussed with the professor, preferably in advance. Active
attendance for any web-based activities is also essential. Students should have a back-up plan in the event they are unable to
access the web from their primary computer.
DISABILITIES STATEMENT: If you are registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please make an
appointment with the course instructor to discuss any academic accommodations you need. If you need academic
accommodations and are not registered with the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities, please contact the office on
the third floor of the Student Services Building, by email at disserv@eku.edu or by telephone at (859) 622-2933 V/TDD. Upon
individual request, this syllabus can be made available in alternative forms.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: See http://www.academicaffairs.eku.edu/integritv{
LAST DAY TO DROP: See course catalog.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCA TlON PROGRAM MODEL:

EKU Professional Education Slogan:
To teach, to learn, to hel others teach and learn.

PROFESSIONAL STRANDS IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION:
Common Elements of All Professional Education Course Syllabi
o FJELD EXPERIENCES: When appropriate: Observation in public schools.
o METACOGNITION SKILLS: Students will review and analyze research and summarize the thoughts of other
researchers as well as analyze their research findings.
o COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Communication skills will be displayed through speaking, writing, and class experience.
o RESEARCH SKILLS/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING: Students will be required to demonstrate research and independent
learning skills specified by the instructor.
o PLANNING SKILLS: Time management skills are needed in order to participate effectively in Educational Research.
o TECHNOLOGY: All products/reports must be word processed and all presentations will be on-line. All tests will also be
on-line. Students will be introduced to the Kentucky New Teacher Standards for using technology and relevant criteria
including blackboard experiences.
o PROFESSIONAL/SOCIAL SKILLS: Students will interact with college instructors, peers, cooperating teachers, and
schools.
o TEAMING/COLLABORATION: Teaming and collaboration will be encouraged. In the case of Educational Research
this requirement will be met through e-Leaming teams.
o CONTINUOUS AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT: Students are provided continuous feedback on each requirement. They
also have opportunities for self-assessment.
o DIVERSITY: Awareness of the diverse characteristics of students and the types of school climates will be an integral
component of course and field experiences.
o JNCLUSION/EXCEPTIONALITIES: Awareness of exceptionalities and inclusive classrooms will be a part of course.
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For arevised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use

&tfike#t~

for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

Part Ill Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using sffikBthrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use~

for deletions and underlines for additions.)

See attached
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Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)- Educational
Leadership and Policy Studies
Purpose and Overview
1
-12 leaders are challenged with directing broad educational programs that increase excellence and equity as measured by
outcomes. Schools and school districts need professionals who use current knowledge and possess strong leadership skills to
design and administer programs that can improve teaching and learning to accomplish these outcomes. Moreover, they need
leaders who know about and respond to the specific challenges and strengths of the communities they serve. The Doctor of
Education (Ed.D.) program at Eastern Kentucky University will play a significant role in developing such leaders.
Participation in this doctoral program will lead to enhanced understanding and practical capacity with regard to human learning,
educational institutions, and the interaction of the larger society with educational, financial, and governmental entities and
processes. Likewise, participation will allow for the acquisition of skills to conduct and successfully apply research. Course work
will be built on a knowledge base that reflects current research, theory, and practice; and doctoral faculty will serve as ongoing
mentor resources answering questions, helping to resolve administrative problems, collaborating on research projects, referring
individuals to job openings, etc.
Program Admission
The decision to admit a student to doctoral work constitutes a major commitment from the faculty in the fonn of advising,
teaching, chairing and serving on the committee, preparing and evaluating examinations, and guiding the dissertation to successful
completion. To be considered for admission, the applicant must meet the minimal criteria identified below.
The applicant should note, however, that the decision to admit students to the doctoral program is a collective judgment of the
faculty and represents their determination of the likelihood of the candidate's success in all major phases of the degree program.
These judgments take into account the candidate's professional experiences, communication and thinking skills, and other relevant
capabilities. Thus, a candidate is not automatically admitted on the basis of meeting the minimal criteria.
In order to be considered for admission to the program, an applicant must have completed a master's degree in education or a
related field with a minimum graduate GPA of 3 .5, with a review of admission status triggered by any grade of C or below.
Applicants must have completed three years of professional experience (preference will be given to those with leadership
~xperience) and must demonstrate competency in educational research and statistics. (See section below regarding graduate
coursework in education research and statistics.)
A completed application packet will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completed graduate application
Transcripts of all undergraduate and graduate work
Resume of professional experience
Score reports from the Graduate Record Examination or Miller Analogies Test
Short essay (500-700 words) describing the relationship between the applicant's professional goals and the Ed.D. program
At least three positive letters of recommendation- including at least one each from a peer, a supervisor, and a
college/university faculty member

After a holistic review of the application packets, the Doctoral Program Committee 1 will select those applicants to be interviewed.
The one-day interview will include:
•
•
•
•
•

1

A review of the candidate's professional portfolio, using a rubric to be established by the Doctoral Program Committee
A problem-solving exercise to be completed by the candidate and evaluated using a rubric established by the Doctoral
Program Committee
A demonstration of the candidate's technology skills, to be evaluated using a rubric established by the Doctoral Program
Committee
A demonstration of the candidate's written and oral communication skills, to be assessed using a rubric established by
the Doctoral Program Committee
A dispositions evaluation (an assessment of attitudes and behaviors practiced in the areas ofpersonal responsibility,
ethics, emotional management, communication, and work ethics) of the candidate to be conducted by one or more
members of the Doctoral Program Committee using an established format/protocol

To be comprised ofthe Ed.D. Program Coordinator, Graduate Faculty from the Department of Educational Leadership, and at
least one Graduate Faculty Member from another department in the College of Education.
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•

An interview with Doctoral Program Committee members

•

An interview with the Dean or Associate Dean

The committee will review all available data to assess the overall potential of the candidate for success in the program before
making a final decision about acceptance.
Additional requirements regarding graduate coursework in educational research:
To be approved for full admission into the doctoral program, students must meet the following requirement:

The student must have successfully completed (with a grade ofB or higher) a graduate level course in educational research
and statistics and/or successfully completed and defended a thesis or specialist project demonstrating research proficiency
within the last four years, counting from the semester of admission.
Students who do not meet the above requirement may be admitted provisionally and required to complete successfully one or more
introductory graduate level educational research courses, and/or may be counseled to pursue the Doctor of Education via the
Specialist in Education degree. (See section on the Ed.S. below).

Admission to Candidacy
Students are admitted to candidacy for the Ed.D. after they have accomplished the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Completed approved course work satisfactorily
Passed a comprehensive examination
Formed a Dissertation Committee that includes the dean's representative
Secured the Committee's approval of a dissertation topic
Made formal and successful application for candidacy

CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS
Program Requirements- Each student's program of studies will be individually planned within the following curriculum
framework:
Research Core . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . 9 hours
EDL 810,811,910.

1

Academic Core ............................ .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .... .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . 9 hours
EDL 820, 821 822, 823.
Leadership Specialization ............................................................... 12 hours
EAD801,808,824,827,828,831,834,839,846,849,859,
ELE 810, EMG 810, EMS 850, EPY 816, ESE 863, SED 775,800, 810.*
Cognate Area................................................................................ 6 hours
Two advanced graduate courses chosen from a department or program
outside the leadership specialization area.
Rural Studies Core......................................................................... 6 hours
EDL930, 931
Field Experience . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. 6 hours
EDL900
Dissertation ................................................................................. 12 hours
EDL999.
Minimum Progran1 Total. ................................................................ 60 hours
1

If the student has not completed coursework in statistics and research methodology nor successfully completed and defended an
appropriate thesis or specialist project, additional coursework in these areas may be required. See "Requirement regarding
education research" under Admission Standards.
71
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*Note: courses listed here are those requiredfor various P-12 cert[fication programs (principal, superintendent, supervisor of
curriculum, director ofpupil personnel. With the approval of the Program Advisory Committee, students may apply for
enrollment in certification programs and use courses completed as part of the Ed. D. to fulfill certijlcation requirements. See
cert!fication program descriptions for specific requirements. Students may substitute courses other than those listed here !f
deemed appropriate b_v the Program Advismy Committee and approved as part ofthe student's individual program o,(study.

Specialist in Education (Ed.S.)
The Specialist in Education (Ed.S.) degree is a professional degree requiring a level of study and specialization beyond the masters
degree. At EKU the doctoral degree program in educational leadership and policy studies will be aligned with the specialist
degree program in educational administration and supervision, thus allowing for students to earn the doctorate via two different
tracks:
•
•

By successfully completing the 60-hour (minimum) doctoral program
By successfuJJy completing the 36-hour (minimum) Ed.S. program, then successfully completing the (minimum) 30-hour
doctoral program

See the chart below for comparison of the two tracks.
Ed.D.
3-9 hrs research
3-6 hrs academic core
6 hrs cognate
6 hrs rural
12 hrs dissertation
(30-36 hrs total)

Ed.S.
6 hrs research
3-6 hrs academic core
12 hrs specialization
6 hrs field experience
6 hrs thesis
(36 hrs total)

Ed.D.
9 hrs research
9 hrs academic core
12 hrs specialization
6 hrs cognate

6 hrs rural
6 hrs field experience
12 hrs dissertation
( 60 hrs total)

Earned
Master's
Degree

Earned
Master's
Degree

Delivery Model
The EKU doctoral program in educational leadership and policy studies will employ a modified cohort model. Students will enter,
continue, and finish the program with a group of colleagues. Some advantages of this model are these:
•
•
•
l 00

Cohorts allow students to know the design and program of from the outset.
Cohorts enable students to support each other as a group while accomplishing the major milestones of the program
including the comprehensive examination and the dissertation.
Cohorts allow high levels of ongoing support for individual student work and research development.
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•

Cohorts serve as a basis for continued collegial support after graduation.

The cohort model is modified in that it allows some coursework to be individually chosen, thus permitting students to individualize
their programs of study to a degree, and allowing flexibility for students who wish to pursue the degree on a full-time basis.
To accommodate students' professional responsibilities, cohort classes will be scheduled for evenings and weekends during the
summer, fall, and spring semesters. In the first two years, students will generally complete twelve courses: two each in the
summer, fall, and spring sessions. Two additional field-based experiences will generally be completed concurrently with the
coursework. The third year will typically consist of three courses two in the summer and one in the fall, along with the
comprehensive examination and the dissertation. Note: doctoral students must maintain continuous enrollment subsequent to
passing the comprehensive examination. (See section on continuous enrollment.)
Program of Study
Each student will complete a detailed program of study in consultation with his/her program advisory committee. The program of
study will be designed to ensure breadth of professional knowledge and an appropriate specialization area. In consultation with the
student's adviser, revisions can be made to the program of study. All revisions must have the approval of the student's program
advisory committee, the Dean of the College of Education, and the Dean of the Graduate School.
Program Advisory Committee
The student's Program Advisory Committee will consist of no fewer than four members: three will possess expertise in the
student's major area of concentration and will be selected by the student in consultation with his/her adviser and the Doctoral
Program Director. The remaining committee member will be appointed by the Dean of the College of Education. The Education
Dean's appointee will possess expertise in professional education and represent the interests of the graduate faculty in the College
of Education. No committee is considered constituted without the final written approval of the Dean of the College of Education
and the Dean of the Graduate School.

Membership of the Program Advisory Committee may be changed if either the candidate or a member of the advisory committee
feels that such a change is appropriate and if the requested change is subsequently approved by Doctoral Program Director, the
Dean of the College of Education, and the Dean of the Graduate SchooL
Comprehensive Examination
The purpose of the comprehensive examination is to assess the candidate's knowledge in the field, skill in problem solving, ability
to organize material, and effectiveness of written expression. Students should complete the comprehensive examination following
the last semester in which the student is enrolled in coursework and before submission of the dissertation proposal.

The comprehensive examination will be designed as follows:
•
•
•

Content for the examinations will be program-oriented rather than course driven.
The student will be responsible for the content in the total program of study.
The student's Program Advisory Committee will be responsible for designing, preparing, and scoring the examination.
Faculty members from cognate fields related to the program of study may be consulted as needed.

The Program Advisory Committee will develop four questions, one from each of the following program areas: research, academic
core, leadership, and rural education.
The written component of the comprehensive examination will be conducted in four sessions of three hours each (one session for
each of the four questions), and will take place overtwo consecutive days (two sessions each day). The Department of
Educational Leadership and Policy Studies will provide students with an appropriate workspace and a computer for each session.
Written responses will be evaluated 1 by the Advisory Committee members, who will submit their evaluations to the student's
advisor within ten working days following the examination. An oral defense will be scheduled for a date no later that twenty
working days following the examination.
1

Using the following rubric: 5 - Extremely strong response, considerably above average, likely to be attained by only a small
minority of examinees; 4 - Above average, somewhat above what one would expect of an examinee; 3 - Adequate and reflects an
average level of performance commensurate with the expectations of the Committee (minimum pass); 2- Below the quality
expected but with some positive indicators; 1 - Substandard and totally fails to reflect the quality one expects of an applicant for
the doctoral degree.
10 l
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Any failed portion must be rewritten as an independent research project under the direction of the Program Advisory Committee.
The Program Advisory Committee will then evaluate the quality of the independent research project and determine whether
additional coursework is needed before the student can proceed in the program.
Dissertation
Students are required to enroll in a minimum of twelve semester hours of dissertation credit. There is no fixed length for the
dissertation manuscript. Rather than concentrating on the size of the document, students are well advised to consider the following
purposes of a dissertation:

•
•
•

To demonstrate technical mastery of the student's field
To originate new knowledge or to advance or modify the present knowledge base in educational leadership and policy
studies
To demonstrate the ability to conceptualize and complete a project of focused inquiry

The dissertation typically follows a five-chapter format The most recent edition of the Publication Manual of the American
P.1ychological Association will serve as the official style guide. The Dissertation Committee may approve another style should
that format better suit the needs of organizing and presenting the research. In either case, the disseJiation is evidence that the
student is an expert in the chosen topic area. Students must work closely with their adviser in determining the topic and in
fonnulating the research design.
In order to insure a high-quality product, a proposal consisting of the first three chapters of the dissertation is developed and
presented to the Dissertation Committee for approval. Once accepted, the student will begin the actual research. Students are
encouraged to work closely with the advisers while writing the dissertation.
Dissertation Committee: The Dissertation Committee and the Program Advisory Committee are not necessarily comprised of the
same people. The doctoral student selects the dissertation chairperson from the Graduate Faculty according to faculty expertise
and research interest and submits a request to the departmental chairperson. Once approved by the departmental chairperson, the
dissertation chairperson consults with the student in recommending committee appointments to be approved by the Program
Director, the Dean of the College of Education, and the Dean of Graduate School. The Dissertation Committee consists of five
members:
•
•
•
e

•

Dissertation chairperson
Educational Leadership and Policy Studies Faculty Member
Educational Leadership and Policy Studies Faculty Member
College of Education Dean's Representative (from outside the Department of Educational Leadership)
Graduate School Dean's Representative (from outside the College of Education)

Dissertation Proposal: Specifically, the proposal is a detailed plan for conducting the investigation and should communicate to the
Dissertation Committee precisely what the student plans to do, as well as why, how, when, and where the student plans to do it.
The proposal is significant. It becomes a contract benveen the student and committee. Any significant changes or deviation in the
proposal will require committee approval.
The more accurate, complete, and detailed the proposal, the more efficient the process of completion. The format typically
followed for an empirical research problem includes five parts:
Chapter I contains a clear and concise statement of the problem (what is to be studied), justification for the study (why it is
important to investigate this particular problem), the conceptual or theoretical perspective from which the problem will be
investigated, the objectives and hypotheses to be tested or the questions to be pursued, and a definition of terms.
Chapter II focuses on a complete critical review of the literature related to the problem statement and conceptual framework.
Chapter JJI describes how the study is be produced (i.e., procedures). Included in this section are a detailed description of how the
hypotheses will be tested or questions answered, a description of the population and sample, the instrument(s) used to gather data,
and the treatment or analysis of the data. If the study involves human subjects, requirements for human subjects review must be
satisfied.
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The Appendix contains questionnaires or other instruments used to gather data for the purpose of carrying out the research.
The section entitled References (or Bibliography) includes all sources cited in the proposal.
The use of non-quantitative methodologies (e.g., historical, philosophical, theoretical, ethnographic) typically leads to a proposal
somewhat different in structure from the example provided above. In such a situation, the student is expected to confer with the
adviser and the Dissertation Committee to establish understandings about format
Human Subjects Research- Review Guidelines: In accordance with federal and institutional regulations, any undertaking in which
a member of the University faculty, staff, or student body investigates and/or collects data on human subjects for research purposes
must be reviewed by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). Each investigator has the responsibility to seek review of any study
involving human subjects before initiation of the project. See ]lt1~soredprograms.eku.edu/IRB. S!TE/
The Dissertation Proposal Defense: Defense of the proposal has the format of a seminar open to faculty and graduate students.
The Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies will schedule the required defense. The Dissertation Committee
must receive the proposal at least two weeks in advance of the defense. Two copies of the proposal and a signed signature page of
approval must be on file in the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies office; in addition one copy should be
submitted to the Graduate School prior to beginning the dissertation. One copy and the signature page \vill be placed in the
student's file. A second copy is for a library of sample proposals. Data collection may proceed only with unanimous approval of
the five-member dissertation committee.
The candidate will be notified in writing of the Committee's decision regarding the proposaL The Committee may accept the
proposal in its current form, require changes to be incorporated into the dissertation itself, or require that the proposal be revised
and resubmitted for approval. After the candidate has successfully defended the dissertation proposal, he/she may develop, with
the supervision of the Committee, a completed dissertation.
The Dissertation: Once approved by the committee, the proposal becomes the framework for the first three chapters of the
dissertation. The student proceeds to gather data and reports the results in Chapter JV, with the summary, discussion, and
recommendations composing Chapter V.
Continuous Enrollment: Once doctoral students have passed the comprehensive examination and enrolled for dissertation credit,
they must maintain continuous enrollment with a minimum of one semester hour of dissertation credit during each regular
semester, including at least one summer term each year, until the dissertation has been accepted by the Graduate Dean.
Time to Degree: All requirements for the doctoral degree must be completed within a period of four years from the semester in
which the student passes the comprehensive examination. Students exceeding the time limit may be required to repeat the
comprehensive examination, replace out-of-date credits with up-to-date work, and/or show other evidence of being current with
regard to their program of study.
Students who have not completed the dissertation within four years from the semester in which they passed the comprehensive
examination have two options to extend the time:
•
o
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Those who have completed a dissertation proposal that has been accepted by the Committee before the expiration date
will be granted a one-year extension upon Committee approval.
For those who have not had a proposal approved by their Committee, a two-year extension may be granted contingent
upon Committee approval with the completion of additional prescribed course work and a retake ofthe written
comprehensive examination.
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Dearj.J~~
I am pleased to inform you that at its February 26, 2008 meeting, the Council on Postsecondary
Education approved the Ed. D. in Educational Leadership program to be offered at Eastern Kentucky
University. This program has been added to the Counci l's Registry of Degree Programs as a Doctoral
Degree in Educationa l Leadership in CIP 13.040 1.

Best wishes for the successful implementation of this program .
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Library Resources:
None
Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using ~for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use stFikBthrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No , and description, limited to 35 words.)

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

See attached.
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[Note: changes below indicate revisions to text appearing on pages 73-74 of the 2006-7 graduate catalog.]

Specialist in Education - Educational
Administration and Supervision
Curriculum Requirements
The applicant for the Specialist in Education degree rnunt ·.vork cloGely '<vith the student's advisor on such things as:
1. Evaluation of previous gmduate course·;vorlc.
2. Fulfilling requirements Get forth in the guidelines for the degree.
3. Completing required application forms.
4. Establishing a progranr,-which lists courses to be taken for the area of:;peeialization.
Program Admission-Admission to the Specialist in Education program is based 1!QOn the following entrance requirements:
1. Completion of requirements for the Earned master's degree from an accredited college or university with a minimum grade
point average of3.25.
2. A combined SBaled score of 1000 .ffi on the verbal and quantitative sections of the Graduate Record Examination (Note: These
scores vtill mean that students' are at or above the 50th percentile for r;tudents in EdHB-ati-eflj.
3. Successful professional experience appropriate to and as required in r;pecific programs for relevant certification programs.
4. Completion of application forms for admission to the program graduate school application packet.
5. A short essay (300-500 words) describing the relationship between the applicant's professional goals and the Ed.S. program.
6. Approval of screening and selection committee composed of three persons appointed by the departmental: chair.
Admission to Candidacy-Application for admission to candidacy for the Specialist in Education degree should be filed by the
student with the student's program advisor and the department chair after the following:
1. 'Nhen a mininmm of nine semester hours of graduate credit beyond the master's degree has been earned at Eastern Kentucky
Uni·;ersity. (A mininmm of 12 semester hours must be taken after admission to candidacy.) The student has successfully
completed a minimum of nine semester hours of graduate study in the Ed.S. program at Eastern Kentucky University. with a
minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.5 for all work completed as part of the program. (note: A minimum off 2
semester hours ofcourse work must be taken after admission to candidacy).
2. 'Nhen ·.vorlc taken tmvard the Ed.S. degree shows an overall gmduate grade point avemge of3.0 or above.
3. 'Nhen the advisor The student's advisory committee has approved the planned program of study and a copy of this program
has been filed with the department chair and the Dean of the Graduate School.
CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS
Program Requirements
curriculum framework:

Curricula Each student's program of studies will be individually planned within the following guidelines

Research Methods Core .......................................................... .
EAD 898, 899, and EDF 895. EDL 810. 811.
Acadetnic Core ....................................................................... .
EDL 821. 822. 823. 824.
Administrative Core Leadership Specialization ........................... .
EAJ)801,802,801,805,806,809,810,811, 821,808,824,827,828,831,834,
839,846, 849.859. EDF 869, ELE 810, EMG 810, EMS 850, EPY 816, ESE 863,
&4?-, SED 775,800, ~810.:::_

9 2 hours

6 hours

'Xl-12_hours

Field Experience ..................................................................... .
EDL800

6 hours

Thesis ................................................................................. .
EDL 899.

6 hours

Minimum Progra1n Total. .......................................................... .

36 hours

*Note: courses listed here are those required fOr various P-12 certification programs (principal. superintendent. supervisor o(
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curriculum. director o{pupil personnel); "With the approval o[the advison; committee. students mm' applv for enrollment in
certification programs and use courses completed as part o(the Ed.S to (u!Oll certification requirements. See certification
program descriptions [or srzeci(ic requirements"
\Vith pem1ission of the Educational Administration Admissions Committee, the administrative certificate may be eametl
Wll€urrently with the specialist degree. Any of the required-courses taken as part ofthe master's degree may be counted, hov,rever,
36 hours must be ea:rnetl-aft:er the master's degree.
Comprehensives Candidates-will be expected to provide evidence of professional maturity through written and/or oral
wffi]*ehensive examinations.
Thesis-Candidates must successfullv complete and defend a thesis presenting an original research project that contributes to the
literature in educational leadership or a related field.

[note: course descriptions below are not to be included in revised text on 2006-7 graduate catalog pages 73-74;
included for information only}
Course Descriptions
EAD 801 - lntro~n-te Leadership and Mmtnistratioo Policy Development.
The study of modern administrative theories, practices, and techniques in school leadership and administrative responsibilities.
Emphasis will be upon facilitating leadership to create an organizational climate supportive of excellence in teaching and learning.
EAD 808 - Administration of Pupil Personnel Services.
Administrative problems relating to child accounting. Major areas emphasized will be attendance reports and records, school
census, and social and economic factors influencing school attendance.
EAD 824 - Technology and Leadership Practices for Program Improvement. The study of assessment, improvement, and
application of computer technology and effective leadership practices in education. The focus of the course will be upon the use of
technology and knowledge of"best" practices for educational improvements.
EAD 827 - Finance and Support Services in Schools
Study of finance and support services within individual schools in Kentucky and the United States. Special emphasis will be
placed upon site-based decision-making concepts as they relate to finance and support services.
EAD 828 - School Law and Ethics in School Leadership.
Legal principles and interpretations of constitutional and statutory laws. Judicial decisions and school policies based on those are
emphasized. Special attention is given to the site-based decision making process at the school level.
EAD 831 - Leadership for School Program Collaboration.
The study of the issues and opportunities that surround educational leaders, professional staff, support staff, students, and
communities, as they relate to collaborative efforts regarding quality and equity in development of the world class schools.
EAD 834 - Leadership for Human Resources Development and Supervision.
Human resource development practices including functions of school supervision. Course emphasizes the development of
knowledge and skills needed to provide essential and effective personnel leadership and management services in an educational
organization.
EAD 839 - The School Superintendency.
The role of the school district superintendent is explored and analyzed with reference to job responsibilities and organizational
structure. Knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary to serve successfully in the position are also examined.
EAD 846 - beadership for School-Community Relations.
Study of issues and responsibilities relating to the establishment and administration of a school community relations program at the
school district and school building levels.
EAD 849 - School Systems Administration.
An examination of planning processes used by leaders to direct and focus educational change and improvement. Includes strategic
planning approaches designed to address the goals of an organization.
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EAD 859 - Strategic Planning in Education.
An examination of planning processes used by leaders to direct and focus educational change and improvement. Includes strategic
planning approaches designed to address the goals of an organization.
EDL 80 1 - Field Experience
Minimum of six tv hours of field experiences relevant to the student's planned program of studv, supported bv skill development
through symposia. tutorials. lectures. and assessments.
EDL 810 - Introduction to Quantitative Research Methods
Introduction to the use of quantitative research methods in education. Topics include research design. measures of central
tendencv. measures of variabilitv, standard scores. nom1al curve. simple regression, correlation. point estimates. testing statistical
hypotheses. confidence intervals. !-distributions. chi-square distributions. and F-distributions.
EDL 811 - Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods
Introduction to qualitative data collection and analvsis in educational research. Review of origins. theorv. and design of method;
issues ofvaliditv. reliability. and human subject ethics.
EDL 81 2 - Thesis
EDL 820 - Cultural and Contextual Foundations of Leadership
Investigation of cultural and social influences on the development of leadership in educational settings. Emphasis is placed on the
£J2plication of socio-cultural concepts to leadership issues and problems in educational settings.
EDL 8? 1 - Moral and Ethical Dimensions of Leadership
Examination of the moral dimensions ofthe process and content ofleadership from theoretical and practical perspectives.
Emphasis is placed on the application of ethical thinking and concepts to leadership issues and problems in educational settings.
EDL 822 - Social and Political Dimensions of Leadership
Examination of the social and political dimensions of the process and content of leadership from theoretical and practical
perspectives. Emphasis will be placed on the application of relevant theoretical constructs (e.g., conflict theory) to leadership
issues and problems in educational settings.
EDL 823 - Assessment for Educational Leaders
Examination of the theoretical and practical basis for using and interpreting test and measurement data available to guide
educational leadership. The course focuses on the appropriate uses of different types of assessment data in a varietv of settings and
is suitable for both applied researchers and leadership practitioners.

ELE 81 0 - Elementary School Curriculum.
Study in depth of principles, materials, and procedures in current curriculum development and revision in the elementary schooL
EMG 810 - Curriculum in the Middle SchooL
A study of the physical, social, emotional, and intellectual needs unique to the middle grades student and their implications for
courses of study, the learning environment, and teacher characteristics.
EMS 850 - Curriculum for Leaders in Education.
A course focusing on definition, planning, implementation, and assessment ofP-12 cmricula. Designed for students pursuing
programs in Instructional Leadership.
EPY 8 J6 - Tests and Measurement.
Study of the concepts, principles, and methods involved in the used of current tests and inventories. Emphasis on measurement
theory underlying construction, use, and interpretation of data from standardized tests.
ESE 863 - Secondary School Curriculum.
Aims of the public secondary schools; plans for evaluating curriculum procedures; qualities of good teaching; procedures of
evaluating and improving classroom teaching; methods of making the school a more effective agency.
SED 775 - Nature and Needs of Exceptional Students.
Overview of special education including characteristics, definitions, programming, and supporting research. Open to non-majors.
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SED 800 - Exceptional Learners in the Regular Classroom.
Open only to non LBD, MSD, and DHH majors. Characteristics ofmainstreamed students, identification procedures, and
instructional strategies. Salient features ofPL94-142, IEP, roles and responsibilities of regular educators.
SED 810 - Special Education Statutes, Regulations, and Case Law.
A study of the administrative responsibilities of special education leadership with emphasis on the understanding of the field of
special education, related federal and state Jaws, administrative regulations, instructional arrangements, grant writing and budget.
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new re uired course, com lete a se arate re uest for the a
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use str4ketl:lfGtJW+ for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------·-·--------

Part Ill Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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Course Number
(3
its)

Effective Term
(Example: Fall2001)

course information.
College/Division:
Dept. (4 letters)*

AS
JS
BT
EM
PC
ED
HS
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs.
Lecture
pe*
(List all

i

ble)

Work Load

Grading Mode*

Cip Code (first two digits only)
Class Restriction, if any: (undergraduate only)

(for each schedule

FR
so
___

rading Information: Course
igible for IP (in-progress
1---------t----------l~"~r~•ng) for: Check all applicable

1-------~---------1

Prerequisite(s):

-----!

Other

Thesis
Internship
Independent Study

------

JR
--SR

FOR BANNER USE ONLY
Date of data entry
Data entry person

---------------

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D ·.)

(Specific minimum grade

or formerly©
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Part Ill Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.

I

3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

Admission Requirements
Masters of Arts in Education
•
•

•
•
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A score of 300 on the verbal section of the Graduate Records
Exam (GRE) or a raw score of20 a scaled score of 360 on the Millers Analogy Test (GMAT) or successflilly
~raxis PLT exam at--tJ:te--.level set for that year to meet teacher certification standard.
~ 3:0 GPA in the undergraduate degree or 2--:--7-5 3.0 GPA in the last 60 undergraduate hours or a 3.0 GPA in
a minimum of 15 graduate hours.
Educational objectives
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Senn:ng Kentuckians Since 1906'
Kim A. Naugle, Ph.D., Associate Dean
College of Education
Bert Combs 420
521 Lancaster A venue
Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3102
(859) 622-1175
~-iill.Jliilll'l~f{;.cl>h.cd ll

Febmary 9, 2007

To:
Via:
From:
Copies to:

Dr. Rodney Piercey, Provost, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dr. Bill Phillips, Dean, College of E d u c a t i o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dr. Kim Naugle, Associate Dean, College of Education _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Faculty Senate
Council on Academic Affairs
Teacher Education Committee
College Curriculum Coordinating Committee

Re: Restructuring of the Special Education Department
The Special Education Department (SED) has requested to be divided into two departments and this was
discussed with and approved by the former Interim provost, Dr. James Chapman. We are submitting this
for review by the academic review process with the intent it go into effect with the start of the fall 2007
semester. The Special Education Department will remain the name of the first department and it will house
all of the areas currently in this department except for the Interpreter Training program which will become its
own separate department. The new department name for the Interpreter Training program would be the
Department of American Sign Language and Interpreter Education. This division is completely amicable
and supported by the faculty and staff of both programs and is being made to allow both programs to fit
more effectively in the College administrative structure as well as to simplify numerous issues associated
with such issues as grant administration and accreditation that are unique to these programs. This change
in total including changing the current Area Coordinator for Interpreter Training to a Chairs position will be a
cost neutral process since the current Area Coordinator already gets additional release time as a
condition of the Kentucky Department of EducationNocational Rehabilitation grant this area operates under
and as the support services for these areas are already separated by program area.
The personnel portion of the budget will stay within the appropriate area of assignment and the non grant
driven portion of the budget of the SED (M & 0) will be divided between the two departments based on a
percentage generated from the number of full time faculty positions in each area. Each Department will
have its own chairs coming from currently in place positions and the administrative assistants and other
assistants in the department currently assigned to each area will remain with that unit/department. Office
space will remain as currently allocated and the two departments, along with the rest of the departments in
the College, will share major item expenses when it is in the best interest of the departments and the
College as a whole.
Should questions arise, please feel free to contact me. Thank you.
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PROPOSAL
The Eastern Kentucky University Interpreter Training Program currently under the Department of Special Education is
proposing to become the Department of American Sign Language & Interpreter Education in the College of Education.
Background:
'TI1e state of Kentucky passed legislation (HB 322) in 1986 to establish an Interpreter Training Program (ITP) at an institute of higher
education to offer a minimum of an associate degree in interpreting, The legislation also addresses the institution's responsibility of
providing satellite training opportunities, Initial funding was provided by the Council on Postsecondary Education for a faculty position
and a half-time secretary, EKU was selected by CPE and a two year associate degree ITP was established in the late 1980's. EKU
remains the only program of its kind in the commonwealth and is unique in its function and scope of pre-service and in-service
educational activities.
Growth and Scope:
In 1996 discussions were begun with the University of Louisville (UofL) to establish a permanent collaborative degree program housed
on the UofL main campus. Concurrently a proposal \Vas undertaken at EKU to move the associate degree to a baccalaureate degree in
interpreting. The baccalaureate degree was established in 1998 at EKU, the Memorandum of Agreement with the UofL was also
fmmally signed in 1998 and the EKU/UofL ITP began offering a baccalaureate degree in Louisville. The UofL program \Vas initially
funded in 1996 by a grant from the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation until 2002 when EKU assumed. primary funding
responsibility for the program.
1ne EKU College of Education and ITP, in association with the Kentucky Department of Education, is in the process of further
expanding the training capacity of the ITP by establishing a full collaborative baccalaureate degree program with Western Kentucky
University as well as establishing a small Resource Center for interpreters in a community college in eastern Kentucky. Funding to
support this endeavor was supplied by the Kentucky Department of Education and became available July J, 2006.
Additional Outreach services for interpreters have been made possible through grants begun in 1994/1995 with the Kentucky Department
of Education and the Kentucky Office of Vocational Rehabilitation. These Outreach activities do provide workshops across the state as
well as training and suppmt for P-12 educational interpreters, teachers and administrators. During the 2004 - 2005 academic years for
example, twenty-eight workshops were sponsored or co-sponsored by the ITP Outreach coordinator with attendance topping the 1,000
participant mark.
The ITP offers an array of ASL level one through level six classes which are provided for all students under general education and can be
taken for foreign language credit by any EKU or UofL student.
The Office of Vocational Rehabilitation in partnership with the EKU ITP still provides significant funding for pre-service and in-service
activities. OVR and the ITP in 1999 collaborated to establish the Center on Deafness. This bas been a very successful entity of the ITP
designed to provide grant writing, research, and collaborative training with local, state and national agencies in the field of deafness.
Future:
The ITP has expanded significantly since its inception in the late 1980's and has always enjoyed an excellent working relationship under
the Department of Special Education (SED) within the College of Education. The growth of both SED and the ITP has expanded the total
number of SED faculty and staff to approximately 50. The ITP now bas 27 employees and with the anticipated addition of the western
and eastern sites after July 1, 2006 this number is expected to grow to 36. Academic offerings, the management of current personnel and
fiscal resources, and the management of anticipated resources have made the ITP function much like a Department over the past several
years. The ITP has been and remains a very cost effective program. Current KDE and OVR grants have provided $1,099,346 of external
support during the 2005 2006 fiscal years and the proposed KDE initiative to establish a western program and an eastern service center
will add an anticipated $575,000 for a total of approximately of $1,674,346 for 2006- 2007. This amount does not count ITP state and
Action Agenda funds. This number becomes more significant when the additional Center on Deafness grants are added in as well as the
tuition which will be generated once the western and eastern programs are up and running. The western program will mirror the tuition
generated to EKU by the UofL ITP which is approximately $250,000 for fall and spring semesters and an addition $50,000 during the
summer semester.
The ITP has experienced continuity, growth and has developed a vision for the future to help make it one of the unique programs within
the College of Education. Management of resources, funding and personnel as well as defining its role and function within the College of
Education are important to the program as well as the Department of Special Education. Becoming a separate department will assist the
SED Chair in managing a large Department of Special Education as well as define the parameters of the JTP and provide a departmental
framework for its future endeavors.
The ITP faculty and staff along with the faculty and staff of the SED support this proposal and appreciate the consideration of this
proposal.
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate pro ram revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use~~

for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use

smke~

for deletions and underlines for additions )

STATEMENT FOR CURRENT and FUTURE STUDENTS
Teacher Education Candidates admitted prior to Fall, 2007 who do not meet the Teacher Admission GPA
requirements identified in the 2006-2007 catalog will be allowed to use the GPA requirements as outlined in the 20042006 catalog to exit a teacher education program.
Teacher Education Candidates admitted to the University under or before the 2004-2006 catalog will be allowed to
exit using the GPA requirements as outlined in this catalog.
Candidates entering EKU Fall 2007 and after will meet the 2.75 GPA requirement for admission and exit of teacher
education programs.
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CAA: 02-15-07
Courses Taken for Dual Credit
Policy Proposal
Eastern Kentucky University (EKU) offers courses in high schools where qualifying
students can earn simultaneously high school credit and college credit. The term “dual
credit” refers to when students earn credit towards high school graduation and a college
degree. Such “dual credit” courses, when offered in high schools, must be taught by
teachers who meet university qualifications. Students must take the “dual credit” course
in the high school where the student is currently enrolled.
The following requirements apply to the courses, the instructors, the students, and to the
differences between “dual credit” courses and courses offered through EKU’s Jump Start
Program. EKU’s Jump Start Program permits qualifying students to enroll in one class
on an EKU campus each semester during their senior year at no cost, except for related
course fees. Such Jump Start enrollments are based on course and space availability on
EKU’s main campus or at an extended campus (Corbin, Danville, or Manchester).
Dual Credit Courses
Dual credit courses must have:
• the same syllabus as equivalent courses taught at EKU (main campus or an
extended campus)
• the same graded requirements and assessment as equivalent courses taught at
EKU (main campus or an extended campus)
• the same textbook as equivalent courses taught at EKU (main campus or an
extended campus)
• the same pre-requisites as equivalent courses taught at EKU (main campus or an
extended campus). Students who enroll in dual credit courses will not be
permitted to obtain pre-requisites overrides in order to enroll in dual credit
courses. Students who enroll in dual credit courses must be fully prepared
academically before taking dual credit courses that earn college credit.
Dual Credit Instructors
All instructors who teach dual credit courses must meet university standards.
A designated EKU faculty member or administrator from the College department in
which a dual credit course is regularly taught will have “full supervisory” responsibility
for such courses. The designated faculty member or administrator can make in-class
visits as desired to ensure that academic standards are being met.
Dual Credit Students
Students who enroll in dual credit courses must have an ACT composite of 21, a high
school GPA of 2.75, and a recommendation from a school principle or counselor.
Students who are admitted into dual credit courses will be classified as “Dual Credit
Students.” No EKU admission application fee will be charged. In addition, students who
are enrolled in dual credit classes will be charged 20 percent EKU’s standard tuition for
such courses. Students who enroll in dual credit courses must be registered and must
follow all EKU policies.

Office ofthe Dean
Dr. David D. Gale, Dean
Dr. Deborah Whitehouse, Assoc. Dean
Julie K. Brewer, Administrative Assistant

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
SeTTing Kentuck1:ans Since I .'JOG

Rowlett203
521 Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, Kentucky 404 75-3102
(859) 622-1523
FAX (859) 622-1140
Q;Lv_i\W_z\l~ek\LeQJJ • ~'-ww.eku-~g
)2~orah, whitelc_qg_,~ei@'eku~edu

Julie_Brew~r@e_ls..JLedu

TO:

Council on Academic Affairs

FROM:

QJF~~
Dr. Deborah Whitehouse, Associate Dean

SUBJECT:
DATE:

Agenda Items
February 9, 2007

Please include the attached curriculum proposals onto the agenda for the meeting of the Council on
Academic Affairs on February 15, 2007.

Family and Consumer Science
Program Revision
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education
Add CDF346 to curriculum require.
FCS1-2
Eff. Fall2007

X

02-15-07

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.

2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

Major Requirements ................................................................................................... 33-51 hours
Core ......................................................................................................................... 24 hours
CDF 132, 235, 236, 327, 437, FCS 400, NFA 317 and SWK 456.
Options ........................................................................................................................9-12-27hours
Child Development*.......................................................................................... . . .. ..... 27 hours
CDF 246, 343, 344, 346, 450 <9 J 547, 538.
Family Studies ............................................................................................................. 24 hours
6
CDF 232,243, 331, 342 or 441i, 424,443 , 538.
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood* ................................................................................9-11._hours
CDF 246, 343, 344, 346.
Minor Requirements .............................................................................................................18 hours
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood ......................................................................................18 hours
(Minor in Special Education)
SED 504, 341, 352, 360,436, 518.
Supporting Course Requirements ...................................................................................... 6-18 hours
Child Development ......................................................................................................... 15 hours
CSC 104 or CIS 212, SED 504, 518, OTS 515, NSC 500.
Family Studies ..................................................................................................................6 hours
FRM 352, CSC 104 or CIS 212
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood ....................................................................................... 9 hours
CSC 104 or CIS 212, OTS 515, NSC 500.
Professional Education Requirements ....................................................................................19 hours
(Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Option)
1
12
EDF 103 , 203, ELE 519 and CDF 499
(Students must comply with admission to Teacher Education
requirements.) (EDF 319 met with major; EDF 413 met with SED 353; SED 401 met with special education
minor.)
General Education Requirements ...........................................................................................49 hours
Standard General Education Program, excluding course category 03. Refer to Section Four of this
Catalog for details on the General Education and University Requirements.
University Requirements ..........................................................................................................1 hour
HSO 100
Free Electives ..................................................................................................................... 0-24 hours
Total Curriculum Requirements ............................... .-.................................................. 128- 4-29132 hours
*Transfer students may be required to take CDF 299 (1)
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Serving Kentuckians Since 1906
College of Justice & Safety
'A Program ofDistinction'

354 Stratton Building
521 Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, KY 40475-3102
(859) 622-3565 FAX (859) 622-6561
Allen.Ault@eku.edu • www.justice.eku.cdu

Office of the Dean

TO:

FROM:

Council on A'Lc

AIJ't' {) 0

~7l~

Dr. Allen Ault, Dean
College of Justice & Safety
DATE:

February 9, 2007

RE:

Agenda Items

Please include the enclosed curriculum proposals on the agenda for the next meeting of the Council on Academic Affairs
scheduled for February 15, 2007.
D epartment of Loss Prevention and Safety

IHomeland Security

JS 1

New Program

Certificate

JS 3

Program Revision

MS

Loss Prevention and Safety changed to Safety, Security & Emergency
Management

JS 6

Course Revision

LPS 815

Change Prefix to SSE
ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

JS 9

Course Revision

LPS 822

Change Prefix to SSE , ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

JS12

Course Revision

LPS 826

Change Prefix to SSE , ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course des.criptions

JSI5

Course Revision

LPS 827

Change Prefix to SSE, ADD Formerly LPS ;qx to course descriptions

JS18

Course Revision

LPS 828

Change Prefix to SSE , ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

JS21

Course Revision

LPS 829

Change Prefix to SSE , ADD Formerly LPS xxxto course descriptions

JS24

Course Revision

LPS 833

Change Prefix to SSE, ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

JS27

Course Revision

LPS 839

Change Prefix to SSE , A,DD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

JS30

Course Revision

LPS 839
A-F

Change Prefix to SSE , ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

JS33

Course Revision

LPS 841

Change Prefix to SSE , ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

JS36

Course Revision

LPS 845

Change Prefix to SSE , ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

JS39

Course Revision

LPS 865

Change Prefix to SSE , ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

JS42

Course Revision

LPS 880

Change Prefix to SSE , ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

JS45

Course Revision

LPS 890

Change Prefix to $SE , ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

i JS48

Course Revision

LPS 897

Change Prefix to SSE , ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

JS51

Course Revision

LPS 898

Change Prefix to SSE , ADD Formerly LPS xxx to course descriptions

-

X

02-15-07

Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

LPS 815 SSE 815 Loss Prevention Administration. (3) A FormerlyLPS 815. Prerequisite: departmental approval.
Examination of administrative concepts and principles regarding organizing and managing the functional areas of fire,
safety, and security. Development.of organizational and administrative structure to include policy formulation, goals
and objectives, managerial tasks, and impact evaluations within an encompassing loss prevention framework.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using stril<ethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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~51

Term
Fall2001)

t-mPPTI\/<01

SUMMER, 2007

AS

BT
ED

HS
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs.
Lecture

-----t

ONLINE
Grading Mode*

FR

so.- - -

---

.:r"'rl 1"""' Information: Course
r-----~~-----leliclible for IP (in-progress
) for: Check all applicable
------~

------~

JR
SR

---

---

FOR BANNER USE ONLY

Date of data entry

-----------

Data entry person

-----------

{List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D ·.)

Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
t" 11 '"";,,,

courses. Default grade is 0-.)

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.

(*Use Validati.on Tables.)
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X
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.
2.

3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalqg text with the proposed text using strilmthrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)
LPS 822 SSE 822 WORKERS' COMPENSATION I LABOR LAW (3) A. Formerly LPS 822. Prerequisite:
departmental approval. Comprehensive study of workers compensation and regulations; National Labor Relations
Act; Title VII; A.D.E.A.; and, other relevant laws applicable to the functional areas of loss prevention.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

htlp:f/vvww.forms.eku.edu/docs/Curriculum_Change_Form.doc-9-05
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l

Effective Term
(Example: Fall 2001
SUMMER, 2007

letters)*

AS
BT
ED

HS
Repeatable Maximum No. of Hrs.
Lecture

------1

Other
ONLINE
Grading Mode*
FR

-so--~r<:>nm,, Information: Course
r---:----~-------Jeti~it>le. for IP (in-progress
ing) for: Check all applicable
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-------
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SR--

FOR BANNER USE ONLY

Date of data entry
Data entry person

---------------------

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.

(*Use Validation Tables.)
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)
1.
2..
3.

For a new course, provide fhe catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

I

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

bPS 826 SSE 826 EMERGENCY PREP/RESPONSE (3) A. Formerly LPS 826. Prerequisite: departmental approval.
In-depth study of the planning process, program development, training methods, etc. for response to man-made and
natural emergencies/disasters for both private and public entities.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using stril<ethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use striketnrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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Lecture

Other
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Schedule

Grading Mode*
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FOR BANNER USE ONLY

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
(*Use Validation Tables.)
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
{For a new i"equired course, complete a separate request for the appropriate_Qrogram revisions.)

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrougl1 for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

l

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

kPS 827 SSE 827 ISSUES IN SECURITY MANAGEMENT (3) A. Formerly LPS 827. Prerequisite: departmental
approval. Survey of salient issues and concerns confronting security managers. Examines the application and
contribution of various management concepts and philosophies to assets protection issues such as information
security, personnel, protection, threat analysis, technological adaptation, and resource allocation.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using stril<etl1rough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
{*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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Other
ONLINE
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Class Restriction, if any: (undergraduateonly)
FR ___
so
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FOR BANNER USE ONLY

Date of data e n t r y - - - - - Data entry person - - - - ' - - - - -

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.

(*Use Validation Tables.)
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·

Part If. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the aQQropriate program revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using stril<ethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

I

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use stFikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

LPS 828 SSE 828 INDUSTRIAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT (3) A. Formerly LPS 828. Prerequisite: departmental
approval. Investigation and analysis of hazard control principles relating to the management of personnel, facilities
and equipment, including control procedures, work-task analysis, risk identification and countermeasures, safety
training, and pertinent safety management techniques.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

http://www.forms. eku. edu/docs/Curricufum _Change _Form .doc-9-05
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NOTE: Do not f01ward validation tables with curriculum form.

(*Use Validation Tables,)
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strilcethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)
bPS 829 SSE 829 PUBLIC EMERGENCY SERVICES (3) A. Formerly LPS 829. Prerequisite: departmental approval.
Overview of the theories and techniques of management practices regarding the operation and delivery of public
sector emergency services. Agency coordination, budgetary consideration, resource assessment, and liability issues
are emphasized.
L------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------~

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strilcethrough for deletions·
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

I

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)
LPS 833 SSE 833 LEGISLATION & REGULATORY COMPLIANCE (3) A. Formerly LPS 833. Prerequisite:
departmental approval. Comprehensive study and analysis of federal/state regulations and legislation such as OSHA,
EPA, etc., which mandate compliance with certain safety, health, and environmental conditions and practices relating
to work performed in occupational, industrial, and comparable settings.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strilmthrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
·
For a suspended program; provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
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Part II. ·Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.
2.

3.

· For a new course, provide the catalog text.
.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strilwthrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

LPS 839 SSE 839 Applied Learning: __ (1-6) A. Formerly LPS 839. Prerequisite: departmental approval. Work
under faculty and field supervisor in a cooperative placement related to student's academic studies. May be retaken to
a maximum of six hours, but only three hours may count toward master's degree. A minimum of 80 hours required for
each hour of academic credit.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.

3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

http ://WNW .forms .~ku.edu/docs/Curriculum _Change _Form .d oc-9-05
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

I

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

LPS 839 SSE 839 A-F COOPERATIVE STUDY: __ (1-6) A. Formerly LPS 839 A-F. Prerequisite: departmental
approvaL Work under faculty and field supervisor in a coopera~ive placement related to student's academic studies.
May be retaken to a maximum of six hours, but only three hours may count toward master's degree. A minimum of 80
hours required for each hour of academic credit.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strilmthrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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(Listprerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()folloWing courses. Default grade is D-.)

Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
'f"n,._,.,,n,.. courses. Default grade is 0-.)

with; or formerly:)

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.

(*Use Validation Tables.)
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
· (For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate oroqram revisions.)

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text
New or Revised* Catalog Text

I

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix,· No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

LPS 841 SSE 841 APPLIED STUDY IN LOSS PREVENTION SAFETY, SECURITY & EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT (3) A. Formerly LPS 841. Prerequisite: departmental approval. Supervised study in loss prevention
setting to provide the student an opportunity to synthesize theory and on-the-job situations. Individual conferences.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.

3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strilmthrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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Dept. (41etters)*

HS
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Lecture

-------1

Other
ONLINE
Grading Mode*

FR ___
so

JR
--SR

FOR BANNER USE ONLY

Date of data entry
Data entry person

-------

____ __
__.:.

(List prerequisites only. list combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements should be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
courses. Default grade is

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.

(*Use Validation Tables.)
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course,. provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a droppecf course, provide the current catalog text.

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)
bPS 345 SSE 845 ·PERSONAUENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS (3) A. Formerly LPS 845. Prerequisite: departmental
approval. ·Analysis and investigation of hazard and threat control principles relating to personal and environmental
risks within the workplace. Investigation techniques, inspection methodologies, management techniques, and
prevention programs essential to the manager within the safety, fire, and security functions are emphasized.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strilwthrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

http://www. forms.eku .edu/docs/Curriculum _Change_Form .doc-9-05
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Thesis
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Data entry person - - - - - - -

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.

(*Use Validation Tables.)
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new ¥equired course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.
2.
3,

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
·
and underlines for additions.
Fora dropped course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

LPS 865 SSE 865 LOSS PREVENTION AUDITING (3) A. Formerly LPS 865. Prerequisite: departmental approval.
Theory and application of loss prevention auditing in safety, fire, and security. Comprehensive study of risk/threat
exposure and assessment.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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College/Division:

AS
BT
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Dept

JS
EM
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Lecture
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Grading Mode*
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FOR BANNER USE ONLY
Date of data e n t r y - - - - - Data entry person - - - - - - -

(List prerequisites only. List combinations below. Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
requirements shouJd be placed in ()following courses. Default grade is D-.)

literally.) (Specific minimum grade

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
· (*Use Validation Tables.)
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.
2.
- 3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions.
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

I

.
New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)
bPS 880 SSE 880 LOSS PREVENTION RESEARCH/PLANNING. (3) A. Formerly LPS 880. Prerequisite:
departmental approval. APS 465 or equivalent statistics course and departmental approval. Models and applications
of research design and planning in loss prevention and assets protection. Identification and evaluation of problems,
information and data interpretation, and research/planning methodologies for contemporary approaches to proactive
loss prevention.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current progr<:~m requirements using stril<ethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

http://www. form s.eku. edu/docs/Curriculum _Change _Form .doc-9-05
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FOR BANNER USE ONLY
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Date of data entry _ _ _ _ __
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Data entry person - - - - - - -

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.
(*Use Validation Tables.)
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· Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)

1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using striRethrou§fl for deletions
and underlines for additions.
·
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

l

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

bPS 890 SSE 890 TOPICAL SEMINAR. (1-3) A. Formerly LPS 890. Prerequisite: advisor/departmental approval.
Designed to explore specific, contemporary aspects of loss prevention. May be retaken to a maximum of six hours
provided topic is different each time.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strikethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. ·List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
{*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

http://ww-w. forms. eku.edu/docs/Curriculum _Change_Form .doc-9-05
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Prerequisite(s) Combination (Use "and" and "or" literally.) (Specific minimum grade
be placed in ( ) following courses. Default grade is D-.)

NOTE: Do not forward validation tables with curriculum form.

(*Use Validation Tables.)
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appJopriateprogram revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revise<J course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

.

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)
bPS 897 SSE 897 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3) A. Formerly LPS 897. Prerequisite: advisor/departmental approval
Designed for graduate students who have demonstrated the ability to conduct individual research relating to loss
prevention and safety. Student must have the independent study proposal form approved by faculty supervisor and
department chair prior to enrollment. May be retaken to a maximum of six hours.

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using stril<ethrough for deletions and .
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

http:f/www.forms.eku.edu/docs/Curriculum_Change__Form.doc-9-05
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped courl)e, provide the current catalog text.

I

New or Revised* Catalog Text
{*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)
LPS 898 SSE 898 THESIS (3-6) A. Formerly LPS 898. Prerequisite: advisor/departmental approval For students
preparing a thesis in partial fulfillment of the requirements for master's degree program. May be retaken to a
maximum of six hours.
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using stril<ethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
{*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)
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·Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)
1.
2.
3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with the proposed text using strikethrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
For a dropped' course, provide the current catalog text.
New or Revised* Catalog Text

{*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program
1.
2.
3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using stril<ethrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
·
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. Ust any options
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

Master of Science
boss ProveRtieR ami Safety Pre!!Jraf!'l

Safety, Security & Emergency Management
Couf'Se Core Requirements ..................... 18 hours

kP& SSE 815, 822, 826, 833, 865, 880
Support Courses ............................................. 12 hours
Twelve hours selected from the following:
.

.

bP-S SSE 827, 828, 829, 839, 841, 845, 890, INS 876, INS 878
'

Thesis or electives ..... ~ .... .'....................................6 hours

bP& SSE 898 or electives
Total Curriculum Requirements ...............................36

Q:\University_Forms\Word_Form s\Curr\curriculum. change. form .doc-9-05

Master of Science
Safety. Security & Emergency Management
Option in Homeland Security

Core Requirements ..................... 18 hours

'=P& SSE 815. 822, 826, 833, 865, 880
Option Requirements ..................... 12 hours
HLS 800, 810, 820, 830
Thesis or Electives ............. ; .................................6 hours
~ 898 or Approved Electives

. Total Curriculum Requirements ...............................36
The fv!aster of Science degree in Loss Prevention & Safety (LPS) which includes the Option in Homeland Security
may be completed online. In addition to satisfying Eastern Kentucky University's {EKU) requirements for admission or
for provisional admission, to an online program requires either that students reside at least 60 miles from campus, or if
they reside closer, demonstrate a rationale that is satisfactory to the department for pursuing requirements online.
Contact the LPS Graduate Coordinator for additional details.
·

Q:\University_Forms\Word_Forms\Curr\curriculum. change .form .doc-9-05
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Part II. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Dropped Course
(For a new required course, complete a separate request for the appropriate program revisions.)
1.
2.

-- 3.

For a new course, provide the catalog text.
For a revised course, provide the current catalog text with .the proposed text using strilmthrough for deletions
and underlines for additions.
Fora dropped course, provide the current catalog text.

New or Revised* Catalog Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions. Also include Crs. Prefix, No., and description, limited to 35 words.)
~---------~--------~-----------·--------------------------------------------------------

Part Ill. Recording Data for New, Revised, or Suspended Program

1.
2.

3.

For a new program, provide the catalog description as being proposed.
For a revised program, provide the current program requirements using strilmthrough for deletions and
underlines for additions.
For a suspended program, provide the current program requirements as shown in catalog. List any options.
and/or minors affected by the program's suspension.
New or Revised* Program Text
(*Use strikethrough for deletions and underlines for additions.)

MASTER OF SCIENCE
CERTIFICATE IN HOMELAND SECURITY
CERTIFICATE RJ=QUIREMENTS ......................................................... 12 HOURS
HLS 800,810,820,830
·TOTAL CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS ............................................... 12 HOURS
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